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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Holland
the Town

When

Folks

Really Live

VOLUME 34— NUMBER

HOLLAND. MICHIGAN. THURSDAY, MAY

18

3,

The News Has Been

A

Constructive Booster for

Holland Since 1872

EIGHT PAGES

1956

—

PRICE TEN

CENTS

Post Office Clerks Elect

Tulip Festival

Officers,

Property Tax Levy

Name Delegates

Van

Dyke was elected
president of theVHollandbranch
No. 3670, National Federation of
Post ^Office Clerks, succeeding
CliffordHopkins, at a meeting in
the Hopkins home Tuesday night.
Van Dyke had previouslybeen
Louis

Licenses Issued

By City Council

y

Boosted

vice president.
Council Okays Plan
Harvey Wblbort was electedvice
president and Stanley Van Lopik
To Seek Federal Funds
was reelected secretary-treasurer.
Named as delegates to the< state
On Library Planning
convention in Flint May 25 and 26
City Council okayed several li- were Russell V. Huyser. Van Dyke
censes for Tulip Time activities and Van Lopik. Alternatesare Bill
Do Mots, Ed Houting and Frank
at a regular meeting Wednesday

Adopted

Gaiowsky.

Specialist

Separate licenses were issued for

Yay 16 to 19; Dutch Fantasies in
Woman's Literary Club, May 1619; Intercollegiate
Choral Festival

at Civic Center, May 16; Volk
Provincie, Civic Center,

May

Before Tornado

Announced Here

Keep Calm, Alert

And Know Safety

THESE YOUNG MEN gathered at Grand Haven
Armory Wednesday afternoon for brief
ceremonies before leaving for Detroit to be
inductedinto the armed forces.Seated, left to
right, are Thomas S. Depres, RussellJ. Johnson,

Garth R. Lowing,

Nick

Essenyi;Edward
Kinkema; standing, Paul F. Schaefer, Roland
Strating, William J. Lokker, Dale L. Van
Haitsma and Russell Van Den Bosch.
(Sentinel photo)

was

Julia Bonzelaar

far and

the leader in the all event

a

competition with
1,819 score
while Marian Van Voorst followeded with a 1,732.

Red Cross Has Spent

2 Admit Setting
Fire to

$111,300 in Hudsonville

Auto

Board

Retained as Is
For the Present
Revisions Expected
Before

Although there's no absolute
protection against tornadoes except properly built storm shelters,
chances are you’ll survive the blast
if you have worked out your safety
measures in advance.

City Council Wednesday night
adopted a city budget for the 1956-

year callingfor a total property tax levy of $458,378.38, an in57

1

crease

W

$39,516.24 over the 1955-

56 budget.

The tax rate under'the new
budget amounts to $14,714 per

That’s the word from Richard
G. Pfister,farm safety specialist
at Michigan State University. He
ba$es these recommendations on
the experience of the U. S. Weath-

Ottawa County

er Bureau in many

Stages Tax Sale

thousand, an Increase of 81.4 cents
per thousand over last year’irate

of $13.90.Assessed valuation for
the city is $31,152,220, an Increase

areas:

On warm, humid days

1

v#

year term which would round out
Mrs. De Pree's original term.
Petitions for other candidates
may be obtained from the board
secretary, Dr. Lester J. Kuyper,
73 East 10th St. May 12 is the
deadline for filing petitions.

tornado-hit

New Budget

Becomes Effective

the next election, is seeking a one-

Measures to Use

with a 2.864.

away

Salary Schedule

Petitions have been filed for
Bernard Arendshorst and Carl C.
Andreasen as m e m b e r s of the
Board of Education in the June 11
election. Both are incumbents.
Arendshorst, who was elected to
a one-year term last year, is seeking a four-year term. Andreasen,
who was appointed last fall to succeed Mrs. Margaret De Free until

Tourney Winners

May 19; Tulip Time Band Review, Riverview Park, May 19;
Fifth Wheel Lunch walked off
Tulip Time Varieties, Riverview
Park, May 19, all under Tulip with the team event championship
and. trophy in the Holland City
Time management.
A licensealso was issued to the^ Women's Bowling Associationtourlocal barbershop quartet chapter nament* just completedat Holland
lor staging the Parade of Quartets
Bowling Lanes.
May 18 in Civic Center.
The southside lunch team rolled
Council granted permissionfor
Tulip Time use of RiverviewPark a total of 2,870 pins to take the
for the two Saturday events, and grown ahead of Hekman Rusk Co.
land Public Library to place canisters at various locations throughout
the city during Tulip Time in connectionwith its million penny campaign to raise funds for a new
library building.
Furthermore. Council filed an applicationwith the Michigan State

by Council

File for School

Plan Protection

ter,

also granted permission to the Hol-

Says

Womens Bowling

17;

Baton Twirling Contest,Civic Cen-

Budget

Arendshorst, Andreasen

night in City Hall.

the Flower Show in the Armory

in

with

H

^1^®0°ver ,ast year i to,al
southerlywinds and threatening GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Tax
single competition with a 617 score
levy total u adopted is
sky keep the radio tuned in for sales were held in Grand Haven
HUDSONVILLE (Special)
Highway Departmentto close and Marie Draper and Jean Moel- ALLEGAN (Special) — Arnold Red Cross awards of $69,234.43 to
tornado warnings.If the alert is Tuesday and Wednesday conducted $11,000 under the proposedfigure
state trunklinesin Holland city for ler were first in doubles, compil- Boyce. 28, of Plainwell, and a 16Holland Archers Hold
sounded, be ready to take cover by County Treasurer Fred Den of* $469,378.28 listed when Council
29 families which were victims of
ing an 1,186 total.
Tulip Time parades.
ycar-old compar-ion nave been
when the electricityfails, if you
Herder who collected$2,432.03 on filed the 139-pagebudget two weeks
Team finishers: Fifth Wheel. named in warrants issued Thurs- the April 3 tornado were made at Indoor Novelty Shoot
Council also accepted Manager
see hail or hear unusual sounds
ago. This reduction comes from a
91 parcels.
Price's invitation to participatein 2,870; Hekman Rusk Co., 2,864; day charging them with setting a meeting of the Hudsonville adHolland
archers
held a novelty like a train or roar of airplanes. A total of 585 parcels had been change In the contingencyfund
Draper’s Market, 2,831; People's fire to Boyce’s car in an attempt
Tulip Time parades.
People usually can't see a torwhich was knocked down from $72,visory committee and Red Cross shoot Wednesday night in Holland
advertised for sale previously but
In other business, Council set State Bank. 2,827; Kleis Real to defraud an insurance company.
nado in time to outrun it.
000 to $61,000.
officials
Tuesday
night.
high
gym.
taxes
on
all
but
104
parcels
were
machinery in action to apply for Estate, 2,782; Fred's Car I-ot,
ProsecutorDwight M. Chever
If you have time, shut off the
Special
events
included
bologna
paid before the tax sale was Although the new budget has
Tills brings to $111,307.22 the
federal funds to draw preliminary 2.736; Holland Reliable, 2,735; said the pair was arrested followelectricityanti fuel heating lines
made provisionsfor salary adjustshoot, map shoot, high ad shoot,
scheduled.
Holland
Electric
(Mon),
2.733;
ing an investigationby Detective total which the Red Cross has
plans for a new library.The* acto prevent fire. Open the windows
ments in keeping with a study
weiner
shoot,
deer
shoot,
circling
On
Tuesday,
104
descriptions
tion came as the result of a pre- vogue Restaurant. 2,718; Holland Andrew Muth. of the state fire spent to date in the Hudsonville
balloon shoot and marshmallow on the nortl) and east side of the were read, 85 parcels on which the made by the Public Administration
Bowling
Lanes,
2,704;
Jerry's
IGA,
marshall’s
division
at
Paw
Paw
semation by Mrs. Ed Donivan, predisaster.
house to reduce damage from difService, Council voted unanimousshoot. The events were planned by
1953 tax had not been paid were
sident of the library board, who 2,693; Maplewood Drv Cleaners, and Deputy Sheriff Robert WhitPreviously. 45 cases had been
ferences in air pressure on the inly Wednesday night to retain the
John
Lam,
John
Mulder,
Charlie
sold, and 19 receivednobids.On
requested that Council include 52.- 2.682; Looman's Body Shop. 2.672; comb. Allegan.
processed calling for a Red Cross
present pay schedule now In effect,
Myers and Frank Van Duren and side and outside.
the
second
day,
19
descriptions
Holland
Electric
(Thursday),
2.660
Boyce
had
reported
Sunday
that
500 in the general city budget for
outlay of $30,474.08.Emergency
People generally,assertsPfister,
with the understanding that studies
winners
were
awarded
small
prizwere
read,
six
parcels
sold
and
and Ruby's Apparel. 2.657.
his 1954 convertiblecar had gone assistance up to April 8 amounted
such plans.
will be safer in the southwest corncan be continuedand revisions
Doubles events: Marie Draper- out of controlon a hair-pincurve to $10,298.71,plus mass feeding es with Lee York winning a special er of their basement than in any 13 parcels no bid.
“We know this is not the time to
made up to July 1 when the new
prize.
Persons
owning
property
on
Jean
Moeller.
1,186;
R.
Bruner-M.
on the river road in Trowbridge and the like which now exceeds
float a bond issue for a new liother place in the house — if they
budget
goes Into effect.
About
40
archers
took
part
In
which bids were made may rebrary, and we recognize that a Slighter,1,180; M. Van Voorst-E. township and had rolled over and $1,300,with bills still coming in.
Councilman Raymond Holwerda
the novelty shoot and all got a protect t hemselves from falling
VanderBaan,
1,152,
M.
Peters.
B.
caught
fire.
He
had
informed
the
npw high school must come first.
In all. 93 cases have been rebig kick out of it Lunch was debris.
But we believe a new library can Hoving, 1,139; J. Looman-E. Bou- Resolute Insurance Company’s gistered with the Red Cross in
served
and archers were retnirtd- That applies to brick and stone
be built within the next few years wens, 1,135; A. Bouwman-C. Wold- agent in Allegan of the loss and the Hudsonville area. Twelve cases
ed to call Norma Naber before homes as wall as frame houses. interest. The individualmaking
ring, 1,133; S. Ramakcr-R. Vanden was attemptingto collect when
V™*"**™ ?lan w su?through local gifts and possibly
were closed after emergency
Saturday night. April 28, If they This is contrary to some other re- bid receives a refund of the
la«t two weeka
some grants from foundations.We4 Beldt, 1,125; E. Pathuis-C.Moraux, officers arrested him.
grants, and six families withdrew
commendations that advise taking paid plus the interest of 1 percent
haven’t purchasedtickets for the
P?^c
Administrate
Serv1,118; M. Siegers - E. Grabofski,
According
to
Deputy
Whitcomb,
also recognize that before we can
after determiningthey had sufficover on the first floor of brick for
tn<date
re-M0** A* Holwerda put It, If we
annual banquet slated May 2.
for each month to
'date owner re-|
present any requests to any of 1,117; H. Dokter-J. Voss, 1,116; II both Boyce and his companion cient funds to care for themselves.
homes,
admits
the
engineer. But
freeze the wage schedule as of now
De Witt-H. Riemcrsma, 1,112; A. have signed statementsadmiting There still are some cases to be
deems.
the 90 likely foundation prospects,
he reasons this way: In order to
it will be much easier to revise it
Lipchik-R. Kruitbof. 1,111; A. Wo- that they had first attempted to
Persons
making
bids
at
a
tax
we must have some working plans,
processed,including several inbe safe on the first floor, the floor
upward than to adopt the new plan
jahn-A. De Kraker, 1,105; G. Von- wreck the car by pushing it over
sale
do
not
purchase
the
property.
and that's why we're asking the
volving medical care. It is exhas to stay in place.
eklasen-E. Vander Weide, 1,103 a steep bank. When this failed.
Five
They
receive a certificateat the and then face the possibility of
52,500 budget item. We believe this
pected all cases will be processed
But, he insists, when you seek
and Pat Doan-P. Boss, 1,099.
Whitcomb said, they poured gasosale for which they will receive a revising some figures downward.”
amount should be paid by the Holin another week.
cover in the basement,be sure to
At the outset of the public hearAll events: Julia Banzelaar, 1.- line over it and set it afire. The
tax sale deed at the end of the one
land people rather than applying to
Officials estimate the $111,307.22
get under a stout workbench, table
ing on the new budget, the library
819; Marian Van Voorst, 1.732; car was a total loss.
year
redemption
period
in the event
the federal government," M r s.
Traffic
or door to protect yourself from
Alma Van Slooten, 1,730; Ruth The prosecutor'soffice said that* spent to date is roughly one-fifth
the owner does not redeem. This board was prepared to request
Donivan said.
of the damage of more than a
debris. Olherwise the basement
______ _______ _ ..... some amendments on the pay plan!
Bruner, 1,725; Ann Lipchik. 1,722 the minor involved would be asked
tax sale deed constitutes
a lien
Mrs. Henry Steffens, another
half million dollars in Hudsonville
Five drivers were referred to might be a death trap.
to waive probate court jurisdiction.
and Hester Riemerspia, 1,720.
against the property.The new pur- 1 ff ** ejects library operations,but
member of the library board, exarea. The balance is largelycover- traffic school at the Thursday night
If
your
home
doesn’t have a
Singles exent — Ruth Vanden Boyce was arraigned Thursday bechaser then may institute proceed- Library Board Chairman Lucille
pressed appreciation of the tine
ed by insurance.
session of traffic court before basement, crouch under a sturdy ings in court for the purpose of ^ 0 n I v a n withdrew the request
Belt. 617; A. Van Slooten. 600: H. fore Pustice of the Peace Chester
cooperative committee which CounThe Red Cross gives assistance Municipal Judge Cornelius Vander object in the southwest corner
Riemersma, 599; M. Siegers. 595; A. Ray. He waived examination
clearingtitle and taking possession wb<?n Mayor Robert Visscher ascil had appointed to work with the
of the first floor. Make sure you’re
V. Fris, 594; M. Peters. 593; J. and was bound over to circuit on the basis of need, not loss. Each Meulen.
of the property. During this pro- 8Uren ber that further considera*
library board. She said the library'
case is treated individuallywith
Referred to school were Harl R. away from windows that will offer cedure, the purchaser must con- tion would be given between now
Bonzelaar, 591; J. Bailey, 589; A court.
is serving many needs in the city,
a trained disaster worker inter- Schneider, Saugatuck, speeding; some protection if your home isn’t
Wojahn, 584; L. De Neff. 584: M.
tinue to purchase or bid on the and July 1 when the budget be*
but a second - floor location canviewing each family with a view John R. Vander l.uyster, 144 Dart- completely destroyed.
comes effective.
SUghter. 583; D. De Witt. 582; R.
Julius
Pomp
Dies
not serve the handicappedpeople
to setting up a program of re- mouth. failure to have car under If you have time to lie flat in unpaid taxes as they are offered The Public Administration ServKruithof, 576; H. .Tipping, 565; I.
each
year
to
protect
their
first
bid.
and the elderly persons who have Beelen, 564; D. Victor, 564; M.
habilitation. The advisory commit- control; Homer McFarland, route a six-foot-deep ditch, in ”a well
ice surveys in Holland resulted in
At Home in Overisel
difficulty climbing steps.
tee passes on each case and is the 3. Fennville, speeding; Hugh Van pump pit. in a large culvert or
a reclassification for all city emSerier. 564; S. I^oman. 563; E
It is understood that federal Bouwcns. 561: D. Brilischart, 556:
Julias Pomp. 69. of Overisel. final word on settlements. These Order, route 2. Hamilton- Robert some other depression, you'll be
ployes resultingin a document of
funds must be repaid in case the
safer than in the house.
520 mimeographed pages and a pay
M. Van Voorst. 554; E. Vander route 5. Holland, died unexpect- awards, despite rumors to the con- Welters, routel, speeding.
Will
library is built. Councilman Ray- Baan, 552; I. Fraam, 552 and B. edly of a heart attack Tuesday trary, are given by the American
plan of 32 pages of pay rates, reTwo returned after attending In all cases, concludes Pfister,
mond Holwerda,who said Council Tripp. 552.
commendations and survey data.
evening at his home. He was bom people through the Red Cross as traffic school and were given sus- the best general safety rule for
was united in support of the
Aim of the survey was to provide
in Overisel township in 1887 to the gifts, not loans.
pended fines. They were Uhrvey tornado condi tioas is to follow the
library,spoke for Council in proAll grants are in the form of Knapp, route 2, Zeeland, speeding. fireman's standard procedure: Social Security
the framework for equal compensalate Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Pomp.
moting the federal loan. His motion for similar work within the
A builder and bricklayer by trade, purchase orders to various firms. $15 suspended, and Wayne Mulder Keep calm, alert, and know your
G. Ray Sturgis. Allegan County
tion did not specify any amount,
municipal service.
he worked in the Overisel area for For instance,if a household is of 476 Columbia Ave., speeding, safety measures so you can act
rather referringto necessary funds
the right way at a moment’s no- superintendent of schools, received
Although the budget lists a total
many years. He was a member of awarded $2,000 for household equip- $15 suspended.
a telegram this week from lax levy of $458,378.38, other refor the preliminary’plans, and aument. the purchase orders are Paying fines were John Van- tice.
Overisel Reformed Church.
I>awrence
Van
Zwoll,
secretary
of
thorized the city manager and such
venue to the city is estimated at
Surviving are the wife, the for- made out to various stores wheye nette, Jr., of 630 North Shore,
the Michigan Public School Emother city officialsas necessary
more than a^half million dollars,
at
mer Gertte Schaap; three (daugh- the family deals. Such a policy speeding,$15; Percy Ray Gemployes
Retirement
Board,
inform
“in consultation with the library
circumvents any possibilities men, of 134 West 31st St., speedcallingfor total city budget of just
ters, Mrs. Walter (June) Mack of
ing him that the contract with under a milliondollars. This docs
Netters
board.”
where an unprincipledperson ing. $20; Jason L. Alois, route 6.
East
Lansing,
Mrs.
Lee
Lorraine
the United States social security
A report from the city auditor GRAND HAVEN (Special I
might spend money for purposes speeding, $7; John E. Heins, of
not include hospital or Board of
Arnold B. Fett. 57, route 1. Grand Widman of Midland and Mrs. Andy
fund hoard will become effective Public Works operationsother than
stated that the Municipal Finance
other
than
was
intended
for
the 246 East Ninth St., speeding, $10;
Haven,
(160!h St.), died at 5 a.m. (Normal Naber of Holland; three
April 30.
Commission has not yet acted on
welfare of his family.
John C. Seme, of 1605 Perry St.,
an allocationof some $30,000 to
Straight onAll
Sunday in Municipal Hospital.Ho grandchildren; four sisters,Mps.
teachers who have been inthe city’s applicationin connection
Red
Cross
officials
have
exspeeding,
$15;
Joyce
M.
Balder,
the hospital. Other revenues mainhad been ill for seven years and Henry Dannenberg of Holland,
structingin public schools of ly are sales tax, intangiblestax,
with the proposed issue of 5147.pressed concern over rumors route 3, speeding, $20; James
criticallyill the past month. He Mrs. Harry Slotman of Overisel,
MUSKEGON (Special) - Hol- Michigan since Jan. 1, 1954 now
000 in paving special assessment
was bom in Grand Haven, June Mrs. Anna Nyhuis of Allegan and which persist in many circlesand Bagladi, of 125 Howard, speeding, land High's tennis team chalked will be given six-quartersof social BPW transfers, etc.
bonds, and that it will be impossithe apparent willingness of per- $12.
On the figuresfront, there were
17, 1898. His first wife died in 1948. Mrs. Henrietta Schipper of Over• ble for the city to hold the bond In 1951 he married Mrs. Leona isel.
James Teerman, of 178 East 31st up its 38th consecutive dual match security credit.The legis'- • re some good • natured quips on the
sons to believe them without queswin
here
Wednesday
afternoon
but
passed enabling legislationwnich bills which were compiled Wednes^ sale May 16 as anticipated.
tion. "Whenever we try to pin St., speeding, >14; Elmer Burnett,
Potter. He was a member of St.
Funeral services will be held at
Oaths of office were filed for John’s Lutheran church.
of 181 East Sixth St., speeding their were a few anxious moments permitted school employes to bene- day night in a somewhat different,
2 p.m. Friday at Overisk Re- one down, we find Mrs. A. has talkAndrew J. Dalman as a member
$12; Barbara Wheaton, of 28 West before the Dutch finally came home fit under social securityas well as form. Certain terms had been
Besides the wife, he is survived formed Church with the Rev. ed with Mrs. B. who talked wKh
25th St., imprudent speed, $20; with a 4-3 victory.
of the panel of space heating exteachers’ retirement.
Mrs.
C.
and
by
the
time
we
get
changed to coincide with budget
by five sons, Arnold E., Warsaw, Morris Folkert officiating.RelaIt was the closest scrape Holaminers and for Robert Visscher Ind., Donald, Orlando, Fla., BerIn order to accept the plan, terms, and the term "oontractural
up to Mrs. F. she’s out in Califor- Wayne Van Klompenburg.route 2.
tives will meet in the church baseHudsonville, failure to have ear land has had this year and one of school employes voted on Dec. 10,
as a member of the Board of nard P. of Spring Lake, Jack of
services” wasn’t nedrly so interestment at 1:45. Burial will be in nia or somewhere.” County Disas- under control, $12; Bert Brandt, the narrowest victoriessince the
Appeals.
1955. to accept the plan. An ing as the term "convention travter
Chairman
Hans
Suzenaar
of
Grand Rapids, ad Pfc. Harold with Overisel Cemetery. Friends may
of 260 East 14th St., right of way streak began.
A letter from Mrs. Paul Vander the U.S. Marine Corps at Camp
affirmative vote of more than 50 el.” As one councilmanput it, "It
Holland said today.
call at Dykstra Funeral Chapel
Holland’s first three singles play- percent of all school employes was
Hill and Mrs. H.L. Van Kampen on Pendleton, Calif.; two sisters, Mrs.
He pointed to one story that the to through traffic, $12; Ernest
takes all the fun out of this
Thursday
from
2 to 4 and 7 to 9
behalf of neighborsof Prospect Philip Fox and Mrs. Marie WesterRed Cross was withholding ad- Wanrooy, of 216 South Division,no ers recorded easy wins but the necessary for passage.
‘snipe sheet.’” It was suggested
rest
of
the
crew
had
tough
sledsafety
chains,
$5.
Park thanking persons responsi- hof of Grand Haven; three broth- p.m.
The vote in favor amounted to that subsequent accounting on bills
ministrativecosts before giving
Mae Essenburg, of 412 West 20th ding.
• ble for cleaning the park and add- ers, William and George of Grand
87.5 percent of the 60,032 em- be made with budget comparisons.
aid to Hudsonville victims. “We
Results: Singles — Bill Japinga ployes.
ing two pieces of playground equip- Haven and Walter of Spring Lake, Hope Women’s Net Team
can’t find any basis for that story, St., passing school bus. $10; Ken. Mayor* Robert Visscher presided
ment, was placed on file.
and we certainly would like to neth H. Erickson, of &OI2 East 13th (H) def. Bill Cross (Mt,. 6-1. 6-0;
Under the new’ plan each school at the meeting which adjourned
eight grandchildten,three stepDefeats Western Michigan check if somebody will £ive us St., stop street, $7; Bruce Van Hog Plagenhoef (H) def. Terry board deducts five percent of the
A communicationfrom the Amer- daughters and four stepsons.
at 8:58 p.m. Councilman John K.
Nuil, of 372 West 1th St., careless Bravermann. 6-4, 6-0; Les Over- total salariesof its employes and
KALAMAZOO (Special) - Hope some facts, he said.
ican Public Works Association inVander Broek gave the invocation.
driving,
$10;
John
H.
Gillette,
of
College’swomen’s tennis team cakway (H) def. Jim Brammer (M), remits to the Michigan School All Couneilmenwere present with
viting the city to become a memTo date, only $17,537 has been
ed out a 4-3 win over Western Mich- contributed to the Red Cross dis- 39 East 16th St., no operator's 6-1, 6-2 and Louis Phillip(M) def. Employes RetirementFund board.
ber of the associationwas referthe exception of Bernice Bishop.
igan College netters here Wednes- aster fund in Ottawa county, and license, $5; Marinus De Jonge, of John Landwehr (H), 6-2, 6-0.
red to the Board of Public Works.
Instructor
This deduction pays both retireday afternoon.
A letter from the Insurance Audit
more than $111,000 spent. Red 86 East 37th St., speeding, $15; Doubles — Jim Vande Poel and ment and social security.
The win gives Hope a 3-1 sea- Cross headquarters at 6 East Robert M. Hoatlin, of 043 West Marshall Elzinga <H) def. Ray
Rev. Vande Riet Accept*
and Inspection Co. offering a conson’s record.
tract of $250 for the annual service
Eighth St., in Holland it still re- 22ivu St., no operator's license. $5. Ross and Dan Wright (M), 6-3.
Call to Canada Church
Paying $1 parking costs were 3-6, 6-2; Don Dephou.se and Dave Ottawa Woman Survived
Results;
agreement was read. Clerk Clarceiving gifts.
Bob
Saunders,
of
57
West
21st
St.;
Singles—
Alice
Warren
def.
Holtz
Reck (M) def. Ron Bronson and By Over 100 Descendants The Rev. Garret H. Vande Riet,
ence Grevengoed reported that the
Among citations given at a Red
BPW had consented to assume its A director for the Red Cross (WR 6-3, 6-3; Janice Evert (H) Cross meeting Monday night in Ash Minnissian, of 185 West 10th Bill Bouwman (H), 6-3, 6-2 and
until recently of Parchment,Kalasummer swimming program is def. Noorman (W), 6-3, 0-6, 6-2; Holland were those for Mrs. Har- St; Thomas Eugene Cody, of 195 Jack Burgess and Mike Workman GRAND HAVEN (Specif)
share of the cost.
mazoo, is spending a few days
East
10th
St.;
R.
J.
Precuch,
needed,
Joe
Moran,
recreation
diDonna
Hardenberg
(H)
def.
ThomA claim from Joseph Klinge for
(M) def. John WiAter and Dennis Mrs. Grace Bishop. 78, died at her with his mother, Mrs. G. J. Vande
old Veldheer,canteen chairman,
son (W), 8-6, 6-3. Joyce Leighley Mrs. Floyd Ketchum who heads Royal Oak.
damage to his car said to have rector, said today.
Wiersma (H), 64), 6-4.
home at 110 E. Tulford St., Spring Riet of 485 College Ave. Having
been caused by a city truck was Anyone qualified should contact (H) was def. by Faunce (W), 6^2, the Gray Ladies and Harry Tan.
Lake, Saturdaymorning. She was served as pastor of the Parchment
referred to the city attorney and Moran at Holland High School. 7-5; Mary Kay Dephuis (H) was
bom Grace Lubin in Grand Haven, Christian Reformed Church for
Driver
Issued
Ticket
Outdoor
Workshop
Slated
Phone 4721.
def. by Kerr (W). 7-5, 6-1.
the insurancecompany.
June 13, 1877. Her husband, Harry
Richard Tanis, 47, of
Joe Moran. Holland High athle- Bishop, died in 1944. She had been the past six years, he has accepted
Licenses were approved for The Red Cross swimming pro- Doubles— Hardenberg and Leigh- Pleads Guilty
a call to the First Christian ReAve.
was
issued
a* ticket for care- tic director,will attend a teacher
Gerald Meeusen, Edward Jaarda gram, held in conjuction with the ley (H) def. Thomson and Berry GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ill for the past three years.
formed Church of Edmonton, Aland Fred Stam to collect rubbish, City Recreation Department, will (W), 3-6, 6-4, 8-6 and Burnett and Earl Deane Hamm, 20, of 231 West less driving Wednesday afternoon trainingworkshop on outdoor eduShe is survived by nine sons.
berta, Canada.
driven
by
-and
one
after
his
car
cation
at
the
Kellogg
Gull
Lake
and for Arthur Quist to operate begin July 9 at the beach in front Dephuis (H) were def. by Van 9th St, Holland, waived the read*
Frank, Harry, Henry and Russellof
Biological grounds at Hickory Grand Haven, Thomas, of Weaver- Rev’. Vande Riet Is a graduate
of the Martin Michelsonproperty, Valkenburg and Wienke (W), 6-1, ing of the information when ara bowling establishment.
raigned in Ottawa Circuit Cour 13th St. collided on Lincoln Ave. Comers, May 24-26. The event is ville, Calif., Gerald of Holland, of Holland Christian High School,
A request for a fire protection just east of Ottawa Beach. This is 8-6.
Wednesday afternoon on a charge near 28th St. Police estimated sponsored by Michigan State Uni- Maurice and Earl of Spring Lake, Calvin College and Seminary’. He
agreeement for the Bay Haven the same site used last year.
Marina in Park township was Presently Moran has five women Tulip City Rod and Gun Club of cohabitation.Her bond was con damage to the two vehiclesat $400. versityand will feature all phases Chester of Nunica; four daughters. served churches at Bejou, Minn.,
of outdoor activity, with emphasis Mrs. Edgar Taylor of Grand and Sioux Falls, S. D., before
Kned up to be assistants. All have Auxiliary met last Thursday night tinued and he will return for disl
tabled.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moody of on hunting and fishing.
Rapids. Mrs. Arthur Van Hall. Sr., coming to Parchment.
The- clerk read a communication their Red Cross Water Safety In- at the club house. Games were position on May 10 at 10 a.m. Miss
Rev. and Mrs. Vande Riet and
and Mrs. Jacob Wierenga both of
from officers of region 5 of the structor’scertificate. Six junior in- played and prizes won by Mrs. Hamm has been charged jointly Halsted, Kans., former Holland
their
four children plan to leave
Mr. aud Mrs. Raymond Kuyers Spring Lake and Mrs. Corneal Van
Michigan MunicipalLeague invit- structors with Junior and Senior Lewie Kadwell and Mrs. Harold with Bobbie Kellar, with having residents, are spending several
next Thursday on the 2, 000-mile
ing officials to a regional meeting life/ saving badges will also aid. Dorr. Guests for the evening were committed the alleged offense in days in Holland visitingMr. and of 115 Jefferson St. have named Oordt of Pamona, Calif.; two
a1 the American Legion Hall in
Between 1.200 and l.jkX) persons Mrs. Clarenca-^Bamsgaard and Holland on Feb. 1, and divers Mrs. Louis Hieftje and Mr. and their new son Larry John. The brothers,Peter Lubin of Flint and trip to their new post Edmonton
Grand Haven May lo at 2
are expected to take advantage of Mrs. Bill Bpwrmaa. Mrs. Ernest other times between then and Feb. Mrs. Ed Donivan and other baby was born May 2 at Holland Bert of Milwaukee, 47 grandchildren and 58
with dinoen at :30 p.njrJ*
Holland friends.
>
tAe program this year.
McFall and Mrs. Dean Miller 29, 1956.
Ruth Vanden Belt topped the
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llimclads

Christian Senior Play

RotariansHear

Has Successful Opening

Talk on Gifted

Defeat Christian

Group Attends

The ChrisUan High School senior
play, "New Fires," was presented
to a capacity audience Tuesday at
the Woman’s Literary Club in a
successful first * night performALLEGAN — (Special) Hol- ance. The three - act comedy, exland Christian’s track squad cellently written by Charles Quimabsorbed a 78-31 defeat at the by Burdettee, was under the direc-

By 78-31 Score

C.L Conclave

Child

What to do with the gifted ?hild
sometimes a greater problem
I than what to do with .the mentally handicappedchild, Dr. Morvin

—

50 Area Young People
Attend Leadership

Fifty young people from Ottawa

and Allegan counties attended the
Michigan Christian Endeavor
Spring Conclaveat the St. Mary’s

Lake MEA Camp near Battle Creek
last weekend. At the Conclave,
planned as a training session for
present and future C.E. Union
leaders, the young people from this
area met many other young people
and leaders from other areas of the
state who are active in the work
of Christian Endeavor.
The main speaker was the Rev.
Wesley Siebertof Elmera Ontario,
a vice presidentof the International
Society of ChristianEndeavor. Conference leaders included Robert
Nyka:np,John Kleinheksel and the
Rev. Raymond Weiss of Holland,
Miss Joan Pyle of Zeeland and
John Breedvelt of Kalamazoo, a
student at Hope CoUege. Miss
Nathalie Nyhuis of Allegan, a

people with societiesin the local
church. Unions of the societies from
the various local churches 1 are
formed in given areas. The union
officers are trainedin retreats such
as these so that they will be able
to go back to help the societiesin
their unions to be more effective.
The purpose of the Christian Endeavor society is to win young
people to Christ, chaUengethem to
live lives that are consecrated to
Christ and then train them to be

is

Runsinlpiung;

Marinus Pott.
Dykman gave a fine performance in his lengthy role as
Shines '
Stephen Santry, an author, who
brought his family from Chicago Holland High's baseball team
to the old Santry homestead in pushed across five runs in the botclads managed to cop three firsts Missouri to teach them the values
tom, of the fifth inning Thursday
out of the 13 exents. The Dutch of the "simple life." The part of
afternoon to defeat Muskegon 8-3
also garnered five seconds and two his rebelliouswife was ably porat Rivcrview Park.
thirds from the well balanced Tig- trayed by Paula Nykamp.
Lefty Leroy Fogerty went all the
er outfit.
Stealingmany scenes in the com way for the Dutch, giving up just
Winning the firsts for the locals edy was Warren Boer who played
three hits, striking out 13 and

hands of the potent Allegan team
here Wednesday afternoon. The
loss was Christian’s second against
one win so far this season.
Coach Art Wyma’s Maroon thin-

Training Conference

teacher at the Montello Park
School, was the chairman of the
program committee which was a
project of the Allegan Christian
Endeavor Union.
Christian Endeavor is ah interdenominational fellowshipof young

Problems

Dutch Score Five

Wirtz of Ypsilantitold the Holland
Rotary club at its weekly meeting
Thursday. Dr. Wirtz went to Michigan Normal College two years ago
after doing considerable work in
the Institutefor Research in Ex- 1*1
ceptional Children for the University of Illinois.
Speaking on "The Gifted Child—
Our Responsibility for Him in
Special Education," Dr. Wirtz
said it is as important for school
were Rich Hertel in the 220, Sopho- the part of 15-year-oldBilly Santry.
systems to train the gifted children
walking two.
mor Jim Meurer in the 880-yard Also taking parts in the well - cast Added to this, baggy-britches to be g09d leaders as it is to work
run and Dave Altena in the shot play were Arlene Van Wingeren as
Leroy slammed a triple in the with mentally handicapped chilput. Hertel was the leading point 16-year-old Phyllis Santry: Philip
dren to make them good followers.
fifth to drive in tHhee runs.
getter for the Dutch with eight Damstra as Dick Santry: Shirley
Tom Klomparens.third base- He estimatedthat two percent of
points while Gehl and Keyes paced Cook as Eve Santry, Dick’s wife,
men, hit a single in the fifth to the children are gifted, and two
the Allegan team with 9% points and Judith Plaggemars as Olive
drive in the other two runs.
percent , mentally handicapped.
apiece. The winners made a glean Santry.
Holland broke the ice after 2% With some 5.000 children enrolled
sweep in both hurdle events as , Richard Hertel played the part scoreless innings with three runs in Holland schools,there should be
weU as copping both relays.
of Dr. Lynn Gray, a country phy in the third inning. Klomparens approximately100 gifted children
Highlight of the meet for the sievan; Ruth Brandsen -portrayed was safe on ft walk and Bob Stoel
in Holland schools.
Maroons despite the decisive loss Lucinda Andrews, and Helen Meur- was safe on an error by Muskegon
He said there is a differencebewas the performance of Meurer er as Suzanne Toler, housekeepers pitcher Mart Waalkes. Both lads tween the terms gifted and talent- ^
in the 880 which he ran in 2:14.5. for the Santrys; James Volkers as came home when the ball went ined, and in school parlance they
by far his best time this season. Sid Sperry, a farm hand, and Bur- to center field.
should not be confused. The talentResults in order of finish:
Terry Otting singled and moved ed child may have a high IQ but
ton Van Tatenhoveas Jerry Sperry,
120 - yard high hurdles — Gehl his son. Carolyn Hofstee was cast to third on a sacrifice by WiU
he is usually talented in one or
(A), MUheim (A), Schelhaus(A). in the role of Mary Marshall; Ar- Dykens and came home on a
more fields, whereas the gifted
Time - 16.8.
dith Brower as Mrs. Marshall, and squeeze play by Ron Van Dyke. child can do equally well with any
220-yard dash
Hertel (HO, Margo Slenk as Angie Sperry.
Muskegon, coached by . Harry subject he puts his mind to. He
Baker (HC), Keys (A). Time
Mrs. Louis Damstra and Mrs. Potter, scored one run in the said it is particularly hard for
24:2.
Edwin Bos assisted the committees fourth and two in the sixth.
teachers to deal effectively with
Medley relay — Won by Allegan. with make - up and costumes and
Holland made five hits and three gifted students in view of the
440-yard dash
Grewe iA>, also assisted with the authentic errors while the Big Red commit- fact that few teachers are "gifted’’
Voetburg (HC). Gillette (A). Time farm - house setting. Prompters ted five errors.,
themselves.
The Dutch, coached by Ned
- 55:2.
were Lois Kiel, Phyllis Quist and
Dr. Wirtz said the real challenge
Stuits and Ernie Post, entertain
100-yard dash — Keyes (A), Her- Linda Kalkman.
lies with social adjustment,an d
Muskegon Heights here Tuesday. some attempt to keep the child
tel (HC), Dangremond(A). Time
Line Score.
- 11:1.
geared in some way to his social
r
e age, mental age and chronological
Mile run — Switzer (A), Kuiper
Muskegon ....... 000 102 0 3 3 5 age. This is not accomplishedby
(HC), Chestnut (A). Time — 5:14.
Holland ......... 003 050 x 8 5 3 skipping grades, nor by holding the
880-yardrun —Meurer (HC),
Batteries:Waalkes and Glafake;
Tucker (A), Hughes (A). Time —
student down to his own age level
Fogerty and Van Dyke.
2:14.5.
without special challenges.He said
in
880-yard relay — Won by AlleCleveland has perhaps the best sysgan. Time — 1:41.
tem to date in establishinga deShot put — Altena (HC), Gehl
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
partment for gifted childrenwhich ’
(A), Milbrooke (A). Distance
"splits the difference"in social
Several cases were disposed of in

-

CONVENTION LUNCHEON

—

Some

800

Holland; Mrs. John L. Porter of Custer,

DCCW

women attended the 18th annual convention of
the Diocesan Council of Catholic Women

president; standing, John Fenlon Donnelly of

Wednesday at Holland Civic Center. Luncheon
was served at the Warm Friend Tavern at noon.

Catholic Men, who addressed the afternoon
session; the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edmund F. Falicki,

Among

spiritual director

those at the speakers table were, seated,

left to right, Mrs. Joseph W. Lang of Holland,
conventiongeneral chairman; the Very Rev.
John M. Westdorp, dean of the Holland
Deanery and pastor of St. Francis parish in

Holland, president of the DiocesanCouncil of

DCCW, and

of the

Mrs.

Robert Wyngarden,of Zeeland, president of
Holland deanery and co-chairman of the
convention.

,

'

(Penna-Sas photo)

tion of

Calvin

Fogerty

—

—

n

Several Cases
Tried

Hope Students to Give

Chix Edge Sparta

leaders for Christ.

Court

-

—

Holland Netters

40’5".

and intellectual fields. These chilAttending from this area were
Circuit Court May 2. Carl Reynolds,
High jump — Nanna and Hunter
dren spend two hours a day in a
Holland: Vonnie Barkel,
(A) tie, Smits (HC). Height -3'6”. 52, 313 East Fulton St., Grand Rapspecial department and follow
Elaine GarveUnk, Vern Hoffman, To Stay
Broad Jump
Hunter (A), ids, pleaded guilty and will return
their own projects.
Charles Lemmen. Joan Bolman,
Hope College Pallette and MasBakker (HC). Hughes (A). Dis- for dispositionJune 11 following
As for what becomes of the giftNancy Tellman, Elaine Van Voorst,
que drama society-will present
Holland
High
tennis team posttance — 18'3”.
Pat Vander Beek, Marilyn Boeve, In
his appearanceon a charge of ob- ed its 36th straight dual victory ed fchildafter he is through school,
its annual children's play SaturPole Vault — Dangremondand
Dr. Wirtz said scientific research
Jean Mast, Gloria Van Huis, DorDon't
Jenson
(A) tie, Busscher (HC). taining property under false pre- here Thursday afternoon with a ir perhaps the most challenging
day
at
the
Little Theatre on the
een Scheerhorn, Linda Steur, Tony
6-2
win
over
Grand
Haven.
ZEELAND (Special) — Zeeland fourth floor of the Science Buildtenses. The alleged offense on or
Height - 10’.
field. He commended Holland putv
Van Maanan, Don Housenga,WilThe Bucs won the No. 3 doubles
about Dec. 20 in Robinson Townjic schools for their fine work in.
liam Bos, Calvin Rynbrandt, Joan High’s baseball team stayed in ing.
eventa nd the No. 4 singles.
at
the special education departments,
ship involved a dispute over
Kleinheksel,Mr. and Mrs. Robert the thick of the Kenewa league
Grand Haven was handicapped
The play is the popular chilNykamp, Dorothy Hesselink, Rev. race here Thursday afternoon with
Christmas trees he allegedly took by the illness of No. 1 singles and its standardizedtesting proThe
street departmentwas yelldren’s story, "Rumpelstiltskin.”
grams.
under a contract between him and player Doug Poort.
and Mrs. Raymond Weiss and a 4-3 win over Sparta.
ing for mercy Wednesday.
concerningthe ghoulish creature
As a final challenge to considerJohn Breedvelt; from Zeeland,
On Friday evening,April 27. Mrs. Edward Bethke, who claims ReyThey’ve had it!
John Landwehr, playing No. 4
The Chix, coached by Bob Hoover,
with the supernaturalpower of
Marjorie Hoeve, Agnus Walters,
Please don’t dump any more George Ohlman entertained at her nolds gave the wrong count and singles for Holland, had match ation of the gifted child, he said:
"John Dillingerwas a gifted child,
Barbara Datema, Mary Meeuwsen, have a 3-1 conference record and spinning straw into gold, although lawn rakings or branches at city home with a bridal shower honor- Bethke was short 97 trees.
point in the third set but couldn’t
and he became a major criminal
Albert Oliver Ranes, 27, of 12 bring home the victory.
Vernon Meeusen, Joyce Hoeve, are second to Fremont.
ing Miss Marilyn Takken of Jamescurbs.
he demands high rewards for his
of major intelligence. Dr. J o n a s
Hope DeJonge, Joan Pyle, Mr. and
Officialsadmit that Mother town, who will become the bride of Mile Road, Rockford was given a
Jim Kaat, who struck out 13 and
Results: Singles — Bill Japinga
Mrs. Glen Nevenzel, Garry Dyk- gave up only two hits in register- unusual work.
Nature has been more ornery than Leon Ohlman this week Friday 30 day jail sentence on a charge (H) def. Rog Prelesnik (GH), 6-0, Salk also was a gifted child, t but
There
will be two performances
stra, David Den Ouden, John Zwygusual this year in distributingthe n/^ijt in Jamestown Reformed of assault and intent to commit 6-1; Rog Plagenhoef (H). def. he directed his energies to the weling the win, scored the winning of the play to which all children
fare of mankind. Somewhere up
huizen, Norman Vruggink; from
elements, but never before has the Church. Mrs. Ohlman included as rape. However he already had
and adults arc invited.The first job of cleaning up the city been her guests: Mrs. John Zagman, sdrved three months and the court George Swiftney (GH), 6-0, 6-0; and down the line, the talents of
Hudsonville,Marian Brouwer, Bon- run in the bottom of the seventh.
Lester Overway (H) def. Jim
Kaat was walked intentionally performancewill be at 10 a.m., so complicated.
Mrs. Thys De Young of Grand released him giving him credit for Vander Molen (GH), 7-5, 6-2; the one man were overiooked but
nie Haan, Marcella Talsma, Norma
the second at 1:30 in the afterand
moved
around
the
bases
on
a
Wondergcm, Arthur Dekker, Eris
It all started with the severe Rapids; Mrs. Henry Vander Laan the time already served. The al- Louis Weiler (GH) def. Landwehr the talentsof the other were enfielder’s choice and another walk noon. There is a small admission
ice storm the last week in April of Jenison; Mrs. Everett Takken, leged offense occurred Feb. 2 in (H), 6-1, 5-7; 10-8 and Gary Taber couraged."
Dalraan; from Allendale, Nancy
Dr. Wirtz was introduced by
when Mayor Robert Visscher said and Mrs. Lester Ohlman of Hudson- Spring Lake Township upon a 13- (H) def. Dick Morris (GH), 7-5.
and Wayne Vissers; from West and came across when relief pit- charge.
Barbara Brookstrais directing street crews would pick up the
Walter W. Scott, superintendentof
Olive, Goldie Negelkirk; from cher Gary Kutzli walked Allen
ville; Mrs. Henry Bush of Grand year-old Muskegon schoolgirl.
2-6, 6-3.
the fairy tale which features loose branches blown down in the
Hamilton, Dorothy Beltman and Riemersmaon a 3-2 pitch.
Haevn; Mrs. Delbert Machiele, Jackie Tuller,18 of 609 Washing- Doubles — Jim Vander Poel and schools.President Larry Wade anSparta scored three runs right Alyce De Free in the title role of storm if residentswould haul
nounced that Ned Guyette, area
Judy Nykamp. from Allegan,
Mrs. Nelson De Jonge. Mrs. Chris ton St., Grand Haven and Francis Marshall Elzinga (H) def. Dale
off the bat. The first two players Rumpelstiltskin.Marianne Wierks
Red Cross leader working on the
W.
Roon,
20,
route
2,
Spring
Lake
them
to
the
curb.
Unfortunately,
De Jonge Patricia Ohlman and
•Nathalie Nyhuis.
Levandoski (GH), 3-6, 6-2, 6-3;
were easy outs, then the next man appears as the witch, Mother
some residents interpretedthis as Mrs." A1 Zagman of Beaverdam. were placed on probation for one Ron BronsoQ and Bill Bouman Hudsonville disaster, would adwas hit by a pitched ball, follow- .Hulda. The Miller, his wife and
an opporjunity to empty their Those who won prizes at the games year and ordered to pay $100 costs, (H) def. Pete Sherwood and Larry dress the Grand Haven club next
ed by a single, an overthrow of daughter, are played by Del
basement of accumulated trash. were Mrs. N. De Jonge, Mrs. surrender their operators’ licenses Tindall (GH), 6-2. 6-3 and Bob Monday. He also called attention
first and another single.
Farnsworth.Una Hunt and Pan
Then when April was ushered in Vander Laan Mrs. Machiele and for $ix months and keep away from Foritz and Ron Elenbaas (GH) to a public meeting Monday at 8
Art Klamt scored Zeeland’s iirst Van Peursum.
with pleasant weather, plans were Mrs. A1 Zagman. A two-course liquor. Both pleaded guilty April def. John Winter and Dennis p.m. in Holland High School on
run in the third. He opened with
Gothol and Ingert. the king’s
"Our Changing Community and
' Mr. and Mrs. Duncan McMillan a double, stole third and came couriers,are played by Joe Woods made for an earlier cleanup week lunch was served by the hostess 19 to feloniousdriving charges.
Wiersma (H), 6-4, 6-1.
Its Problemi.’*
the
first
week
in
April,
with
every
Sentence
of
Carl
Pearce,
17
of
of St. Ignace spent several days home on Kaat’s infield out.
and Bill Van Doom. Marlin Vander thing to be completed by April 14 who was assisted by her daugh- Nunica, who pleaded guilty April
John Collins of East Grand
ter, Patricia. Many other guests
last week with relatives here, Mr.
Ken Vande Bunte led off the Wilt appears as the tyrannical
Rapids, district Rotary governor,
and Mrs. McMillan were en route fifth with a walk and Merle king and Bob Van Wart is the But last fall’s accumulationsof from Grand Rapids and Lansing 19 to breaking and entering in the Douglas Resident Dies
invited local Rotarians to the dishome after spending the winter in Berens, who got two hits in the prince. Wilma Beets plays the old leaves (there was an early did not attend due to the tornado night time, was adjourned until At Ann Arbor Hospital
trict conventionin Grand Rapids
probation
officers
can
determine
snow,
remember?)
made
those
warnings
on
Friday.
The
bride
reFlorida.
game, singled; Tom Bos' sacrifice role of the king’s daughter Karen;
the weekend of May 19.
whether
he
will
be
accepted
into
brush
piles
so
big
that
street
crews
Mrs. Minnie Van Huizen spent fly scored Vande Bunte and Kaat*s Aileen McGoldrick as the nurse
ceived many gifts.
James Garrett Goshorp, 59, of
never quite caught up with it.
a branch of the Armed services. Douglas, died Tuesday in Universeveral days last week with her single talliedBerens to give the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Dykstra
and Nell Salm and Matie Fisher
probation sentence of 18 sity Hospital in Ann Arbor. He
Some long-sufferingfolk have from Grand Rapids called on Mr.
son, Louis and wife, at Grand- Chix a tie going into the sixth.
as the two ladies-in-waiting.
ville.
Roy Klein, who started tor This play, being produced by the put the Takings at the curb early and Mrs. Ed Veldman Sunday af- months was given Howard Schol- was born in Saugatuckin 1897 and
Golfers
in th? game, but others have taken ternoon.
ten, 21, route 3 Hudsonville, who had lived in that vicinityall his
Miss Angie Konyndyke,14-year- Sparta, struck out seven and
Theatre ProductionII class, is
undue advantage of the city's propleaded
guilty
to
two
counts
April
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kutzli fanned one. Kaat gave up
There will be a combined meetlife.
the final P and M play for this
gram (and Holland’s cleanup ser- ing of the Ladies’ Societiesof the 19, one for forgery and the other Surviving are the wife, Frances;
Jamse Konyndyke, was taken to five walks.
season.
ButterworthHospital last Friday Zeeland plays at Grand Haven
vices are rare, indeed) and have Christian Reformed and Reformed for utteringand publishinga check. two daughters, Mrs. Jean Delke
continuedto dump refuse long Churches on Thursday night at 8 He was ordered to pay $100 costs of Franklin Park, 111., and Mrs.
for treatmentof pneumonia.
next Tuesday.
after the offer wa^ made.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Smead of
Church Parent Series
Line Score:
p.m. in the chapel of the Christian and make restitutionto the sum Harriet Dekker of Holland; four
The Hillsdale College golf team
Grand Haven called cn relatives
Paving repair work on several Reformed Church. This program is of $-10.53,the amount of the check. sons, William G o s h o r n of St.
R M E Attracts Large Crowd
came through in the clutches to
streets has further complicated sponsoredby the Dorcas Society.
here Sunday.
Sparta ......... 300 000 0 3 2 3
Clair Shores, Jerrold Goshorn of win out over Hope by a score of
Mr. and Mrs. Tor» Beukema of Zeeland ........ 001 020 1 4 5 1
the work of the street department Mrs. B. Kruithof of Beverly ReHolland, George and Stanley of 10H-4H. Individual matches were
Fellowship Hall of Third Church
Grand Rapids spent last Friday Batteries: Klein, Kutzli (7) and
All in all, street crews have formed Church of Wyoming Park
uglas; an aunt, Mrs. Mabel close, several being decided on the
was
filled with parents and stuwith their former neighbors. Mr. Tayer; Kaat and Vanden Heuvel,
really been snowed under with will speak on the theme "Living,
Iman of Belvidere, 111.
dents Tuesday night when Dr.
final one or two holes.
and Mrs. Floyd Lowing.
work, and all they ask for the Working, and Worshippingin the
Funeral services will be held
Bill Kramer copped medalist
Douglas D. Blocksma, Grand RaMr. and Mrs. Harry Bennett remoment is “Please don't dump Odl World.”
Friday at 9:30 a.m. at St. Peters honors for Hope with a 73. He
pids psychiatrist,spoke on the
ceived a telephonecall Monday Former Holland
anything more at the curbs." The
Catholic Church in Douglas. The burned up the back nine with a
A new adderss: Pvt. Willard Shut
topic. “Normal and Delinquent
from their son, Allen, who had
men are earnestly trying to get Driesenga, US 55555972,Co. D. 5
Rosary will be recited Thursday two under par 33 after an outgoAdolescence."
Dr.
Blocksma
emarrived in New York from Ger- Dies in Grand Haven
the city cleaned up by Tulip Time
at 7:20 p.m. at Dykstra Funeral ing 40. Jim Sennet was low for
Bn, 1st Basic Training Regr., Fort
phasized
the
characteristics of
ZEELAND
(Special)
Zeeland
many, where he has been stationed
GRAND HAVEN (Special) normal individuals and groups
Leonard Wood, Mo.
High’s tennis team made a big Chapel in Saugatuck.Burial will Hillsdalewith a 76.
for the last 18 months.
The Spring League Meeting of move to gain its third straight be in Douglas Cemetery.
Hope's No. 1 man, Ray De Does,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Dekker of Hol- Mrs. Jennie Kamp, 65. route 1, over those individualsand groups Washington PTA Has
Nunica
died
Wednesday
at
the who become delinquent.
Mr. Goshorn was a member of lost out by one stroke as he shot
the
Holland - Zeeland League of Kenevya tennis championshipwith
land spent Sunday with her
A lively question period followed Election of Officers
Young Women's Societies will be a shutout 4-0 win over Sparta here the American Legion of Saugatuck, an 81. Bill Holt blew an otherwise
mother, Mrs. H. J. Tuttle of Bass HilicrestConvalescent Home in
Grand Haven. She was born Jennie the fo-mal presentation and conA
potluck supper and election held Monday evening, May 7, at Thursday.
Veteran of Foreign Wars and a close match as he double-bogied
River. ,
De Ridder in Holland July 7, 1890 tinued in smaller groups through- of officershighlightedthe meet- 8 p.m. at Borculo Christian ReThe win leaves the Chix un- member of Holy Name Society of the last three holes; he ended up
and on Aug. 19, 1909 was married out the social hour.
ing of the WashingtonSchool Par- formed Church. This will be
with an 83 to lose to Jim Sennet.
beaten in the first round of lea- St Peters Church.
Evangelist Speaks
in Grand Rapids to Cornelius
Tuesday s meeting was the first ent Teachers Association Tuesday Mother - Daughter meeting and an
Bob Bunvitz took one point with
gue play with Comstock Park, deKamp who died Feb 9, 1951. They of five presentations and discus- evening at the school. The Rev. appropriate program has been feated by Sparta, the only team
his 85, while Joe Martin lost a
To Co-Wed Couples
Albert
Clark,
71,
Dies
had lived in the Nunica vicinity sions for parents of Third Church. C. Walvoord opened with prayer.
heartbreaker, 86-85. King (Hi) 80.
r
to play in the first round. The
since 1929. She attended the Spring The general purpose is first to in- Table decorations included tiny
def. De Does (Ho) 81, 2-1; Kramer
The local unit of the Zeeland match will be next week.
At Muskegon Hospital
Co - Wed Couples Club of First
Lake Baptist Church.
form parents so that they may Maypoles.
(li)) 73, def. Winzer (Hi) 78, 2-1;
Hospital Service League met for
Reformed Church has as its guest
Zeeland has a 3-0 conference reSurvivingare three daughters improve their own Christian Mrs. Frank Working was elect- a special meeting Thursday afterGRAND HAVEN (Special) Sennet (Hi) 76, def. Holt (Ho) 83,
speaker Monday night A. J. Vancord and a 4-0 season’s mark.
Mrs. Gerald Smant and Mrs. Hen- family, and second to see if there ed president; Mrs. Leroy Pon- noon in the home of Mrs. Leslie
der Meulen, prison evangelistand
Results:Singles
Van Eden Albert Clark, 71, of 703 Lake Ave., 3-0; Grossfuss(Hi) 81, def. Burrietta Taylor of Nunica and Mrs. is any church or community action tious, vice president; Mrs. Elmer
Bek'ms. Those present were Mrs. (Z) def. Bob Wilson (S), 6-4, 7-5; died in Hackley Hospital, Muske- witz (Ho) 85, 2-1; Schlanderer (Hi)
superintendent of the Haven of
Gerald Weavers of Ferrysburg, which will' support their Christian Bunvitz, secretary, and Mrs. Guy
Mart Voetberg,Mrs. A. Huyser, Denny Huxhold (Z) def. Art May- gon, this morning. He had been in 85, def. Martin (Ho) 86, 2Mi-,/6.
Rest Rescue Mission in Grand Rapsix sons. Raymond of Nunica, Mar- effort.
ill health for several years and
Puey, treasurer.Don Oosterbaan, Mrs. L^Klamer, Mrs. H. Loedema, croft (S), 6-0, 6-3.
This is the second straight loss
ids. The group heard about the
vin of Muskegon Heights, William,
The next gathering will be Sun- president, was in charge of the
critically so since January. He for Hope and leayes them with an
Mrs. H. Bowman and Mrs. B.
many homelessand skid row resi- Donald, and Gerald of Spring Lake
Doubles — Dave Van Peursem
day, May 6, at 11:30 a m. immed- business session.
was bom in Rolla Springs. Mo., overall 2-2 record. The Dutch
Karsten. No May meeting will be and 'Wayne Tanis (Z), def. Jack
dents who come to the mission and
and Robert of Dimondale.Mich.; iately followingthe morning worAug. 14, 1884 and had lived here travel to Albion next Tuesday to
Miss WilhelmineHaberland’s held.
are physicallyand spiritually helpSullivan and Russ Wells, (S), 6-1,
26 grandchildren and four great ship. The discussionwill be in the sixth grade group sang "Brother
Mrs George Ohlman and daugh- 6-2. Cal Burns and Stan Vugte- for 12 years, coming from Colo- take on the defending champion
ed. He told how during the first grandchildren.
recreationroom and will be led by James Air,” "In the Plaza” and
rado Springs, Colo., where he was Britons.
month of operation,about 3.000 atFuneral services will be held Dr. Wendell H. Rooks, director of "The Brooklet," and a quartet, ter Patricia attended a shower for veen (Z) def. Dick Maycroft and a^member of First Baptist Church
tended the gospel servicesand now
Miss
Marilyn
Takken
of
JamesDouglas
Simmons
(S),
6-3, 6-0.
from Kammeraad Funeral Home the Hackley Adult Mental Health Lynn Hume, Janet Conrad, Rose
and the Knights of Pythias. He
10,000 per month are being reachtown at the home of Mrs. Dale
Friday at 2:30 p.m. with the Rev. Clinic of Muskegon. His topic will Mary De Jonge and Judy Phillips
formerlyownetd and operated a Holland High Netters ..
ed with the Gospel.
Schaap of Holland on Tuesday
Floyd Northrop of Spring Lake be “The Normal Development of sang "A Greeting."
department
store for many years.
Garem Elgersma Dies
Take 37th Straight Win
A duet was sung by Jane Vereeke Baptist Church officiating. Burial Pre-School Children.”
night.
He is survived by a sister, Mrs.
In
charge
of
arrangements
for
and Jim Lucas.
Mrs.
Casey
Tubergen
from
will be in Spring Lake Cemetery.
Henry Von Anrooy,. Grand Haven, MUSKEGON (Special) - Hoithe meeting were Wendell A. Waukazoo and Mrs. Jake Zuidema At Holland Hospital
After the meeting,games were
and one brother, Harbin of Los land High’s tennis team chalked
Miles,
Don
Oosterbaan,
Ralph
Former
Zeeland
played by the group during the sofrom Holland spent Thursday afterGarem Elgersma, 56, of 169 Animas, Cold.
Jones,
John
Shashaguay,
Gordon
cial hour. In charge of the meet- John Reminga, 55,
noon with Mrs. Mart Tubergen.
West 10th SL, died Thursday after- Funeral serviceswill be held up its 37th consecutive dual win
Succumbs in Detroit
Vander Schel and Ralph Woldring.
ing were Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Special music Sunday evening in noon at Holland Hospital after an from the Van Zantwick Funeral here Friday with a 7-0 win over
This group also presented
Van Lente, chairmen, Mr. and Succumbs in Florida
the
Reformed Church was given extended illness. Born Sept. 1, Chapel Friday at 8 p.m. with the Muskegon Catholic.
Mrs. F. S. Van Tol, former Zee- humorous pantomime.
Mrs. Howard Van Egmond and
by the Men’s quartet from the 1899, in the Netherlands, he came Rev. Wallace Robertson of the Results: Singles — Bill Japinga
The Sentinel received word via land resident,of Detroit, died
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Stam.
North Street Christian Reformed to Friesland, Wls., and in 1944 Presbyterian Church officiating, (H) won by default; Rog PlagenThursday
morning
after
a
short
telegram this morning of the death
Church of Zeeland composed of moved to Holland. He was employ- following which the body will be hoef (H) def. Bud Me Caughlin
of John (Jack) Reminga, 55, which illness. She was 68 years old. Mrs. Dr. Greenway Gets Call
William D. Collins, Jr., and cccured Wednesday night at ihe Van Tol was the former Gertrude GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Lewis Mannes, Harvey Huizenga, ed at Dunn Manufacturing Co. sent to Colorado Springs, where (MC), 6-1, 6-2; Les Overway (H)
Warren R. Townsend represented Veterans Hospital in Coral Gables. Van Loo, daughter of the late Mr. Second ChristianReformed Church Cy Huizenga and Dick Timmer.
and was a member of Fourth Re- services will be held Monday def. Chuck Schuler (MC), 6-1, 6-2
and John Landwehr (H) def. VanGrace Episcopal Church Saturday Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Barnes and formed Church.
morning.
and Mrs. William D. Van Loo of of Grand Haven, has extended
erwest (MC), 6-0, 64).
and Sunday at the retreat sponSurviving are the wife, Jennie
call to Dr. Leonard Greenway who sons from Lovell were visitors
Mr. Reminga, who lived at route Zeeland.
Doubles — Jim Vander Poel and
The
annual
general
PTA
meetsored by the Churchman's Associ- 4, was owner of Kilcare Tavern
two
daughters,
Mrs.
John
(Hilda)
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leslie
Bekins
Surviving are the husband; two is now serving the Burton Heights
Marshall
Elzinga (Hr def. Louis
ation of the (Jiocese at St. on Ottawa Beach Rd. He was a sons, Clyde and Forrest, and a Christian Reformed Church, Grand Saturday.
Klooster and Mrs. Gene (Amy) ing of Christian Schools will be
Gregory'sPriory, Three Rivers. member of the Holland Elks, VFW daughter, Ardean, all of Detroit; Rapids. Dr. Greenway is a former
Beukema, both of Holland; two held In the Christian High gym to- Zaloga and Dan Rachiewity(MC),
The retreat, conducted by Dorn and Pioneer Club. Mr. and Mrs. four grandchildren;two sisters, pastor of Second Reformed Church Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bolt of grandchildren, Lynda and Rhonda night at 7:45 p.m. A miscellaneous 3-6; 6-3, 6-2; Ron Bronson and Bill
Patrick Dalton of the American Rminga winteredin Florida and Mrs. Jack Boon^tra of Zeeland of Grand Haven. The Rev. E. H. Jenison, formerly of Holland, an- Beukema; his father, Nick Eiger spring program will be presented Bouman (H) def. Ron Kamauk
Episcopal community of Benedic- operated the Kilcare during the and Mrs. M.N. Boonstra of SL Tanis, local pastor of Second Chris- nounce the birth of a son, James sma of Friesland, Wis., two broth- by children of the various schools. and R. Piper (MC), 6-4, 6-1 and
John Winter and Dennis Wiersma
tine monks, was so successful that summer months.
Joseph, and two brothers,Maurice Uan Reformed Church, has an- Allen, on Tuesday, May 1. Mrs. ers, Louie Elgersma of Friesland All grades from the kindergarten
(H) def. Martin and Caughey (MC),
plans have been made for another
Funeral arrangementsare pend- Van Loo of Chicago and Chester nounced he plans to retire from Bolt was formerly Carolyn Bal- and Milton Elgersma of Richland through high school will be repre6-0, 6-2.
sented
on
the
program.
retreat at the priory in June.
Center,
Wis.
ing. 4
Van Loo of Kewadin.
' active ministry this
food. '
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CONSTRUCTION BEGINS — Work

has been
started on construction of a rest room and
laundry building at Holland State Park. The
cement was poured last week and it is hoped

that the buildingwill be completed and ready for
use by the heavy tourist season. The buildingwill
he locatedon the north side of the blacktop and
will be 58 feet by 25 feet. (Penna-SasPhoto)

Zion Lutheran Church Scene of Rites

Escapees Taken

and

Haven

Inside

Jail

Mr. ond Mrs. Henry J. Von Dom
Today, Mr. amd Mrs. J. Van mer Jennie Ter Haar.
Dam of Drenthe are celebrating They have three children.John
of Holland. Ann at home and Mrs.
their 50th wedding anniversary.
Roy Sears, who is living in Cuba
They are holding open house at where her husband is stationed.
their home today for friends and There are five grandchildren. Mr.
relatives.
and Mrs. Sears will not be presThe Van Dams are members of ent for the anniversary celebration
Drenthe Christian Reformed but are planning to come here in
Church. Mrs. Van Dam is the for- June.

.

.

•

Last Concert of Season

City Police Capture

Armed

r

..

Without a Fight
In Cr

'
* 1

Breakers

Attracts Huge Audience

Rooming House

-

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)
Two convicted burglars who escaped early Friday morning from the
Missaukeecounty jail at Lake City
were captured here Friday night
when the suspicious proprietor cf
the rooming house they were staying in called police.
William S. Murphy, 22, and Wilbur C. Bradley, 24, both of Bay
City, surrenderedwithout a fight
when city police surprised them
in their room.
The two convicted burglars were
facing 4-to-15 year jail terms when
they broke out of the county jail
at Lake City, stole two pistols
and sped off in ther sheriff’s car
which they started by crossing
wires. Because the car was equipped with a large red light, they
abandoned the car at daylight at
Lakeside near the carferry slips
in Muskegon and hitchhiked to

!•'.

The largest crowd to attend a
Civic Music concert in Holland
filled Civic Center Thursday night
for the last concert of the 195556 season presented by the Winged Victory Chorus consistingof 21
ex-Gi’swho first sang back in 1950
while serving overseas with the

i

«;|§f
|l||g

'm

Many Attracted
PETITE,

To Conferences

KLOMPEN DANCER

— Barbara

Veurink, a sophomore at Holland High School,

43rd Infantry Division.
The chorus presented a well bah annual spring meetings of the
anced program, its four sections Women’s Missionary Union of

models the normal outfit for klompen dancers
during the early spring months — a sweater and
shorts. Weeks later when the weather begins to
turn warm the girls put on their costumesand

consisting of sacred

go through their strenuous routine wishing they

I^arge audiences attended the

selections, Classis, Holland of the Christian

were wearing the m u c h more comfortable
sweater and shorts combination. Hie clothing
on the lines over Barb are all the parts of the
Zeeland costume that she will wear. A few
more pair of heavy socks were omitted for lack
of space.
(Sentinel photo)

Earopean folk songs. American Reformed Churches Thursday affolk songs and spirituals, and
ternoon and evening in Ninth
popular Broadway hits.

"o*'

Under the direction of talented Street Christian Reformed Church.
Joseph Baris, the chorus struck The Rev. John Van Ens, who is
its best stride in the final group a minister in a church in Ceylon,
of popular selectionsrepresenting spoke on "Missionary Work in Ceythe best of contemporaryAmerican lon" at the alternoon session.He
song writers. One of the greatest emphasized the fact that because
ballads of today, the Rodgers - the people there tithe, the church
Hammerstein "You'll Never Walk is self-supporting.However, the
Alone," was dedicated to two need for more men to train workGrand
Muskegon ex-GI's in the audience ers is great, he said, and asked
Henry Kieft, proprietor of the
who had sung with the chorus for for prayers. Miss Elsie Kocps,
rooming house where the pair
who has werked in East Harlem.
a year in the European theater.
checked in at 9 a.m. became susN.Y., told of conditionsthere.
Making
the biggest hit with the
picious later in the day when he
Devotionswere conducted by
audience was the South Pacific
read newspaper accounts of the
Mrs. Edgar Smith, missionary to
medley
which
concluded with the
escape and called police. He told
Nigeria, and cornet duets were
Mr. ond Mrs. Jock Lewis Von Den Berg
chorus In a single line up front
police the two men had been sleepplayed by Jay Wedeveer. and
(Prince photo) singing "Nothing Like, a Dame."
ing most of the day.
At 4:30 p.m. April 21 Miss Ann and yellow flowers, respectively. As the director put it aftehvards. Ronald Kapenga, accompanied by
Rather than stand by and wait Marie Freeman became the bride
Marjorie Wedeven. Mrs. Marvin J.
Ferns, candelabra and bouquets "Nothingcan jnatch that," and so
until the pair would leave the of Jack Lewis Van Den Berg, in
Vonderwerp,president of the
of mixed flowers and carnations there were no encores.
house. Acting Chief Howard Van- a double ring ceremony at Zion
union, presided and Mrs. A. Geendecorated the altar. Wedding muSacred
selectionswhich opened
dcr Wall ordered OfficersWilliam Lutheran Church. Rites were read
en played organ music. Mrs. E.
sic included "O Promise Me" and the program were familiar comWiebenga and Robert De Weese to by the Rev. E. M. Ruhlig.
"The Lord's Prayer." by James positions by Mozart. Palestrina Masselink gave the closingprayer.
Guest speakers at the evening
go to the home immediately. When
Miss Freeman is the daughter Steininger. Mrs. Peter Kromann and Beethoven.Particularly well
session was Donald Van Beken.
they arrived, the two men were in of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Freeman,
played wedding music and accom- received among the European folk
missionary to Nigeria, who gave
the process of getting dressed. 210 Maple Ave. and Mr. Van Den panied the singer.
r.-v
songs were "Les Trois Clothes" an illustrated lecture. He is active
They had no weapons on their per- Berg’s parents are Mr. and Mrs.
For her daughter’s wed- (The Three Bells) by Jean Vil- in training natives to be teachers.
sons but officersfound a .38 re- Bernard Vanden Berg. 302 East ding Mrs. Freeman wore a grey
l&rd. The American folk song The Rev. Edgar Smith, missionary
volver and a .32 automatic belong- Seventh St.
two piece dress with white and group included an unusual arrange- to Nigeria, conducted devotions
ing to the Lake City sheriffin a
Wedding attendants included black accessories and pink rose ment of the spiritual, "Were You
-K,- -•
' '
and Henry Vender Linde with Mrs.
dresser drawer. There was plenty Miss Laura Freeman, the bride's
corsage. The groom's mother wore There" following by the spirited
Bert
Bos
at
the
organ, Mrs. L.
of ammunition about.
sister, as maid of honor; Miss a pink dress with jacket, pink ac "Set Down Servant."
Eilander at the piano, led the song
Missaukee Sheriff Martin Wol- Patti Overway and Mrs. Ronald cessoriesand a white rose corsage
NEW EQUIPMENT - Heavy equipmentis being
noon of April 24 due to weight restrictionenservice. A cornet duet from Holverton told Grand Haven officers Den Uyl, bridesmaids; the bride's
shown being loaded on a new trailer recently
forcement. Road commissionpersonnel shown in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Steininger
land
Christian
High
School
also
he had checked on the two men in brother Fred Freeman as best man
Color Camera Club
purchased at a cost of $6,756.90by the Ottawa
the picture includesClifford Palen. loading
were
master and mistress of cereaccompanied.
their cell at midnightThursday. and Ronald Den Uyl and Bob Van
tractor and standing,left to right: Ed Bolthouse,
monies at a reception for about 100 Has Annual Banqaet
A sextet, the Mesdames J. County Road Commission. The trailer was
Their disappearancewas discov- Ark as ushers.
deliveredApril 9 but was not used until the afterclerk, Purford Evans and Roger DeKiep.
guests in parish hall. Members of
Lsraels,
A.
Schreur,
M.
Cbok.
J.
ered about 7:30 a.m. Friday when
The bride chose a lovely Angelo
Forty -five Color Camera Club Rypma, C. Tubergen and A. StonDeputy Wayne Snider found the original floor length gown of Chan- the Ladies Aid Society were waitresses.
members and their wives and er, sang two numbers and Ben De
cell door open. They had appar- tilly lace and net featuring a tiny
The bride a graduate of Holland guests enjoyed their annual Boer, home missionaryfor the
ently unlocked the door by picking high collar and fitted bodice delibanquet Tuesday evening in the Classis Holland, presented the
Municipal
the lock with a coat hanger and cately trimmed in iridescent se- High School attended Valparaiso
Van Raalte room at the Hub rest- closing prayer.
University,
Valparaiso.
Ind.,
and
is
took 56 in drivers’ license fuftds quins. silver beads and pearls. The
aurant.
Mrs. E. Masselink who will re- By Arnold Mulder
in the office.
bouffant skirt had a paniei* effect a stenographer at Netherlands In
After dinner, a regular competi- place Mrs. C. De Graaf who reformation
Bureau.
The
groom,
a
A February national magazine niekels and dimes for oranges and
with -hand clipped medallions of
tion meeting was held to acquaint signed as first vice president and
used as an end-piece filler a let- candies for them, and he wrote
chantilly lace outlinedwith sequins graduate of Holland High School
Blue Birds, Camp Fire
the
guests
with
club
activities.
The
Mrs.
Andrew
Lumpen
who
replacSeveral fines were paid in Munand pearls.Her fingertipveil fell attended Chicago Technical Col- voting of both the men and women
ter of recommendationwritten by endless letters home for those who
es Mrs. Marvin Tinholt who is
from a crown of silver beads, lege and is employed as a design- selected the same winning slides. completing four years as treasur- Ralph Waldo Emerson in 1863. were too sick to do the job them- icipal Court the last few days.
Girls Hold ‘Fel-len-te*
ing engineer.
Millionsof letters of recommenda- selves. He wore himself out for Paying fines were Robert Allen
sequins and pearls. She carried a
Slide portraits using artificial er, were introduced.Other officers
UUdriks. 19. of 640 Lincoln Ave..
The Busy and Cheerful Blue spray of split carnations with a The couple will be at home May light won points for Milt Van are Mrs. Vanderwerp, president; tion have been written since that the wounded.
red light, 57; Clarence W. Van
Birds and the We-to-ma-chick and white orchid in the center. She 6 at 635Mi MichiganAve. following
time:
nearly
everybody
in
any
And
he
had
to
cam
enuogh
to
Putten, John Bouman and Don Mrs. Chester VanAppledom,seLierc, of 52 West 18th St., speedHa-Ju-ha-wee Camp Fire groups otfwore a gold cross locket,gift of a wedding trip to Kentucky and
position of leadership is called
keep going. So he wrote to Emer- ing, $15; Charles W. Starr, of 111
Heerspink. Club Secretary Ed cond vice president; Mrs. Russell
Florida. For traveling the bride
Lincoln School held a family "fel the groom.
Burns exhibited color prints to be Bouws, secretary. Mrs. Henry
any
or recoramenda.Coolidge Ave., improper passing,
len-te” Monday evening in the
The maid of honor and brides- wore a powder blue linen suit with awarded Charles Cooper and Rottschaefer, assistant secretary;
school gymnasium.
black
patent
accessories,
a
tiny
those
millions
can
compare
with
j
tion.
Eight
years
ago
Emerson had 57; Chester S. Bronson, of 597 West
maids were gowned in identical
Eugene Schneiderfor points won Mrs. Oliver Den Bleyker,recording
21st St., speeding, 513Mrs. Marinas Geertman, leader dresses of crystalette featuring blue flowered hat and a white or in previous contests.
the
one
the
magazine
published,
j been the single influential' voice
secretary; and Mrs. Art Lappinga.
Dorothy Voss, of 135 West 32nd
of the Busy Blue Birds, scroll work around the scoop neck- chid.
in interestfor those who are ir. to welcome "Leaves of Grass."
Second slide contest of the eve- assistanttreasurer.
St., speeding,. 510; Jay W. Mulder,
welcomed the guests, Including line and tiny puffed sleeves.The Pre-nuptial showers were given
touch
with
American
literature.
His was at the time the greatest of 1103 South 96th Ave., Zeeland,
A total of 5872.41was collected
ning featured chosen best slides on
Mrs. Andries Steketee,Camp Fir# bridesmaidwdre yellow and the for the bridle by Miss Myra Frundt
In 1863 Walt Whitman was almost name in American literature.In
any subject. Winners were Don at both services.The evening ofspeeding, 515; William E. Schmitz.
executive director; Russell Welch, maid of honor powder blue. They and Patti Overway and by Mrs.
Heerspink,Sid Schaap. Richard fering of 5382.01 will go for work completely unknown. Eight years the forties his famous essays had Allegan, red light, 55 suspended;
school principal,and Mrs. Welch carried colonial bouquets of blue Ronald Den Uyl.
earlier he had published a slender given him a world reputation.
in
the
Nigerian
mission
fields
and
Por and Gerrit De Weerd.
Peter J. Vender Meer, Grand
and teachers Miss ElizabethSchouA surprise visitor was George 5490.40. the afternoon offering, will volume of poetry called "leaves Among those essays was one call- Rapids, speeding. 512; Warren
ten, Mrs. Blaine Timmer. Mrs.
of Grass." No publisher had been ed "The Poet." in which the
go
to
the
Church
board
of
distriMyler of a Detroit professional
Boer, 17, of 575 Lawndale Ct.,
Gordon De Waard, Ms. A1 Vander- Teachers Observe
willingto finance the little book, author had predicted that same
color finishing house. He pointed bution.
bash, Mrs. Albert Studley and
and so the author, who was a day a poet would arise who would right of way to pedestrian, 57;
out that any amateur slide efforts
Erwin Dykstra, 17, route 5, parkMrs. Kenneth De Free. She also Classes in Spanish
printer by trade, was compelled be worthy of the greatness of
can be improved by studying picintroduced the Blue Bird and
Shelby Man Pleads Guilty to set the book up in type him- America. When "Leaves of Grass" ing in driveway causing accident.
Miss Betty Watson, elementary
tures taken by professionals.
53.
Camp Fire leaders.
self and publish it at his own ex- was published Emerson declared
New officerswere installedbj Program slides of the evening To Drunk Driving Count
Spanish
consultant
for
Holland
Referredto traffic school were
Mrs. Geertman led group singing
pense.
By
1863
his
poetry
had
been
that Whitman was such a poet. Donald Ter Haar. of 377 West 22nd
the Veterans of Foreign Wars Au- were exhibitedby one of the club’s
and' Mrs. Bertal Slagh led all the Public Schools, and the fourth and
completely
forgotten
by
the
peoSo in 1863 Whitman appealedto
xiliary Thursday evening at the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Blue Birds in singing and games. fifth grade Spanish classes of Van VFW club house. Mrs. Peter Ben- traveling photographers, E d n e r Robert Lee Britton.29. of Shelby, ple who counted - with almost the the great essayistto help him St., speeding, and Donna Mae
Slagh, who has entered slides in
Boerman, of 257 West 24th St.,
Mrs. Steketee opened the council Raalte, Jefferson and Lincoln chers, a past president,was installand a minor positionin the deCanadian and American salon ex- pleaded guilty in Municipal Court sole exception of Emerson.
fire, in which 65 girls took part,
The influential writers and partment of the treasury, of speeding.
hibits. He recentlycompiled a Friday to a charge of drunk drivSchools, were hosts Tuesday to ling officer.
with the Wohelo call. The 30 Camp
critics
had been almost unanimous which Salmon P. Chase was secre- Paying 51 parking costs were
Installed as president was Mrs. show of several hundred slides ing. Unable to pay 5100 fine and
Doyle Melton, of 135 Columbia;
Fire Girls formed the inner circle Miss Fern Achmoody, elemetary Frank Balcovitz;senior vice presiin
their
condemnation.The atti- tary. But Chase paid no attention
he took during a three-month tour 55.70 costs, he was committed to
Richard Machiele, of 547% College
supfrvisor,
and
Mrs.
Stetler,
and the 35 Blue Birds, the outer
dent, Mrs. Kenneth W. Russell; of Europe and North Africa. He the county jail to serve 30 days. tude of James Russel Lowell is a to the appeal, although Emerson
Ave.; Gary Kruithoff.Holland,
circle around the symbolic triangle fourth grade teacher, from Harper junior vice president,Mrs. Clifford
fair
example.
Not
only
a
celebratpraised Whitman in the most James Lacey, of 101 West 21st St.;
is currently showing these to lo- The arrest was by Officer Lester
with a large candle In the middle. Creek Consolidated Schools. They Dengler; chaplain,Mrs. Jerry
VanderWall in Ferrysburg at 8 p.m. ed poet and essayist,Lowell was glowing terms. Letters of re- Vem Nienhuis, of 485 Washington;
cal groups.
came
to
observe
conversational
Camp Fire Girls receivedtheir honalso editor of the influential At- commendations seldom win much
Purcell; treasurer,Mrs. Paul
Thursday.
Ronald Green, .qf 390 Douglas;
or beads from their leaders, Mrs. Spanish classes in elementary Dalman; secretary, Mrs.' Herman
lantic Monthly. He dismissed Walt attention.
Rolfert
Frieland,
25.
of
428
MonJames Jones, of 18 East 12th St.;
George Piers of the fifth grade schools. Mrs. Stetler is teaching Rusticus; conductress, Mrs. Irene. 3 Criminal Cases Heard
Later Whitman did actually land
ro? St. Grand Haven, who was Whitman’s book as unworthy of
Jesse Craig, Jr., of 22 East 16th
We - to - ma - chick, and Mrs. an experimental Spanish class in Hamm; patrioticinstructor,Mrs.
serious attention. Virtuallyall the a minor secretarial positionin the
arrested
by
city
police
on
North
St.; James Walsh, of 612 Elmdale;
b
Allegan
Circuit
Court
W. Young of the sixth grade Ha- her fourth grade.
Paul Wojahn; trustee to fill unother writers and critics took the department of the interior.His
Each class demonstrated a expired term, Mrs. Claude Hol- ALLEGAN (Special) - Three Fifth St, Friday morning for driv- same line. (Today Whitman is work was entirely satisfactory, and Louis Altena,of 84% East 21st St.:
lu-ha-wee'group.
ing with no operator’slicense, secLawrence Sweet, of 155 West 15th
Refreshments,partially prepar- phase of their learning to show comb; new trustee,Mrs. Max criminal cases were heard Thursconsidered a far greater poet than he spent e\%ry cent he made for
ond offense, was sentenced in the
Jack Vande Vusse, of 217% West
ed by the Camp Fire Girls, were various methods used in 'teaching Congdon; guard, Mrs. Lawrence day in Allegan Circuit Cuort by
same court to pay 525 fine, 56.10 Lowell or Longfellow or any of his beloved soldierpatientsin the 14th; Don Adelberg, of 242 Pine
served to about 200 persons. Assis- a foreign language to elementary Tibbet; musician, Mrs. Peter Judge Raymond L. Smith.
the others.)
hospitals.
costs and serve two days in jail.
Ave.; Randy Brondyke, of 484 Colting were the Mesdames W. Nel- school children. They conducted Borchers; color bearers, Mrs.
Chaxles Lafbert, 20, of PlainBut in 1863 Walt Whitman needBut one day the secretary of lege Ave.; L Meloche, no address
Fneland
was
previously
arrested
opening
exercises,
did
arithmetic
Stanley
Daining,
Mrs.
Edward
son. R. Mulder, A. Diekema and
well, pleaded guilty to a statutory
ed a job desperately.He had left the interior, spurred by bluenose
listed; Fern Snyder, 55 West 11th
problems,heard a story read in Harkema, Mrs. Ben Roos and Mrs. rape charge. He wilF be sentenc- for driving with no operator's li- his Long Island home to live in
J. £rower.
moralists,broke open the ob- St.
cense
last
Oct.
15.
Spanish, played games, ordered Lorraine Klinge.
ed May L
Washington. In that unhappy city, scure employe'sdesk and found
meak, counted, etc.
The retiring president,Mrs. Melvin C. Snow, 39, of Plainwith its numerous temporary a copy of "Leaves of Grass.
ExaminationSet
The classes are conducted com- Hamm, was presented a past presi- well, was placed on probation for Couple Bound Over
hospitalsfilled to overflowing with Straightway he fired Whitman, to Collins Named Coach
Simon Paauwe. 40, of 302 West pletely in Spanish and have been dent’s pin and a gift was presented three years after pleading guilty
Bobbie Kellar and Miss Earle wounded Federal soldiers, Whit- his own eternal shame.
GRAND RAPIDS (Special)
20th St., demanded examination included in the local schools cur- to the installingdfficer. Six new
to non-support.He was ordered to Deane Hamm both of Holland, ap- man lived from hand to moyth,
Robert Rip) Collins, former Holpe
in Municipal Court Friday riculum for two years.*
members were intiated into the pay 515 per week for support of a peared in Municipal Court last denying himself ever the barest Camels can endure great heat College All - MIAA tackle, was
when he was arraigned on a gross
auxiliary.Lunch was served.
minor child.
Friday on _an examination on comfortsso that he could make and can go for long periods of named head football coach at ptindecency charge. Judge Cornelius 'Die famous Mason - Dixon line
Tonight, the Auxiliary members James Minier, 37, of Allegan, charges of cohabitation and were life a little easier for the wound- time without water. F o od is stor- tawa Hills High School.He replacVender Meulen set examination was established to settle disputes will present an American flag to
was committed to Ionia State bound over to Circuit Court to ed and dying veterans.Living in a ed in the humps of fat on their es Gordon Hunsberger,who was
May 8 at 2 p.m. The alleged of- over private land grants and not the Brownie Scout group in Hamil- Hospital as a sexual psychopath
appear May 8. The allegedoffense single bare room, he spent most backs. They can eat anything and named football coachat Grand
fense occurred on or about Aug. as a dividing line between the ton. Next regular meeting will be
after previouslybeing charged occurredbetween Feb. 1 and 29, of his days and nights at the bed they thrive on the plants
Rapids Junior C*"
-----1, 1955, in Holland city.
North and South.
May 10.
with gross indecency.
1956.
sides of the soldi^s. He spent his in the desert
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The Conversion of Saul

Low Hurle Mark

6, 1956

Richard Machlele, County
AgriculturalAgent

1

Topic ; Vocations Tkat Enrich Life

Acts 9:1-6;- 9:10-19a

We have had

Scripture:Col. 3:23-24, i Cor.
12:1-11,27-31.
By Raymond E. Welaa

By C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrighted outlines
produced by the Divisionof Christian Education, National Council of
the Churches of Christ in the
U.S.A. and used by permission.)
A conversionis an important
event. The conversion of Saul of
Tarsus was highly importantand
resulted in many blessings to the
The Hume of the
early ChristianChurch. Saul’s conHolland City Ne»«
, Publishedevery Thurs- version is stated three times in
Jlay by The Sentinel
'Printing Co. Office M-J6 Acts— in chapters 9. 22. 26. and
West Eighth Street Hol- there are references to it in the
and. Michigan.
Epistles of Paul to the Galatians
Entered as second class matter s
and
Corinthians.God changed
the post office at HoHan^ ^’hc 3
under tlie Act of Congress.March d. Saul's life and he ceased to perse1879.
cute and began to preach.
W. A. BUTLER- Editor and Publisher I. Some people are suddenly con-

Many

To the Leader:

Against Albion

young peo-

-

ALLEGAN

(Spcial)
Albion
ple just drift Into some jobs with- College’s track team, favored to
out considering God, the purpose cop the MlAA again htis yea, allowof life and labor or God’s will for ed its heels to Hope here Tuesday
their individuallife. As you prepare this topic ask God to help afternoon whipping the Dutch 82you to lead it in such a way that 49 at the. Allegan High School
the young people of your society track. .
may seriously consider what God The Britons took eight firsts and

wants them

News

Farm

Christian

Lesson

a number of seconds and thirds in'
Outlines for Leader’s Talk
racking up the win.
Introduction
Om topic this AlthoughAllbon scored the vicweek is "VocationsThat Enrich tory, Hope’s Paul Wiegerink.
Life." We do not mean by this vo- raugy sophomore,, provided the
to do.

—

a number of ques-

tions thia past week on the

Farm

and Field Rental rates. There Is
publication, Extension Folder
'< wntch gives the usual provisions for crops and livestock

156,

farm

leases. Also, it tells about

the cash lease arrangements.In
addition we have a good supply of
Father aod Son operating agreements arid Crop and Livestock
share agreements.These folders
are available at the Extension
Office at Grand Haven. Drop us
a card if you would like gny of

these.

Truck, Car Collide
At Ninth and River
A truck and car were damaged
shortly after noon Tuesday when
they collided at (Ninth Stst. and
River Ave.
Involved were Dick Overway, 70,
of 22 Ea«t(20th St. driver of the
truck, and James Mlchielsen, 79,
of 9 West 15th St.
Police estimated damage to the
'55 model tnick at $100. The '37
model car was judged a total loss.
No tickets were Issued pending
further 'inveatigation.

$30,000 Sought
For Injuries

Tbird Graders

Learn AH About
Food

in

Holland

"How Our Tosyn Gets Its Food,"
was the subject of 9 study made
by third graders at Van Raalte
Elementary School. The class,
taught by Mrs. Deane Van Lare,
cooperating teacher, and Mrs.
Raymond Weiss, Hope College student teacher, learned how various
foods were grown, processed and
marketed.
To study about the foods, t h e
class was divided into five committees— the fruit committee,

chairman, David Hamm; the
vegetable committee, chairman.
cations that will make you meet’s highlight.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A Alda Grants; the grain committee,
For those who are planning to
wealthy, but vocations that will
Wiegerinkgalloped to new Hope produce early tomatoes, experi- case in which plaintiff is seeking chairman, Larry Bowerman; the
verted. Saul's conversion was both
better the lives of all mankind.
Telephone— News Item* 3193
and MIAA records in the 220 yard mental work has been done by Dr. $30,000 judgment for permanent meat committee, chairman,
Advertisingand Subscriptions 31. 1_ sudden and dramatic. Saul hated
1. The Purpose of Labor —We low hurdles covering the distance
to
Wittwer using chemicals contain- Injuriesis scheduledto be heard Michael Vfn Huis, and the dairy
must consider first the purpose of in 24. The old Hope record, that
The publishershall not be liable Christianity and became a zealous
ing N-aryl-phthalamic acids. These in Ottawa CircuitCourt May 8 and products and sweets committee,
r anv error or errors In Panting persecutor.Saul was born in Tarwork. We live in a complex soci- was established/ in 1937, vvar 24.3
chemicals caus{ the number of 9. _
chairman.Elaine Folkert. Each
.V advertisingunless a proof of
ety. We all have many needs. We
Mrs. Gene Alma Rhinehart of child in each committeewas given
fScyh ^v^lse^e^'Vh all” have une*n sus of pure Jewish descent of the
and the conference mark was 24.1. flowers- on the first cluster to incannot supply all of these needs
ob tal ed by
dv ert se r and returned tribe of Benjamin His father was
A1 Lippe, Albion's speedster de- crease* two, threg* and even four Holland is seeking judgementfrom two foods in that category to
by him In time tor corrections wHh a Roman citizen which made Saul
ourselves.We must depend on feated Wiegerink in his sepciality
times. Teh other related chemicals Gilbert Roelofs of Zeeland, as the study.
ueh errors or correctionsnoted a Roman citizen of which he was Hope College will celebrate May others to help supply some of our
plainly thereon;and In such case If
the 120 - yard high hurdles, and also have been found to produce result of an accident which occurTo initiate the unit, the children
Day Friday, with all the traditional needs, both physical and spiritual. this was the push the Dutch hurdany error so noted is not cor^55!i!j proud.
similar results on both field and ced on M-21 two miles east of went to a large super market to
publishersliabilityshall
Saul was a Pharisee.His parents pomp and ceremony which has Therefore,many people are needed ler needed
Holland Jan. 29, 1955. The Rhine- become acquainted with many ungreenhouse varieties.
•uch a
sent him to Jerusalem where he made the annual event a highlight to do many tasks.
Dave Spaan, another sophomore
The
increased yields were pro- hart car was travelingin the south familiar foods. Later the class de2. Our Attitude toward Work —
whole space occupiedb> such adver studied under the famous rabbi of the spring season on the camsmashed another Hope record
duced when fertilizerand moisture lane and Roelofs in the north lane cided to build its own classroom
tlsement.
Gamaliel. Saul became a leader in pus. Glennyce Kleis of Holland is If we are Christianswe must have the 440. Spaan ran the quarter in
were
made available above nor- of the highway and Roelofs alleged- grocery store. Each committer
a
Christian
attitude
toward
our
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
the persecutionagainst the Christ- general chairman.
mal
recommendations
to provide *y drove his car to the left of the constructed its own counter from
50.6
to
break
his
own
mark
set
One year. Sa.OO^slxmonths^ S^m;
Climaxing the day's events will work. Everything we do we do l>eians. He was not content to perlast year.
for the additional fruit set. The «orth lane, failing to yield half of cardboardboxes and all children
three months. J1.00 single copy^ iuctore
God.
We
must
ask
Him
to
Subscriptions payable£ fdyance and secute in Jerusalem but he also be the formal coronation of the
Six Hope thinclads scored all of first applicationis made when the the main traveled portion of the worked in stocking the shelves.
will be promptly discontinuedIf not planned to go to Damascus, locat- May Day Queen, traditionally stag- help us do it in the best way, the
the
points. Wiegerink picked up plants are two to three weeks old highway to Rhinehart.
Each child wrote a report on his
ed in the Pine Grove, but sched- right way. We must seek to make
Mrs. Rhinehartclaims she suf- foods assisted by pictures,charts,
^Subscribers will confer a favor by ed about 160 miles northeastof
another first in th^ 100-yard dash, and when the first true leaves
everything
we
do
bring
glory
to
reportingpromptly anvlrregularlty Jerusalem,to arrest Christians uled in the chapel auditorium this
fered a large U-shaped, jagged maps, and displays,in additionto
Him. tCol. 3:23-241 If a Christian while Spaan got a second in the have developed.
in^ellvery. Write or Phone 3191.
there and bring .them bound unto year because of cool weather. Last
lacerationof the mid • forehead, books, pamphlets, filmstrips,
is working with any other attitude 220.
Jerusalem. When Stephen was year's May queen-. Lois Tdrnga.
Ornamental shrubs
be a brain concussion, contusion of poems, songs and art work.
Jim Hilmert. another Hope sophhe.
is
either
in
the
wrong
job
or
PLUGGING TAX HOLES
killed Saul watched the clothes of and her court will be presiding at
the left lung, multiple contusions When the work was completed,
he is doing the job he has in the omore. scored a double first in transplanted anytime before their
The Internal Revenue Bureau's those who threw the stones and the ceremony in whch a new
the discus and high jump and took buds open this spring. Spring is of the body, right thigh and abdo- each committee gave its report in
wrong
way.
men, both knees, |egs and ankles, the ’panel discussion' style, tellnewly announced policy of getting witnessed his execution.Saul was queen and court are chosen from
3. How am 1 to Find the Right thirds and shot put and broad probablythe best time for transinjury t6 the soft tissue and car- ing about the growth, processing
determined
to stamp out Christ- the junior class. Freshmen gjrls
planting
in
Michigan
and
gives
the
jump.
tough with tax dodgers is good;
will form the traditional daisy chain Job -for Me?
tilage of the right knee joint, plus and marketing of their foods.
ianity whether it was in Jerusalem
Larry
TerMolen
came
home
first plants a chance to start growing
A.
Be
willing
to
follow
the
Loid
s
every unpaid tax bill makes the or Damascus or elsewhere.
and 10 sophomore girls will perTo culminate the study, the
guidance and direction wherever in the shot and third in the discus right after the frost is out of the a number of small bone fracbill of the honest citizenbigger.
While Saul was on his way to form the Maypole dance preceding
and John De Vries, still bothered ground. Shrubs can be transplant- tures; that she was hospitalized children planned a luncheonwith
the
coronation.
Junior
girls
also
^at
may
lead.
If all pay what they actuallyowe Damascus God stopped him in a
from Jan. 29 through Feb. 20, 1955, the principal,Miss Hermine Ihrb. Be willing to take what you by a foot injury, took second in ed in the fall, too, anytime after
no one has cause for complaint miraculous manner. Scripture says will be "Tapped" for Alcor honor
that
casts were applied to both mats and name cards were made
they
have
become
dormant.
may consider a lowly task and do the pole vault and broad jump and
in regard to the collectionma- that "suddenly there shined round society.
However,
there are some pro- legs, which were not removed un- man. as special guest. Place
it humbly and well. (I P?ter Herb Widmer ran second in the
The day's activities will begin
chinery of the tax system.
about him a light from heaven"
blems in spring planting. Shrubs til March 23, 1955, and that she for the occasion.The luncheon con5:5-6i.
mile.
Hence the announcement should and a voice spoke to him saying. with dismissing of classes at 10
planted then may have been in sufferedpermanent injurias, which sisted of some food from each
c. Honestly consider and evaluResults
in order of finish:
be welcomed by all good citizens "Saul, Saul, why persecutes! thou a.m. Interclasscompetition in wostorage for long periods and have will make it impossible for her to committee’s study includingbarbeate
the gift that God has given
Mile
run
—
Taup
(A).
Widmer
that many more tax returns will me? ThemblinglySaul answered. men's sports,featuring track
you. The Bible clearlyteaches that (H) Lawson (At. Time 4:41.
lower vigor. Wants shipped from walk properly or naturally,or to cues, carrots and celery, milk,
be given close inspectionthan ever "‘Who art thou Lord?" and the events, is scheduled in the morning,
perform work as she did prior to cookies, nuts and apples. During
God
has
given
abilities to all
long distances may have lower
440
Yard
dash
—
Spaan
iH),
before. The introduction of automa- voice replied."I am Jesus whom and men’s interfraternity sports in
being injured, and also that she the luncheon, one child from each
Christians. He has given gifts vary- Huggett (A'. Timmons (Ai. Time vigor too. For this reason, it is
tion in the tax office has made thou persecutest. "The surrender the afternoon, with all events on
has
a permanent injury to her committee again gave his report
ing according to the work that He 50.6.
better to purchase plants locally.
the 22nd St. athletic field.
this possible; machinescan now do of Saul was complete.
knee and will never to able to of his foods as "review"informaknows
needs doing and desires to
Here
are
some
suggestions
in
100
Yard
dash
—
Wiegerink
After the coronation, there will
much of the routine work that was II. The Lord has his helpers. In
be done. Search for the gift that (HI, Lippe (A', Williams (A). planting. Cut back all dried and extend and move it in a proper tion.
formerly handled by the tax per- Damascus there lived a Christian, be a banquet at 6:30 p.m. in the
Through the experiences in the
God
has given to you and use it Time 15.7.
broken roots cleanly and thin and natural manner.
Juliana Room of Durfee Hall.
Defendant Roelofs,in his answer study of foods, the children learnsonnel.
Ananias by name. The Lord told
for
the
good
of
all.
branches
to
reduce
the
leaf
sur120 high hurdles — Lippe (A).
The announcement should also this man to go to a street called Toasts will be given * to the new
d. Don't be envious of the gifts WiegerinktHt, Hilmert (Hi. Time face by about one-third, depend- claims the Rhinehartcar was be- ed among other things, to work
queen, who will proclaim winners
be welcomed that the Internal ReStraight and ask in the house of
of others, hut develop your own
ing on the amount of roots lost ing operated without lights and together as well as to work invenue Bureau has decided to put a man named Judas for Saul of of May Day sports events and give and God will give you added gifts 15.7.
that when he made a left hand dependently. to have an apprecia880 - yard run — Cooley iA), in digging arjd root pruning. Dig
the photographs of convicted tax Tarsus. Ananias had heard about other awards before the entertain- and opportunities. (Matt. 25:211
turn from the highwa/ M-21, due tion of those who help us get our
the hole large enough and deep
Chapman
iA»,
Noble
(A).
Time
dodgers who have become fugi- Saul and so he hesitatedand men- ment.
The non-Christian looks at some 2:07.5.
enough to allow the roots to to, existingconditions,he was un- food, and to know more about
Final event of the day will be a
tives from justice in the rogues’
able to see the approaching Rhine- how food is grown, processed and
jobs as "better' ’than others.This
tioned to the Lord what he knew
220 - yard dash — Williams (A), spread but in their natural posidance from 9 to 12 at Civic Center
galleries in the nation's postofhart car in time to avoid the col- marketed before sold at the store.
is not a Christian position. All
about this man— how much evil he
tion
at
the
same
depth
as
the
Spaan (H>, Huggett A). Time 22.1.
with music provided by Lew Alfices. That’s where they surely belision Roelofs also claims his direcwork for which the Lord has given
had done to the saints at JeruTwo - Mile run — Taup (A). shrub grew in the nursery. Also, tion lights were flashing.
len's band.
long.
gifts are necessaryand therefore
salem and how he planned to bind
Simpson (A l. Lawson (At. Time work mellow soil around the roots
But all that is only on the colto be honored (I Cor. 12:12-27).
all believers in Damascus.
and when all the roots The case will be heard before a
10:50.6.
lection end of the tax system. A
of Errors’
jury and Judge Raymond L. Smith.
e.
Consider
that
the
most
imporGod told Ananias— do not confuse
220-low hurdles— Wiegerink (H>. have been covered, firm the soil
few years ago that end represented
tant thing in this world is that
by
light tramping. Then fill the rethis man with the liar Ananias
Lippe (Ai, Goodam (A). Time 24.0.
a national scandal; it has now been
others should know Jesus Christ
mentioned in Acts’ 5:1-5— that the
Mile relay — Albion. Time 3:41. mainder of the hole with water
cleaned up and Is in the process
By
P**ter Boggs
as
Saviour.
Some
must
go
to
take
persecutor was a chosen vessel
For
High Jump — Hilmert (HI. Lute and allow it to soak in before rakof becoming more honest and efPet: Don’t Pat
this message to others. Others
ing the dirt loosely to complete
and that he was destined to bring
and
Schwaderer
(A).
Height
5'
6".
Due
to
tornado
warnings*
for
this
Icient as time passes. That is all
I've mentioned .this before, but must stay and send those who go.
His name "before the Gentiles,
Shot Put — Ter Molen (HI, the planting.Spread a two to three area last Friday students in local
Holland High's baseballteam
I think it bears repeating: Just re- Each must ask God which part of
to the good.
inch mulch around the newlyand kings, and the childrenof
But the government'sresponsimember, your skull is much thick- this task he is to do. being willing Kareck (A). Hilmert (H). Distance planted shrubs. Later scatter a schools were dismissed from clas- made 13 errors here Tuesday afIsrael." Ananias went and found
ses about 1:30 p.m. High school ternoon and Muskegon Heights
er than your dog’s. Yet if someone to do either. Whatever our task 40’ 9".
bility does not end there. Uncle
couple of handfuls of readily availPole vault - Faulk <A». DeVries
students
here also arrived home picked up 11 base hits and the
Sam is not only charged with col- the new convert and greeted him should slap you rather sharply,
must
that
able plant food around each shrub.
as "Brother Saul" and he laid his
early as did workers from various combination resulted in a 12-0
several times, on the top of your U is our responsibilityto seek to (Hi. Landrum (A). Height 11'.
lecting every cent the citizen owes,
hands on him and prayed that he head, it woould couse you discomfactories in the Grandvilleand shellackingof the Dutch at RiverDiscus — Hilmert (H). Kareck
he is also charged with the resMaterial from wood plantations
might receive the Holy Spirit and fort or even a certain amount of create opportunities to teli this (At. Ter Molen. (H). Distance
Grand
Rapids areas.
ponsibility of making every effort
view Park.
message. Discuss how a farmer, a
is too often sold for much less than
that his sight might be restored pain. Yet, many people seem to
Mr. and Mrs. H.H. Vender Every rally was started by a Holto see to it that every dollar he
teacher, a factor,- worker, a clerk 112' 3".
its real value. That's because Molen spent Thursday evening
again for Saul had been tempor- have the idea tliat dogs enjoy havJavelin — Schermer (At. Kareck
land error and then aided by a
collects is spent wisely. Until the
may witness for Christ through his
woodlot owners don't have enough with their sister Mrs. Reka Van
arily blinded by the light at the ing their skulls jarred by affec(At.
Lute
(At.
Distance
168'
e'a".
timely base hit. The Tigers settled
government does that it must exwork.
experience
in
estimating
and
selltime of his conversion.'
Gessel at Grand Rapids.
tionately vehement pats.
Broad jump — Connolly (At. Depect millions of honest citizens to
for singles and only got one extraing timber. The county extension
A number of local women attend- base blow, a double by Willie McIt is a keen annoyance to Ihe
Vries (Hi, Hilmert (Hi. Distance
have a feeling of sympathy for Saul’s sight was restored again
office
or
local
farm
foresters
can
and he was baptized.The conver- doy. If you are a stranger and do College Students Give
ed the sessions of the spring Mis- Carty, but scored in every inning
those who use every means they
20' 7".
give helpful advice in determining sionary Union at the First Chris_
can get away with to reduce their sion of Saul was a blessing to the this, he is likely to bite you; and Program at Guild Meeting
but the sixth.
ihe value of standing timber and in tian Reformed Church ai Zeeland
Church for the persecutionceased. thus get a name for being vicious.
The big uprisingwas in the fifth
taxes.
deciding which trees to sell and last 'Hiursday afternoon and eve"So the church throughout all By all means, stroke of pet your
That the governmentis not meetwhen five runs scored on four hits
The Women's Guild of Third Rewhich
to
keep
for
improving
the- ning.
Judea
and
Galilee
and
Samaria
dog's head now and then if you formed Church met Monday eveing that responsibility nearly every
and several errors.
stand.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Vander Molen
citizen believes.The citizen does had peace and was built up; and want to. But pet; don't pat. Stroke; ning for an inspirationalmeeting
Holland made two hits in the
Remember to study the markets and family mourn the loss of
not expect the same nickel - pinch- walking in the fear of the Ix>rd don't swat. Get the idea?
game with Tom Ragains and Will
prepared by Miss Emma Reeverts,
and
sell
timber
by
measured
voltheir
father
and
grandfather.
Mr.
If your nose were pulled and dean of women at Hope College.
ing that he has to do himself; he and in the comfort of the Holy
ume, not on the basis of a tract. Henry Vander Molen who passed Dykens getting the safeties.
By Willis S. Boss
is reconciled to the fact that in Spirit it was multiplied."The op- your ears roughly humpled, It
Miss Susie Van Slageren of
Bud Norkors was effective all
' Get prices from as many saw- away unexpectedly at his home at
4-H
Club
Agent
would
lead
to
a
fight.
Yet
people
large governmentaloperations posiitonhad lost its leader — the
Washington presided and introthe way in shutting out Holland.
mills
and
wood
industries
as
possiThe
summer
leaders
meeting
Hudsonville last. Friday. Funeral
there is a certain unavoidable mar- Christian movement had gained a blame a dog— whose nose and ears duced Miss Reiko Kim, student
He got most of the Dutch to popwill be held on Thursday night at ble. Local markets sometimes pay services were held at the First
gin of waste. But he has a pas- leader of power and purpose and are far more sensitive than are from Okinawa, who read scripup and recorded eight strikeouts.
8
p
m
on
May
3
at
Allendale
Town
better
than
those
outside
because
Baptist
Church
at
Hudsonville
on
yours
and
mine—
if
he
shows
his
sionate feeling that wasting hun- passion.
ture. A quartet trom Emersonian
of transportation costs.
Monday afternoon. The deceased Christopher led the Tigers hitHall.
1. We cannot become a Christian dislike of Ihis treatment by going fraternity sang two hymns.
dreds of millions for political conting with two safeties while everyAdvertise
in papers to get prices is also a cousin of Mr. and Mrs.
Training
will
he
given
leaders
for
his
tormentor.
A missionaryplay. "Two Thine
siderations is far more criminal without being converted.
one else on the club got one hit.
from
outside
buyers.
Use
a
writH.H.
Vander
Molen
of
this
place.
and
questions
will
be
answered.
If you stop to think it over, you
2. Some conversions are sudden,
Own Self.” was presented by stuon the part of the governmentthan
Mrs. Chet Bouwman and children Line score:
will realize that the average dog
ten timber sale agreement,partidents from the drama department Summer leaders should make it a
it is for the individualcitizento most of them are gradual
R H E
of
Holland spent an evening of
cularly
where
cutting
is
done
by
I is a great deal more patient and
point
to
come
lo
this
important
3. The death of Stephen influunder directionof Miss Elva Van
shade things in his own favor in his
Musk
Hts.
..112 250 1-12 11 2
i lorebearing than is the average huthe purchasers. Market the high last week with Mr. and Mrs. Peter
enced Saul deeply.
Haitsma. In the cast were Mari- meeting.
tax return.
Holland 000 000 0 2 13
; man. Don't lax his patience and
grades of timber instead of using Haveman.
4. The early church needed a
anne Hageman, Jane Gouwens.
There can be little hope for a
Batteries: Norkors and Webb;
A
number
of
local
folks
attendhis forebearance needlessly
them
on
the
farm
where
cheaper
Four members have been selectAileen McGoldrick.Connie Miller
true tax reform until the tax holes man like
Fogerty, Hilbink (3i. Aye (5) and
ed to represent Ottawa County at material will serve as well. Mar- ed the children'sBible Hour Rally
5 God .till chooses and cal's His ,hese Pamful forms of car(’ssand Dawn Philbps.
at both ends of the system are
at the Civic Center at Holland Van Dyke.
kets
that
pay
good
prices
usually
the
State
Show
with
a
wildlife
coni Miss Barbara Jeffrey led devoplugged. And the hole at the spenddlsllkPS thPm' So vvould •vou
servation project. Two members pay on grade. Standing timber Sunday hftemoon.
6 Conversionmust be followed
ing end is ten times larger than
Mr. 4nd Mrs. Ahna Vander
Bloodhonda
After 1he ^5^5, meeting, a from ‘he Eastmanvilleclub. doesn't deteriorate rapidly, so it
at the collectionend.
by service.
pays to wait for favorable mar- Molen oi Grand Rapids were SunCriminals , .
1 surprise linen shower was given Gloria’ Grossenbeckerfrom the Alday visitorsat the home of Mr.
One breed of dog whose mute for Mr?
h Ks[her who
lendale club and Ward Veldman ket conditions.
and Mrs. H.H. Vander Molen.
testimony is accepted by the courts ha. [aml, wiU return tQ tho phl|_ from Alward School club in HudWant to Scrub Strcet$ ?
Mission Guild Stages
of many States is the bloodhound.ippines jn the near futul.e. Mre. sonvillewill exhibit.
If the leaves of your house Mr and Mrs. Russell Dalman
Don’t Wait for a Call
Mother-DaughterBanquet
The rest of the members in the plants are tlfming yellow and and family spent Friday evening
fill!!!' ! Eawin Koeppe. speaking for
Fourth Reformed Church was
scene of a crime and been trailed
Eastmanville club will also exhibit falling off. look for spider mites. with Mr. and Mrs. Bartel Mulder
Want to scrub streets for Tuiip
mother and daughter banquet to a hide-outbv a bloodhound can- guild members, thanked Mrs.
hostess church Monday evening for
These
tiny
pests
like
indoor in Holland.
at
State
Show,
but
not
for
preEsther
for
the
time
and
talent
Time?
was -staged Tuesday evening by not be found guilty merely by this
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Wolbem a meeting of Resthaven Guild. A
Anybody who has a Dutch cos- the Mission Guild of Central Park canine evidence. The courts will Mrs. Esther shared with the group miums. This has been in arrange- warmth and they're at their peak ,and children called on relativesat large group of ' members and
tume may get into the act on open- Reformed Church. A program was accept the data and consider it val- and extended the guild's best wish- ment with the 4-H State Show on house plants in early spring. Holland Sunday.
friends gathered in the church parWashing the plants once a week
es on her return to the islands.
Committee. • .
ing day of the Tulip Time festival presented followingthe potluck uahle only when the prosecuting
Last Wednesday afternoon Mr# lors.
with
a
forced
stream
of
water
will
Wednesday, May 16.
1 authorities have other relative
and Mrs. H.H. Vander Molen visitMrs. John Kobes announced the
Members who have not quite keep the pests under control. If
Street scrubbersare being reMrs. Gerald Hilbink gave the facts which* cast strong suspicion Tawasi Camp Fire Girls
ed Mr. and Mrs. Henry Poskey program for the evening and Mrs.
spider mites are the only pests
•oinpleted
their
projects
by
cruited by a committee consisting opening prayer and Mrs. Simon 0n the accused.
and Janet at Jenison.The occasion Fred Meyer was in charge of the
Achievementtime can still receive bothering the plants, almost any
of WjlhelmineHaberland. Crystal Sybesma led devotions assisted j a favorite trick employed by Hold Family Potluck
marked the birthday anniversary devotional period. based on
credit. In order to do this, their miticide like aramite, malathion
Van Anrooy, Florence Olert and by Virginia White and Carol Sy- criminals fearing the bloodhound
of Mrs.
/
"Stewardship."
The
Tawasi
Camp
Fire
Girls leader must see the articles com- or chlorbenzilatewill take care of
Mrs. Joe Borg man. Jr.
besma A talent program was fea- js t0 throw pepper over the start
Mr. and Mrs. C. Simtonsenahd
Mrs. John Nieuwsma. accomheld a family potluck dinner pleted and they must fill in a re- them.
The committee pointed out that tured, with Mrs. Hilbink in charge 0f their tracks. This condiment
family of Holland recently visited panied by Mrs. D. Vander Meer.
Monday
evening in the Recreation port blank and send it to our ofThere
has
been
some
inquiries
it is not necessary to register, but Taking part were Ellen Oster- 1 completely prevents dogs from
and Mrs. J. Colts.
sang two solos, "Come Unto Me
Room of the Civic Center with fice. This will enable them to re- about growing soy beans in Michi- Mr.
it is desirablesince then the scrub- haven. Shirley De Neff, Judy De J picking up odors. To overcome
Mrs. C. Meeuwsen was installed and "My Task." Miss Thelma
75 people attending.The Birthday ceive credit for this winters work. gan. In the past, soy beans have
bers can be lined up in groups Neff. Mary Ann Teusink. Sally Van such a handicap ihe police, on disas recording secretary together Slenk gave a humorous reading.
not been too profitable to grow
and given definite assignments. Dyke. Cheryl Wakeke. Esther Jean cerning traces of pepper, sprinkle Project theme, "Plant Seeds—
with other officers at the meeting Mrs. A. Dogger, president,was
There even are some costumes Teusink. Rosemane Brink. Man,’ water over it before sending the Reap Friendship’,' was carried out Members should get in touch with because many years frost came of the MissionaryUnion of the in charge of the meeting.Mrs.
availablefor men.
Beth Rietdyk, Mrs. Paul Weboke dogs m pursuit, and by this means by flag centerpieces made by the their leaders about going to camp. along before the beans were ma- Zeeland Classis ' which held it's Estelle De Vries gave a resume of
girls. On a special table, foods na- They have the information.We are ture. We have some varietiesthat
Women are asked to bring their and Mrs. Irwin Tucker.
spring session at Overisel on April various religiousactivities at
the effect of the pepper is destroytive to the birthday countries, were offering two camp sessions this 1 are a little earlier in maturing
own brooms, since the kitchen var- Mrs. Donald Rietdyk, president, ed but not the scent.
l*
Resthaven home; Mrs. B. Lemserved.
year. — June 18 through 21 and than the previous ones. The list
iety is usually much easier to han- conducted the business meeting.
A number of local folks attended men, projects for Tulip Time, and
j comes from Michigan State UniAfter
dinner
they
started
their
June
25
through
28.
Hostesses
for
the
evening
were
The Question Box
the Tornado Disaster benefit sale
dle than the limited supply of
versity: Norchief (110-115 days), at Hudsonville last week Monday Mrs. F.E. Wolters, birthdays of
demonstrating the
the Mesdames Gordon Van Putten. Airedale has, since early puppyheavy street brooms.
Resthavenresidents.
Chippewa
(115-120
days)
BlackThis summer we are trying to
nite.
Persons not already signed up Joe Sandy. Kenneth Looman, Jack hood, continued to cry during the Walking Song. To fulfill birthday
Benjamin Lemmen was in
hawk
(120-125 days)„Harosoy(123honor
requirements,
they
sang
Zwiers.
John
Flieman,
Jr.,
and
Ed
start
horse
and
tractor
clubs.
We
Mrs. E.E. Elzinga and Mrs. H. charge of a question forum and
night. He is very henlthy and his
are asked to call Mrs. Borgman
128
days)
Hawkeye
(125-130
days).
bed is comfertablc. I have tried "Plant Seeds," played a Burmese hope that if any members or nonWolbers attended the delegate answered questions pertaining to
at her home, and. they will receive Stryker.
every way I could to break him of game Rakansan, and dramatized members are interested,they will Write us for additional informa- meeting of the Zeeland Chapter of
assignmentslater in the mail.
Resthavenwhich had been placed
tion.
the folk-lorestory of the Penny- get in touch with us.
this habit. Can you help me?
the Women’s League of Hope Colin a box by guild members. He
Couple Feted at Surprise
— U.F. Wise Monkey. For the firit time
lege held last week Monday cite at
extended greetings from the
Amanda Mary Anderson
Aaswer:
Take
the dog for a long parents were present to view their
Special
appreciation
is expressed
Hudsonville
Reformed
Church.
Anniversary Celebration
Ludwig Miller, 79,
Resthavenboard and thanked the
walk before bed time. Also, give Council Fire, which includedthe by the 4-H staff and Extension
Monday night i.« scheduled as anDies in Spring Lake
guftd for the work and gifts it had
other cleanup night at the Reform| Mr. and Mrs. Fr^d W. Reus, him his heavest meal of the day lightingof candles for the Birth* office to all leaders and members Dies at Grand Haven
accomplished. An important quesjust
before
retiring.
Another
sugday
countries.
The
girls
were
ed
Church
and
all
men
and
boys
who helped in making the recent
GRAND HAVEN (Special 1
who will observe their 25th wedtion concerned addition of a wing
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
of the congregation are requested
Amanda Mary Anderson, 68, of 102 ding anniversary on May 2. were gestion thatshouldbring results awarded beads for honors earned. achievementdays successful,both
to the present building.Lemmen
Ludwig
Miller.79, died at 8 a.m. to be out to assist.
is
to
place
a
loud
ticking
clock
Girls
attending
included
on
the
county
and
the
district
level.
West Exchange St., Spring Lake, surprised at their home Thursday
answered that the wing will be
Friday
at
the
home
of
niece.
Mrs.
Mrs.
H.
Maassen,
Mrs.
H.H.
Vunnear
the
dog's
bed.
The
companMarcella Aman, Margaret Aman, State 4-H leaders who visited us
died Monday noon at the Glen- Inight.
added as soon as possible,- but
wood Convalescent Home in La- Games were played and a twx>- ionshipof a tickingclock haa quiet- Ann Bishop, Birginia Bouillon, made several favorable comments. Lerta Baumgert, Park St., Grand der Molen and Miss Mary Huizen- only through generous gift* and
Haven,
with
whom
he
had
livega
attended
a
meeting
for
Spiried
many
a
dog
at
night.
Elsabeth
Clark,
Margo
Culver,
The
Waverly
4-H
leaders
and
ment followinga five year illness. course lunch was served. A gift
cooperation of all interested perStefanie Dojka, KathleenGood, members deserve a special "thank- ed for the last several years. He tual Life and Stewardship commitShe had been a patient at the was presented to the honored couwas
born
in
Poland
Oct.
19. 1876, tee of the Zeeland Classis at the sons can this be accomplished.
Maureen
Munro,
Jacquelynn
you”
in
their
recent
construction
home the past two weeks. She ple.
A common practice in measuring
was born in Spring Lake on Dec.
Attendingwere Mr. and Mrs. the water equivalent of snow is to Raffenaud, Oralia Rios. Barbara of two greenhouses in the tornado and came to this county in 1902. Forest Grove Reformed Church While Dr. Willis Carrier is creTuesday, afternoon.
5, 1887 In the same home in which Albert Jansen. Mr. and Mrs. assume that the density of new Scully, Wilhemina TerVoort, Linda area. Richard Hart and John Saw- He was employed for many years
dited with the inventionof air conat
the
Murrey
Body
Co.
in
Detroit,
yer.
the
owners,
have
extended
Vukin,
Charity
Wouters,
Marlene
•he lived all her life.
George Jansen, Mr. and Mrs. Lu- fallen snow is 10 per cent. Ten
ditioning,the bees beat hm by
Tourist
trade
accounts
for
95
perfrom
which
he
retired
several
Surviving are a sister, Mrs. ther Van Huis and Howard Jay, inches of snow equals one inch of Rauch, and Mary Ruth Singleton. their sincere thanks also.
cent of the total income of the thousands of years. Bees carry wayears ago.
Lewis McKay of Grand Rapids; Miss Harriet Jansen, Rein Kooiker, water. But Weather Bureau offi- Mary Ann Oshler was unable to
Yale university has supplied Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. Bermuda islands. The only other ter to hives where it Js fanned
brothers, William and Nelson Miss Marion Reus, Dale Hofman, cials say density varies and depth attend.
by the wings of workers to cool
Spring Lake; six nephews and Miss Donna Reus, Miss Lois Reus cannot always determine water
Leaders of the group are Mrs. the Untied States with one Presi- Russell Holmes of Detroit, and t major source of income is the
honey In storage.
explorationof Easter lilies.
son
Alfred
of
Flint.
dent
and
five
secretaries
of
state.
Bouillon aod Mrs. Vukin.
and ,the honored guest.
content. a
Chairman Glennyce Klela
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nance continued research, education and also to assist hospitals
and physicians in the early diagnosis and successful treatment of
cancer. Mrs. J. D. J e n c k s of
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Cost Estimates

Ned Bale are
of a boy, Scott
Bruce born April 20 to Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Bale at the Douglas

Elects

MEA Board

New

Hospital Notes

Officers

Mr. and Mrs.

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Miss Vida Harper, president•
Friday
were Eileen Ruth Bussies,
Holland is county chairman.
and Miss Virginia DeWitt
Shell elect,
were appointeddelegates to the 261 West 28th St.; Mrs. Herman
NEA Convention in Portland,Ore., Brummel, Route 5; Mrs. William
hospital. Tne maternal grandmothJuly 1-7 at a meeting of the exeGreen, 248 Colonial St., Llnday
er is Mrs. Ann Bruce of Douglas.
cutive board of the Holland DisGerald
The Bales have another boy.
Gunn, route 2; Mrs. Vernon Avery,
trict of Michigan EducationAsNfr. and Mrs. Wayne Gooding are
sociation Tuesday night. The meet- route l;Diane Steele, 167 West
rejoicingovtr the arrival of a
Health Department
All Fundi Collected
ing was held at the home of Mr. 21st Si.
gj-anddaughter born April 20 at
Hospital
Discharged Friday were Anne .
Urges Periodic
To Be Handled Through and Mrs. Russell Woldring. Miss Oostcndorp, route 6; Mrs. Norman
Douglas hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
Adelaide Dykhuizen presided.
Willard Beery of Douglas. She
Newly appointedbusiness exeX-Rays for Adults
Community Foundation
meeting * of the Classroom E. Frelanderand baby, route 6;
weighed seven pounds and five
cutive at Pontiac State Hospital
Teachers organizationwill be held Mrs. Paul Fabiano and baby, 11V4
ounces and has been named Lois
LANSING (Special)—More lives is Gerald A. Bax. son of Mr. and
Plans for building a band shell at Alma on Saturday. Delegates to East Eighth St.; Mrs. Junior TalsElaine. The Beerys have one boy.
can be saved from cancer if Mich- Mrs. Gerrit A. Bax of Waukazoo.
and
covered stage in Kollen Park this meeting include Evelyn Heff- ma and baby. 595 East Eighth St.;
Lawrence Hutchinson of Detroit
Mary Jane Zickler,263 West 14th.
igan people make fuller use of Young Bax replaces Bartley Wager
has closed the estate of his father moved forward today with the ron, Betty Cook, Ruth Roos and
who had been hospital steward
St; Mrs. John J. Helder, 25 East
Florence Olert.
available services for early diagthe late Claude Hutchinson and announcementthat preliminary
more than 52 years.
2Lst St.; Louis Koeman, route 1;
has been discharged as admini- specificationsand cost estimates Newly - elected officersof the
nosis, the state health department Bax began his duties at Pontiac
Holland MEA for 1956-1957 are L. G. Courtright, route 3, Saugastrator.
are expected to be ready shortly.
said today. Dr. Albert E. Heustis, Stato Hospital in 1951 following
tuck; Ben Beckman, route 6; Paul
Dr. A. F. Coxford was in Detroit Carl Carlson, head of the plan- president. Vida Harper: vice
State Health Commissioner,issued work with the TB division of the
president,
Hamid
Streeter;
secre- Klomparens, 284 East 32nd St
several days last week attending ning committee working with the
a plea for wider use of periodic State Department of Health in
Hospital births include a son,
the Centennial Convention of Den- Holland Band and Orchestra tary, Mrs. Isla Schipper; treasphysical examination and routine Lansing where he was hospital
Donald George, born Friday to Mr.
urer,
Ray
Swank:
program
plantists.
Boosters Club which is sponsoring
chest x-rays.
consultant. Previouspositions inand Mrs. Thomas Hebert, of 596
Mr. and Mrs. Kester Schofieldof the project, will present his ning. Harriet Mulder, social. Mrs.
The commissionerpointed to cludeed businessmanager at MichWilliam Gargano; welfare and Pleasant Ave.; r eon, William Leo,
Brooklyn
spent
Sunday
with
his
group's recommendations at a
early discovery of cancer as "our igan Rapid Treatment Center,
born Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Robsister and family,Mr. and Mrs. meeting In City Hall von Wednes- salary, Myron Van Ark; profesgreatest hope right now in reduc- Ann Arber and administrator of
sioftal problems, Daniel Paul and ert Riemersma, 787 East Eighth
Lynn
Chappell.
day evening. May 9.
ing deaths from the disease.” He Ferguson - Droste-Ferguson Hospi
John Spurgeon;publicity and St: a son. Lloyd Allan, bom SatMrs. Margaret Beagle is spendServing with Carlson in accum.placed special emphasis on the tal. Grand Rapids.
urday to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Ter
ing a couple of weeks in Chicago ulating the preliminary data are public relations. Mrs. Ernest
opportunity to cut the toh from
He is a member of the Michigan
Penna; representatives to class- Beek, route 1, Hamilton.
visiting
her
daughter
and
husArthur C. Yost, Arthur C. Hills
lung cancer, cancer of thi 'cervix
A son, Gregorio. Jr., born Saturband, Mr. and Mrs. William and Dick Smallenburg. Their re- room teachers.Florence Olert and
and breast among women,* and
day to Mr. and Mrs. Gregorio
Marjorie Prins.
Harmon.
commendationswill be based on a
cancer of the skin, tongue and
Guajardo, of 748 Jenison Park St;
Miss Jo Anna De Geus, daugh- survey of the possibleuses of the
mouth— forms of the disease which
a daughter, Judith Ann, born Satter of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob De new structure to determine its
more often yield to treatment- if
urday to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Voss,
Geus,
formerly
of
Fennville,
has
s;ze and design. Final details will
found in time.
of 966 112th Ave ; a daughter,
been named valedictorian of the be drawn up by architectsand
"But early discover y," the
Beth Louise, born Saturday to Mr.
Gobles
graduating
class.
She
was
building authorities.
health departmentspokesman said,
and Mrs. Earl Teague, route 3.
also
awarded
the
Baush
and
Lomb
Meant. me. additional commit"depends in large measure on inA daughter. Pamela Sue, bom
science award.
tees have been formed to direct
dividual initiative in getting a
Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Orlo
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Dole Plasmon
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Hoepfner
solicitation of industries, civic
health check-up and chest x-ray at
Barton, of 9617 Port Sheldon Dr.,
(Princephoto) of Chicago were Sunday guests of
groups and other organizationsas
least yearly. You can't afford to
Miss Shirley Ann Evink, daugh- blue nylon tulle over satin with Mr. and Mrs. John Weston.
Mrs. Jennie Vellinga, who has Zeeland;a daugher, Karla Jean,
well as industries.Actual fund let the disease get a head start
born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Evink matching lace jackets and carried
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. raising is not scheduled to begin been living at the Ottawa County
on you”
Rodger Pruis, of 51H West 17th
lace parasols. Little Joanie Genof route 3, Zeeland,and Junior
Seymour Wuis were his cousin,
infirmary at Eastmanvillesince St.; a daughter,Scarlett Diana,
Provisionalrecords for 1955 show
zink was flower girl and Kelly Mrs. Eva Tubergren and daughter until quotas are announced at the
Dale Plasman, son of Mr. and
10.297 cancer deaths in Michigan
May 9 meeting.
1942 celebrated her 100th birth- born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Schrotenboer was ring bearer.
Margaret of Jenison; Raymond All funds collectedwill be turn- 1 day anniversary Sunday,
last year— more than double the
Mrs. John Plasman. Sr., of route Attendingthe groom were his
Luce, 2050 Lakeway.
Rasmussen and Mr. and Mrs. ed over to the Greater Holland
death toll a quarter of a century
5, Holland, were married Friday. brother. Gerald Plasman. as best Frederick Rasmussenand family
Previously a residentof Holland
ago. But Dr. Heustis said the inCommunityFoundation which has
Dr}*, hard - packed ground is t
April 20. at First Reformed Church man, and Ken Evink, Jule Gen- of Holland.
crease in part reflects a more susendorsedthe Band and Orchestra city, Mrs. Vellinga is in fair health must for giraffes. They can’t crow
of Zeeland.
zink and Lloyd Schrotenboer.
Mrs.
Minnie
Johnson
has
rerepuble, aging population,together
The Rev. John den Oudcn perA reception for 80 guests was turned home from spending the Boosters project.This will assure but is nearly blind. Her husband deep rivers and bog down in mud
with diagnosisof
cases
that finances will be available died in 1915. There were no chil- or swamp.
formed the double ring rites. Fern, held in the church basement with
winter at St. Petersburg, Fla.
which would have been missed
when
final plans have been apcandelabra and bouquets of stock, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Van Ry as
dren. She came to America in 1883
Richard Ritzema has sold his lot proved for construction.
years ago.
gladioli,mums and snapdragons master and mistressof ceremofrom the Netherlands.
on W. Fennville to Mr. and Mrs.
He cited deaths from cancer of
The
Band
Boosters
proposed
were used for decorations. Dale nies. Misses Betty Busscher and Marvin Hutchinson, which adjoins
Arrangements have been made
the respiratory system — largely
the
construction
to
City
Council
Ver Meer was soloist.
Gerald A. Bax
Leona Schipper served punch and their property, and has bought
lung cancer— which have shot up
two weeks ago after learning the through U. S. Rep. Gerald R. Ford
The
bride
wore
a
three-tier
floorMr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Peters
arHospital Association and the Oakthe vacant lot adjoiningthe Wright city plans to spend 53,500 on a
from 347 deaths in 1940 to 1,261 last
land County Hospital Directors length gown of imported hand-clip- ranged the gifts. Others assisting Hutchinsonproperty on the same concrete bandstandto replace the to have president Elsenhower send
year -as "an urgent talking point
ped chantilly lace and nylon tulle. were Arlene Pul, Julaine Smid- street.
birthday greetings.
Association.
for chest x-ray campaigns."Lung
existing wooden structure in KolBax.
who
is married to the for- The scallopedbodice was enhanced derks, Hope De Jonge, Marilyn
A group of Holland Woman's LiThe
Red
Cross
bloodmobilecolcancer usually gives no warning
len Park. They offered to raise
by sequins and seed pearls em- Elzinga and Norma Vanden Bosch.
signs until it reaches advanced mer Eleanor Ligtvoet, daughter broidery with a tiny Chinese collar. Jerry Plasman played music on lected 62 pints of blood last Thurs- 51. 000 to cover the cost of the brary Club had planned a birthday
of Mr. and Mrs. John Ligtvoet,
day at the Methodist church additional building.Council ap- party for Mrs. Vellinga Friday,
stages, and Dr. Heustis said chest
242 West 19th St., was graduated A small cap with pearls and se- the organ during the reception.
but the affair was called off behouse. The quota was 100 pints.
x-ray is the only way to find the
proved the plan.
For their southern wedding trip,
from Hope College and did gradu- quins held her veil in place. She
cause of tornado warnings.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hoenke of
disease in its early stages, when
While
the
new
bandstand
will
be
ate work at University of Michi- carried a bouquet of pink sweet- the bride wore a navy and white Port Huron were overnight guests
cure through surgery is a possiready in Kollen Park this summer,
gan School of Public Health and heart roses with shattered carna- linen ensemble. The newlyweds Friday of their parents, Mr. and
bility.
the band shell and covered stage
tions
and
hyacinth
florets.
will
be
at
home
this
week
in
OverHe said more suspected lung at Wayne University. He served Mrs. Jule Genzink as maid of isel. The bride is employed at the Mrs. Seymour Wuis.
will not be completed until next
in the United States Army as a
Mrs. Louis A. Johnson is spend
cancers are turning up in the findhonor and Miss Betty Nagelkirk as Holland Furnace Co. office and the ing a few days this week in Kala- year. It will be turned over to
medical administrative officer.
BETTER
ings of health department x - ray
bridesmaidwore gowns of bright groom is employed as a plasterer. mazoo with her sister, Miss the city as public propertyand
drives, but some of the groups
will be available for band and
Florine Barrett.
AT HOME AND AT
most susceptibleto cancer— speciforchestra concerts, hymn sings,
111., is at her cottage on Spear St.
Miss Patricia Repp has been Tulip Time presentations, plays,
ically. men over 40— fail to take
quite ill in her home this week,
for spring vacation.
advantage of the chest picture surpageants, and similar activities,
Wkee yew electricmater* eeed
threatened with pneumonia.
veys.
riewHee, why eel call ea ew
subject to the usual parks departMiss Marie Bolton and mother of
J. A. Schouten of Chicago was in
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M a r e k ment regulations.
(rained mechanic* and ecmplete
The health departmentreport town over the weekend to open his Chicago are spending the week at
have sold their summer home on
fadMe* ter eiperi terricef Ow
showed about nine out of every ten summer home, the former Kennedy
their Saugatucksummer home.
•acetal weriunenthip and quality
the north shore of Hutchins Lake
cancer deaths occur among per- hom^on Pleasant Ave.
of
raplacenHrt pari* will add yean la
to Chicago people. The Mareks who
Five members of the Saugatuck
sons 45 years of age and older.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Force arthe Hte at yew meter*. When yet
spend the winters in Florida, are
As well as urging persons io the rived from California last Thursday Fire Department attended the
need new electric motor*, Inttall e
A former Holland woman today not planning on coming back this
older age groups to turn out in and will get their gift shop in readiDeice w Senftpht—type* and rite*
meeting of the County Firemen’s changed her story of a suicide at- summer.
x - ray drives, the commissionerness for opening of the season.
ter eN vie*.
Association in Douglas last Wedroun
HOSTS:
added that many cases of lung The Rau family has moved into nesday. The May meeting will be tempt April 15 near Castle Park Mrs. Edna Wadsworth of MuskHurler in
PAUL AND CDNA VAN RAALTI
cancer, ns well as tuberculo- th& Vander Wege home on Frances held in Saugatuck.
and accused an Illinois man of egon was a Sunday caller of Miss
Inez Billings.
sis and enlarged heart, can be St. They lived for the winter in one
ACROSS FROM POSTOFF1CI
Mrs. Rachel McVca and daugh- inflicting stab wounds in her
Supt. Wayne Woodby was electGeorge Zuverink Is the busiest
found by making a chest x-ray part of the Carrow cottages on Lake St.
MFG. & SUPPLY CO.
ter Helen, are again at their lake stomach that took 17 stiches to ed vice president of the Allegan
ZEELAND
pitcher in the major leagues.
of the admission program for every
Mrs. Irene Bensen and mother. shore home after spending the winCounty M.E.A. at their recent
P.O. BOX 212
close.
The two appearances Sunday
patiententering a general hospital,
Mrs. May, have returned from ter in Holland.
CLOSCD SUNDAYS
meeting held in Phrtnwell.
brought Zuverink’s total this seaand by including a chest x-ray as Florida and are opening their
A
feloniousassault warrant was
PHONE 6-6336
ON M-21
Miss Jean Edgcomb, who has
Mr. and Mrs. William Van son to seven, more than any other
part part of every physical examMayfair Cottages for the season.
been in Fort Lauderdale for the issued against Charles Cornish, 22, Hartesveldt,Sr., Mrs. Keith Lands- pitcher in the big leagues.
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dempski
Zuverinkworked in both games
The Ottawa County Chapter of have returned from West Palm winter, ami Mrs. Harriet Greene, Elmhurst,111., after Lou Ann burg, Mrs. Frank Keag, Mrs. Ned
who was in West Palm Beach, will Adkins, 22, of Laketwon Township Bale, Mrs. Carl Walter. Mrs. Sunday against the Washington
the American Cancer Society is
Beach. Fla., for the summer. They return to Saugatuck in time to open
told her story to South Haven Charles Collins and Mrs. George Senators and also on Saturday
Joiningin the effort to keep people
Scrappy soys:
arrived Sunday, driving a new car. their tea room, The Villager, for
Sheard attended Friendship Night against the Nats. He saved the
State Police.
informed regarding the importance
Mrs. Marjorie Breckenridge was Tulip Time.
Cornish demanded examination at Holland chapter. O.E.S. Tues- first game Sunday for starterRay
of early diagnosisin cancer. Every
Scrap must be freed from metals
hostess to the Past Presidents Club
The Nelson cottage on Culver St. when arraigned before Saugatuck day. Mrs. Keag and Mrs. Walter Moore but gave up a bases loaded
boxholder in Ottawa County is to
of th? American Legion Auxiliary has been .sold to Mr. and Mrs.
poisonous to steel — lead, zinc, brass,
Justice of the Peace Winfield were among the guest officers single in the ninth of the second
be contacted.Qmtributions sent in
at the home of Mrs. Gordon Aalder- Jack Klinger of Saranac.
copper
and tin.
who
put
on
the
initiatory
cereAdams.
Bond
of
52.000
was
furnishgame
to
receive
his
first
loss.
to the local chapter is used to fiink for the regular April meeting.
Miss Marion and Miss Elizabeth ed. A hearing was set for May 2 mony.
Zuverink pitched a total of five
Precedingthe meeting all mem- Jones have returned to their home in The Allegan Circuit Court room
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Dis, Sr., inings over the weekend, three in
bers enjoyed dinner at Roberts’ east of town for the summer.
and daughter, Lillian of Last the first Sunday game, one Saturbefore Adams.
always buying
Restaurant.
materials
Mrs. Anna Cayley is again at
State Police said the assault Saugatuck were Sunday evening day. and one in the second game
The
Marine Corporal Charles E. her home on the Bradley Rd. for took place in a cottage near Castle guests of their daughter and sis- Sunday.
Baker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ken- the season.
Park. Mrs. Adkins told officersat ter. Mrs. Gaude Hutchinson.
Big George has saved two of
Your Car.
neth Baker, has returned home to
Mrs. Robert Hoffman and chil- the time that she attempted
Norman Sanford, who attends Baltimore'sfour wins, being
Saugatuck after receiving his dis- dren are here from Cleveland. suicide.
Western Michigan College spent around at the close of the contest.
120 River Ave.
Holland,Mich.
charge from the U. S. Marines.
Ohio, for a visit with the Gordon
Following her release from Hol- the weekend with his parents, Mr.
In the seven games, Zuverink
Winners in the Poppy Poster Hoffmans.
land Hospital she received a call and Mrs. Arthur Sanford. He was has struck out 10 and allowed 15
Contest who have been chosen to
Mrs. Bud Whipple was hostess from Cornish in which he allegedly accompanied by Miss Delores hits. He has worked 17 innings and
be sent to the DistrictContest to the Young Matrons Club Thurs- threatened furthet* violence if she Davis of Battle Creek, also a col- allowed four runs. His earned run
SPECIALIZE IN
were, Class 1, Barbara Thake, and day evening.
lege student.
average is 2.35.
went to the police.
Class 2. Carol Thake.
The Allegan County Normal Officers said she immediately
Ray Narieskiof the Geveland
The SaugatuckFire Department School, which in previous years had called them and described the asIndians is three games behind
Friendship
Night
Held
was called out twice Monday to been held in Allegan City, was sault with a knife.
Zuverink in appearances so far
put out grass fires.
this season and Hoyt Wilhelm of
moved to Saugatuck last SeptemBy Holland Chapter, OES
Miss Helen Evans and two friends ber and has met in the Saugatuck
the New York Giants, who leads the
are here for their spring vacation. High School since the beginning
Holland Chapter, No. 429, OES, National League, has worked five
All are teachers in the Chicago of the school year. Fifteen students
entertainedat FriendshipNight times
schools.
Last year at this time. Zuverink,
have been in regular attendance. Admitted to Holland Hospital Tuesday night. Mrs. Harold VeldMiss Marion Graves of Oak Park, All have received trainingby doing Thursday were Lucille Ann heer, worthy matron, opened and pitching relief for the Detroit Tigpractice teaching both in the eight Moore, 434 North Division; Roger closed the meeting with her regu- ers had worked in four and twogrades of Saugatuck School and in Jacobs, 530 East Eighth St.; Roger lar officers.Guests from Grand- thirds innings and given up four
344 WEST I6TH
PHONE (V6660
the rural schools of the county. Martin, route 4; Paul Klomparens, ville, Grand Haven, Saugatuck runs.
Douglas,
Star
of
Bethlehem
ChapEleven have signed contracts for 284 East 32nd St.; Mrs. Jack Van
teaching positions for next year. Ommen, 106 East Seventh St.; ter, Allegan and Fennville perSpring Lake Man Injured
They are: Eloise Ellenbaas of Egbert Beckman, 65 River Ave.; formed initiatory work.
Mrs.
Theron
Stone
of
Holland
Zeeland who will teach the Persh- Abraham Leenhouts, 1425 South
As Car Goes Out of Control
ing School of Hamilton; Georgianna Shore Dr.; Steven Jay Venderby, G|0>ter was presidingworthy matron and candidates were her son
Grand Haven fSrprcial)— James
Joostberns of Hamilton,Westview 894 East 10th St.
School of Holland;Joy Mueklen- DischargedThursday were Mrs. and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Theron H. Craddock.40. of Spring Lake,
beck of Fennville, Coif School of Stanley McGure and baby, 5 R. Stone, Jr. A beautiful lectern was seriously injured at 7:15 a.m.
He enjoyi a cool glass of MAPLE !
New Richmond; Barbara Harper 160th Ave.; Mrs. Jerry Genzink was presented to the chapter by Friday when his car went out of
State Farm now figure* your comthe
Past
Matrons
Club
in
honor
control,
into
a
ditch
and
struck
a
GROVE
Milk right along with the •
and
baby.
1058
Graafschap
Rd.;
of Otsego, Beechwood School of
prehe naive and collision rate* by
of their departed members, by tree.
Overisel; Elaine Rybecki of Sodus, Thomas Ferman, 573 West 28th
rest of the family. He likes ifs •
On aft of your car and where you
Craddock, an engineer at the
Hue. This fuarantae* you pay the
Whether before or after the
Burroughs School of Pullman; St.; John Klingenberg, route 2, Mrs. Stone, Mrs. Herman Vanden
rich, creamy smoothness,
•
Brink, Mrs. Raymond Bosworth Cobb plant in Muskegon, was atminimum needed to protact can
Shirley Jager of Hudsonville, Rus- Hamilton;Sharon Dryer, 665* West
theatre,
or
for
a
aandwlch
at
and
Mrs.
Robert
Parkes.
tempting
to
pick
up
a
towel
from
like your own! Call me for comfeels secure buying
•
scher School of Holland; Gertrude 22nd St.; Preston Brunsell, route
Hall and dining room were dec- the floor of the car when the car
pute detaiU about State Farm’s
Arendsen of Holland, Russcher 1; Roger Martin, route 4; Lucille
noon, enjoy our convenient
GROVE'S
TEMPERATURE-CONj
"Step-Down Plan” It may aevt
orated with spring flowers. Re- went off the road on Leonard Dr,
School, Holland;Joan Kwiatkow- Ann Moore, 434 North Division.
you money.
TROLLED
1
freshmentswere served by Mrs. struck a culvertpost and continued
ly located Bier Kelder for
A
son
was
born
in
Holland
sxi of Fennville.Fmitland School
It *s U lom rw HATE FARM AfNt
Harold Vander Ploeg, Mrs. E. K. for about 120 feet before hitting a
Hospital
Thursday
to
Mr.
and
of Fennville; Patricia Skinner of
your favorite beer or >vlne.
Fanning, Mrs. Jack Stevenson, large evergreen tree headon, buryFennville, Bravo School; Frances Mrs. James Strikwerda,90 West
Mrs. Willis De Cook and Mrs. J. ing Craddock in a ditch.
29th
St.
(and Soda Bar)
Open noon until midnight
Frank of W a y 1 a n d, Corning
A young boy, who saw the acciM. Klooz.
•78 MICHIGAN
PHONE 2937 2
School,
Wayland;
Earl
Page
of
Ben Van Lente, Agent
dent, and passing motorists,sucWhite Cloud, SheiriernSchool, Mary Cook Succumbs
177 College Ave. Phone 7133
ceeded in getting the driver out
Firemen Answer Alarm
Wayland. Michaele Boos of Saugaof the vehicle before officersartuck has decided to go on to col- At Home in Drenthe
Local firemen were called to rived. Deputy Sheriff Charles K.
lege in the fall. Emest Kortoring
the Holland - Racine Shoe Co. on Bugielski investigated.
Chester L. Baumann, Agent
ZEELAND
(Special)—Miss Mary
of Holland, Elaine Den Bleyker of
16th St. Sunday night when three
Craddock suffered facial laceraMS I. 35th St. . Phone 6-8294
P. Cook, 82, of Drenthe (route 3,
Holland and Ann Rybecki of Sodus
electrical transformers burned out tions, nose, chest and possiblyhipZeeland),
died
early
Saturday
are undecidedwhat they will do
during a driving rainstorm.No injuriesand was taken to MuniciAuthorisfd Representatives
at her home of a lingeringillness.
next year.
damage resulted except to the pal Hospital ui a Barbier ambuMiss Cook had lived in Drenthe all
power equipment.
lance.
her life. She was the daughterof
Maintain
Naval Officer Will
the late Mr. and N.rs. Peter Cook.
Surviving are a brother. Albert,
Interview Hope Students
High Quality
and a sister, Minnie Cook, both
of
Drenthe,
and
nieces
and
Representatives of the office of
Tasty Products
Naval Officer Procurement will nephews.

Bax

grandparents

On New Band

Expected May 9

Named
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A
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100th Birthday

'
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MOTOR SERVICE

TWO GOOD PUCES

MOTOR
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TO EAT

PERFORMANCE

Saugatuck
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Man
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SThijb1

Assault

>

Zuverink Busiest

Majors

HAMILTON

SCRAP

Older

Louis Padnos Iron
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& Metal

Co.

ALL MAKES

Automatic Transmission
Service

Hospital Notes

and Repair
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FENDTS AUTO SERVICE
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Look at Dad!!

and

MAPLE

MILK.

.

MAPLE GROVE DAIRY

AVE.

WARM FRIEND
TAVERN

FRESH BAKED GOODS
We

WEEK SPECIAL

LADIES'

be at Hope College May 9

to dis-

cuss current openings in the Navy
officer program with interested

Women

Ottawa County
John Haasevoort, 24, route 1,
Interested persons should con- Zeeland, and Carolyn Hoeve, 24,
tact the Navy's representative at Zeeland.
Hope between the hours of 9:30 Elmer Jay De Jonge. 23.and
thm. and 2:30 p.m. on May 9 or Audrey Mae Bauman, 21, both of
by writing directly to the Office Holland; Gordon L. Disselkoen,27,
of Naval Officer Procurement,844 Zeeland, and Marilyn Witte veen,
North Rush St, Chicago 11, HI 21, Holland.

25c pnr feme

parties.

Quality • Saasonad

Scoft-Lugers Lumber Co.
140 RIVEH

AVE.

PHONE 3411

At

accompanied By mete companion* can Bowl for

Marriage Licenses
All

Week

—

April 30 to

May

FAIR PRICES
5,

6:00 p.m.

Zeeland Recreation Alleys
417

E-

MAIN

AVE.

PHONE ZEELAND 2322

DU MONO BAKE SHOP
384

CENTRAL

AVE.

PHONE

2677

—
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Weatherman Ran

Engaged

Ottawa County

10 Persons Seek

Real Estate
Biulding Permits

Gantlet in April
Tornado hits, tornado threats,
heavy rainfall and cool weather
featured the weather in Holland
during April, according to the
monthly record compiled by
Charles Steketee of Hope College,
local weather observer.

was on April 3 that the temperature soared to the highest
point of th emonth— 80 degrees
bringing with it a tornado which
It

Harv Westenbroek
Hurls Two-Hitter
In 1-0 Victory

south of Holland and later north-

east of Holland in the Hudsonville
and Grand Rapids areas.
Second highest reading was 73
on April 27. bringing tornado
threat but fortunately no hits
Rain fell on 11 days bringing a
total of 4. -11 inches, the greater
share of it the last four days of

the month. The calendar listed
thunder on Apr;l 1. 2. 3, 14. 27 and
28. Hail fell on April 3. There
was frost on several mornings.
Average temperaturefor April
was 45.5 degrees, or 14 degrees
under norn)jil. The April, 1955, average temperature was 54.2 or 7.2

degrees above normal. Average
temperature was 50.5 in 1954. 44.1
in 1953 and 49.4 in 1952.
Maximum was 80. compared with
76 in 1954. 68 in 1953 and 81 in
1952. Minimum was 26. compared
with 31 in 1955. 16 in 1954 . 25 in
1953 and 23 in 1952. Average max-

Lots 71. 72 River
Coopersville.

1

Road

contractor.

6

Twp. Grand Haven.

wf.

Women

of the Moose Academy of FriendshipChapter Night
(Penno-Sos photo)

Women
Deputy Grand Regent Entertained
By

Women

of the

Pt.

Maroon Netters

Pictured with Mrs. Anderson,
left to right, are Mrs. Ruth Smith,
Mrs. Ruth Rummler, Mrs. Clara
Dykema, Mrs. Marie BoLsis. Mrs.
Anderson. Mrs.
Lanning.
Mrs. Florine Berkey, Mrs. Laura
Holland Christian’stennis squad Hettinga and Mrs. Kay Miller.
hit the winning trail Monday afterThe Arademy friendshipcommitnoon on the local courts as they tee of the local Moose chapter met
downed previously unbeaten Zee- last Wednesday evening at the
land, 4-1. The Hollanders have how home of Mrs. Lanning. The group
a 1-3 second for the season. Be- exchanged gifts revealing then
sides being unbeaten, the Chix are secret pals. New secret pals were
the leaders in the Kenewa league drawn for the ensuing year. A renet race.
port was given on the progress of
Following his policy of building the birthday calendar being comfor the future. Coach Harold piled.
On May 6. three new# members
Grissen of the locals used four
ninth graders out of the seven are eligible to take the Friendship
boys who played. All of the fresh- degree at a ceremony at Ypsilanti.
men were paired up in the second They are Mrs. Maxine Den Uyl,
and third doubles. The two squads Mrs. Jennie Hellenthal and Mrs.
played just two singles and three Gladys Gordon. Mrs. Berkey, Aca-

Defeat Zeeland

Hopp and wf. to Minerd
Zuidema and wf. Pt. S*a NEVi
21-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
Nick Cook and wf. to John R.
De Jonge and wf. Pt. SWU NW*4
13-5-15 Twp. Holland.
Victor J. Harmon and wf. to
Merle W. Roche and wf. Pt. NW
frl V* 1-7-16 Twp. Grand Haven.
Wayne D. Halsteadand wf. to

Mrs. William Nies. president of
the Women s Golf Association of
American Legion Country Club,
met with her committee last F>.
day to discuss this season's ac/vi-

Moose Group Here

Members of the Women of the
Moose Academy of Friendship entertainedMrs. \gr.es Anderson,
deputy Grand Regent of Michigan,
at its Chapter night here.

Sena

Golfers

Plan Activities

20th

33-6-16Twp. Port

Lake.
Albert

. fans 15 batters

tractor.

$1,000; self, contractor.

4

$1,500:

$800; self, contractor.
Herman Blok, 15 East 18th St.,
enclose front porch, $300; self, con-

Gerald A. Klingenbergand
to Gerrit De Jonge and wf.

Clayton Zaagman and wf. to
Martha O. Bruebach Lot 16 West
Highlands No. 2. Twp. Spring

Straight

windows,

Fred Schaafsma. 79 West

Grand Haven.

Harv Westenbroek

new

St., addition to kitchen for dinette,

Sheldon.
Vivian Garratt et al to Kenneth
C. Moffitt and wf. Lot 34 City of

. .

room,

Vander Bie Bros., contractor.
A. J. Cook Lumber Co.. 300
West 27th St., erect new garage,

tractor.

frl

16th

St., erect new garage,. 745: self,
contractor.
William Hoogstrate. 151 West
20th St., enlarge kitchen and bed-

E. Bowditch and wf. Pt. NE*4
SW»4 and Pt. NEVi SW'* 1-7-16
Twp. Grand Haven.

E4 SW

Hope Netmen Win

.

Neal Vander Bie. 77 East

Robert Underhill. 52 West 30th
St, erect new garage, $1,000; self,
Hope College, is employed at contractor.
American Seating Co.. Grand Ra- Clarence Nyhoff, 321 West 21st
pids, where the bride-electalso is St, erect new house, $9,000; self,
contractor.
employed.
Baker Furniture Co.. 573 Columbia- Ave.. construct loading dock,
$475; A. R. De Weerd & Son, con-

•

Holland even had 2.4 inches o(
snow during April, compared with
none in 1955, 1.2 inches in 1954,
2.6 inches in 1953, and 5.4 inches
in 1952. April's snowfall brings to
91.5 inches the total for the 195556 season.

building

Applicants are:

Add.

Walter Glueck and wf. to Harold

38.2 in

for

John Ten Broeke, 303 West 20th
St., wood siding on house, $500;
Al Riemersma, contractor.
Johanna Bosman, 275 West 17th
St., new window and replaster
bathroom,$300; Henry Beelen,

William J. Bouwkamp and wf.
to William J. Schultz and wf. Pt.

No.

applications

spector.

Viola Girou Woodworth to
Nathan VanderWagen and wf.

Ardmore Park Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
Jeanette Bottje to Russell F.
Retzlaffand wf. Lot 33 Bottje Sub.

1952.

W

land.

Jay Vander Bee and wf. Lot

35.2 in 1956. 42.2 in 1955,

and

Ten

Week

permits totaling $15,620 were received last week, accordingto
Laverne Serne, city building In-

Christian baseball squad a 1-0 win
Eberly Jr. Pt. Lot 15 Plat of Wilover Fenville Monday afternoon at
lows, Twp. Spring Lake.
RiverviewPark. It was Christian’s Russell Michmershuizenand wf.
Miss Ester Buzatski
second win against two losses so
to Harvey A. Van Der Bie and wf.
The
engagement
of Miss Ester
far this season.
Lot 29 Legion Park Sub. Twp. Buzalski to Robert De Wilde is
The Holland lefty turned in his Holland/
announcedby her parents.Mr. and
best performanceof the season as
Roger M. Key and wf. to Charles- Mrs. Thaddeus Buzaiski of Livinghe struck out 15 Fennville batters,
J. O'Gorman and wf. Pt. SW»4 ston St., Grand Rapids. Mr. De
while walking four. The only time
14-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
Wilde is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
he was really in troublewas in the
Laurence H. Mackus and wf. to John De Wilde of 492 Lake Dr.,
first inning when the bases were
William H. Kramer and wf. Pt. Holland.
loaded with one out.
G. Morse of the losers also E4 NE frl *4 13-6-13 Twp. George- The wedding will take place in
town.
August in Hope Chtfrch, Holland.
Harry Walcotte et al to Marvin
Mr. Do Wilde, whp attended

55.8, compared with
66.1 in 1955. 60.5 in 1954 , 52.2 in
1953 and 60.6 in 1952. Avearge min40.5 in 1954. 36 in 1953

Here During

A brillianttwo-hit pitching per- E4 SE4 Sec. 4 and W4 W4
formance by southpaw HaVvey SW4 3-7-14 Twp. Polkton.
Westenbroekgave the Holland Jessie Henricks to John R.

imum was
imum was

Mary Grace f>hipekto Robert J.
SW»4
SW4 and pt. Ntt SE4 SW*4 22-616 Twp. Port Sheldon.
John A. Brieve and wf. to Willard De Jonge and wf. Lot 48
John A. Brieve's Sub. Twp. Hol-

Kouw and wf. Pt N4

—

hit

Transfers

i

lies.

Schedules of weekly golf events,
to be held each Tuesday, and
scheduledfor Mr. and Mrs. golf
events were mailed to all former
and prospective members of the
association.

Junior Archery tournament
The club will open its season
scores were revealed today followwith a dessert coffee Tuesday,
ing the tourney held April 24 in May 8, at 8 p.m. All women inHolland High gym.
terested in joining the association
Dave Timmer fired a 280 to win are invited to attend. Reservations
may be made with Mrs. Tom Vanthe boys 7 and 8 age group and
der Kuy, 2006. At that meeting,
King Bowerman's 431 was lops plans and rules for the year will
among the boys 9 and 10.
be discussed and rule books will
Jack Ton Cote shot a 506 for be distributed.
Regular golfing events will bebest boys age 11 and 12 and Ron
Gibson, in the boys 13 and 14 gin Tuesday, ttay 22, Tee - off
time is 8:30 a.m. These weekly
class, was first with a 504.
events will continue through the
Judy Brown paced the girls 15 summer until Sept. 25.
and 14.
Mrs. Nies also informed her comOther participantsin the boys 7 mittee that the club has become
and 8 class included Dave Mar- a member of the Western Michilink, 189 and Jim Russell. 113. gan Ladies Golfing Association.
Members of the committee are
David Bultema, 379 and Roger
Cook, 284, were other 9 and 10- Mrs. A. W. Tahaney," Mrs. Dirk
year-oid contestants.Terry Woid- Van Raalte, Mrs. ^ Tom Vander
ring’s 460 was runnerup uW™’ boys Kuy and Mrs. William Beebe of
11 and 12 class ahead of Cnuck Do Hollarid and Mrs. J. Corrado and
Witt, 406; Paul Nienhuis, 307 and Mrs. J. De Vries of Zeeland.

turned in a fine performance in
Hope College’s netters chalked giving up just three hits. Wildness
up their third straight win here kept him in trouble throughout
Miss Evelyn Von Iwoorden
Monday afternoon with a 7-0 blank- most of the game, however,as he
ing of Alma College at the 13th issued 10 walks. He struck out
Mr and Mrs. Jini Van Iwaarden.
four Christian batters.
Donald G. Olger and wf. Pt. Blk route 1, Holland, announce the enSt courts.
The meet was originally set for
gagement of their daughter.
The contest was ' well-played 11 Village of Spring Lake.
last Friday but was postponed be- affair with each club committing
Frances 'Herbst to Victor J. Evelyn, to Terry Dykstra. son of
cause of rain. Hope was slated to
Harmon and wf. Pt. NW frl 4 Mr. and Mrs. Teodore Dykstra of
just one error apiece. Fennville’s
route 1. Hamilton.Mr. Dykstra.
meet Adrian last Saturday but that
1-7-16 Twp. Grand Haven.
match was postponed by rain and lone misplay was a costly one, Bernard Brookema and wf. to who enlisted in the Army, is now- doubles instead of the customary demy of Friendshipmember and
however, as it permitted the Grysen’s Inn Pt. Lot 22 Peasley's stationedat Fort Hood, Tex.
has not been rescheduled.
College of Regents member, will
four singles.
Results: John Jeltes 'Hi def. game's only marker.
Sub. Village of Hudsonvilh.
Zeeland was forced to forfeit the be escort for the new members. AlBob Darbee (A), 6-2. G-4; Phil Coach George Visser's Maroons Marion Tamminga to Ottawa
second singles match due to the so attending will be Mrs. Botsis,
Boersma (H) def. Bob Danforth scored their tally in the first ining. Savings & Loan Assn. Pt. W4
illness of Denny Huxold. Christ- chairman.Mrs. Rummler and
(A), 7-5, 1-6, 9-7; Dwayne Teusink
Mrs. Hettinga.
ian's only loss came in the second
RightfielderDan Bos opened with NW4 23-5-16Twp. Park.
(H) def. Harry Andreasen (A) 6-3,
Refreshments were served by
doubles when Dale Dykema and
a single, and took second on a J. D. Shinabargerand wf. to
l0-8; Jim Remmelts (H) def. Dick
Bernard Evink. playing together Mrs. Lanning and cards were Jerry Brandt, 263.
walk to Ken Bosma, first saeker. Charles Vander Meulen and wf.
Wallace (A), 6-1, 6-3 and Bob Westenbroek forced Bosma at Pt. SW4 SE4 31-5-15 City of
played during the social hour. Next
for the first time, lost a three
Other boys 13 and 14 were.
meeting will be May 23 at the
Saunders (H) def. Jerry Schubel second, but Bos was nipped at the Holland.
setter, 2-6, 6-4, 6-1.
Brian Taber, 498, Ted Wierda, Jr..
home
of
Mrs.
Miller.
(A), 6-2, 6-3.
Reginald A. Woodall and wf. to
plate. Catcher Jason Alois walked.
Christian'sNo. 1 doubles, made
480, Russ Harmsen, 418 and
Doubles — Jeltes and Boersma
up of Karl Van Appledorn and Ron
Westenbroek then came around Doris Alberta Gunderson S4 N4
Chester Kamphuis. 3'.»9. *
(H) def. Darbe? and Andreasen
SW4 10-5-16 Twp. Park.
Weener, showed good form as they
(A), 6-2, 4-6, 6-3; Teusink and to score when the third baseman
John Kooiman and wf. to Larry
handed the Chix’ No. 1 doubles, Officers
Remmelts fH) def. Danforthand muffed Dave Klaver’s ground ball Krolewiczand wf. Lot 49 GoodTrinity Ladies Aid Sees
In
Dave Van Peursem and Wayne
1 Jim Ford (A), 6-2, 6-1.
Although the losers threatened enow Gardens Sub. Twp. TallTanis, their first loss of the year.
Childrens Retreat Film
The Dutch netters play at Olivet in the first without the aid of a madge.
Match results are:
GRAND HAVEN (Special I
Wednesday. Jack Van Ingen is hit, they never came close to srorSingles—Warren Boer IHC) def. '56
Actual scenes of daily work and Nolan R. Alsip, of 994 East Eighth
Hope coach.
in again. Shortstop Doug Allen
Jack Van Eden (Z), 6-2, 6-2; Phil
St.. Holland, pleaded guilty to
Officers and directors of the play activitiesat the Children’s
doubled in the third and Catcher
Damstra (HC) won by default.
charges of drunk driving and no
Retreat
and
Training
School
near
Macatawa Bay Yacht Club met
Mickey Morse singled in the last
Doubles — Ron Weener-KarlVan
Dramatic Reading Given
Grand Rapids were shown to Trin- operator’s license in Municipal
Friday
to
make
season's
plans
and
inning for Fennville’stwo hits.
Appledorn <HC) def. Dave Van
Court here Monday and was
check yacht club property. A din- ity Ladies Aid members WednesAt Meeting of
Two sophomores led the locals'
Peursem-Wayne Tanis iZi, 6-4.
day
night
as
they
viewed
the attemptingto raise funds for the
ner at the Warm Friend Tavern
meager hitting. Bos collectedtwo
6-2; Cal Burns-Stan VugteveeniZ)
school’s film, "Precious Jewels." two fines. $104.30 and $29.30, rathfollowed the tour and meeting.
The regular meeting of the Wo- singles,while third baseman Jim
def. Bernard Evink-DaleDykema
Commodore Bon Aspy.of Indiana- Stressing the fact that mental er than serve 30 days in the county
men's Society of Christian Service Kool tripled for the Hollanders' Dr. Waldo Shaver, one of Scout(HC). 2-6. 6-4. 6-1; Ron Windemuljail.
polis is spending several days in deficiency no longer bears a stigof First Methodist Church was held only safeties.
ing’s top national leaders, will be
ler-Arlyn Laming (HC) def. Keith
ALsip was arrested by state poma,
Miss Elizabeth Vredavoogdof
Holland.
Present
at
the
meeting
at the church last Thursday evenguest speaker for the Chippewa
Miss RosolieVon Kompen
Hubbell-Craign Hubbell (Z), 6-4,
the
Retreat
staff
described
the lice followingan accident Saturday
The
Dutch
travel to Hudsonville
were Aspy, Hollis M. Baker, Beach
ing.
District Boy Scout annual Appreon Friday to take o nthe potent
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Vanjt’-4.
Gill, James Lugers, Howardr work and trainingprogram. Near- at M-50 and 120th Ave. His KenMrs. P. H. M u r d i c k. district
ciation dinner, Tuesday,May 8 at
Unity Christian outfit.
Kampen
of route 6 announce the
Hamm, Egbert Gold and Bernard ly 200 children are served by the tucky operator’slicensehad expirCivic Center.
vice presidentof the Grand Rapids
ed and he had never applied for a
Line score:
engagement of their daughter,
Donnelly. Guests at the meeting school.
Shaver, a native of Wisconsin, is
district,was the speaker. She gave
R H F'
‘ By assuming the right attitude Michigan license.
Rosalie,
to
Dennis
Den
Besten
of
were
Wayne
Barkwell.
George
a member of the Field Operaa dramatic reading entitled"The
Troy Barger, 19. route 1, Grand
Holland Chr. .. 100 000 0-1 3 1
Grand Rapids, son of Mr. and
Payne, Don Jesiek Warren S. Mer- toward the mentally handicapped,
tions staff. National Council. Boy
Wife of Pontius Pilate" by Alice
Fennville..... 000 000 0 -0 2 1
vve can help parents to bear this Haven, who left Sunday for Gerriam and Clarke Field.
Scouts of America, with headquar- Mrs. Cornelius Den Besten of CorTurnbull.
Batteries
Westf nnroek and
sica. S. D.
The board agreed to accept a burden and we must use these op- many to serve with the armed
ters in New Brunswick. N.J
Mrs. John Hagans presented deAlofs; G. Morse and M. Morse.
trophy from Charles Phelps for portunitiesto show mercy and to forces, paid $50 fine and $5.10
He will speak on the new fourin
votions and showed colored slides
costs Monday through his father
the winner of the White Lake race serve God," she said.
year Scouting theme, "Onward,
of Jerusalem, which set the stage
A $100 gift from the society to be who entered a plea of guilty for his
to
be
known
as
the
Phelps
Memorlor God and My Country."
for Mrs. Murdick'sreading.
Once a Klompen Dancer always
‘Mr. and Mrs/ Shower
ial Trophy, in memory of the Sen- used in a iund for library books son on a charge of leaving the
William E. Thacker, deputy reSpecial music was given by a
a Klompen Dancer?
and special equipment was pre- scene of a property damage acciior Phelps. Mr. and Mrs. Merriam
gional
Scout
Executive
from
Chisextet consisting of the Misses Lin- Given for Couple '>
Michigan State University coeds,
sented
to the speaker by Mrs. dent. Young Barger was arrested
will
give
a
prize
each
year
for
the
cago, and Herman Brandmiller,
da Gordon. Judy Van Leeuwen.
all former Holland High School
same
race. The board also okayed Jacob Westerhoff. Aid president. by city police following an acciGrand
Valley
Council
Scout
ExecuKaren Ransen, Kay Keane, Leah
A "Mr. and Mrs " shower was
klompen dancers, are practicing the Macatawa-Saugatuck regatta Devotions on the theme of helping dent on PennoyerAve. earlier SunBroker and Karen Damson. They given Saturday evening at the tive, will accompany Shaver.
again to dance in the Student
God's children were led by Mrs. day.
to be held Aug 11.
Dr. M. Eugene Osterhaven of
sang "All in the April Evening," home of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Union buildingon May 15 and May
Francis Ranee. 18, of 509 Fulton
First cleanup sessionwill be held Gus Ritterby.
Holland,
will
preside
at
the
dinner
accompanied by Mrs. Arthur Nyhuis honoringMary Ann Peer16 to promote Tulip Time tours to May 26 with the opening dinner
Refreshmentswere served to 60 St., Grand Haven, was sentenced
meeting.
Appearing
on
the
proKeane.
bolt and Bob Johnson whose marHolland.
guests by Mrs. John Vande Wege, Monday to serve 30 days in jail
dance set for June 23.
gram to recognize local Scouting
Mrs. Neal Houtman, president, riage will take place June 5.
Costumes have been dragged
Commodore Aspy announcedthat Mrs. John Van Dyke, Mrs. Mar- plus fine of $25 and $6.10 eos^s on a
leaders
will be Robert S. De Bruyn
conducted the business meeting. The color scheme was yellow
from the moth balls, shoes requi- the food at the club this year will jorie Bell and Mrs. Lincoln Sen- charge of contributing to the deThe meeting closed with prayer and green. Games were played and of Zeeland; Otto Dresrel, Ivr.n De
sitioned from Tulip Time or resur- be handled by John W. Sievers of neit.
linquency of minors. He was arNeff. Wendell Miles. Richard Willed by Mrs. Thelma Meyer. Re- prizes were awarded to Jay Peerrected and sandpapered,and mu- East Lansing, who will be club
rested by sheriff’s officers after he
son and William H. Vande Water
freshmentswere served by Mrs. bolt, Mrs. Don Reimink and Mrs.
sic from Mrs. Victor Ambellas are manager. He will be assisted by
allegedly furnished , beer April 25 V
all of Holland and the Rev. Horace
Beechwood
Cab
Pack
A. T. Severson and her committee. H. Peerboit. Refreshments were
all part of the rehearsals.
to two girls, 13 and 15, in Grand
Robert Sutton.
Maycroft of Saugatuck and the
served.
Accordingto the Student Union
Has Monthly Meeting
Haven township. If fine and costs
Rev. Willis Hunting of Fennville.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. G.
board, tours tripledin number of
are not paid, he will serve an addiDoable Ring Club
Winton Gibbons, dinner chairHew Citizens Guests
Kiekintveld, Mr. and Mrs. MarCub Scout Pack 52, Beechwood -tional 10 days.
passengers following the performmfan, has announced that each
vin Staal, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Meets at Beechwood
School, held its monthly meeting
ance last year.
Scouting Unit is planning a potOf Honor at Sapper
Veldheer. Mr and Mrs. James luck dinner unuer the leadership
last Tuesday in the new school.
Holland coeds dancing for the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dick
Tervoort,
Joe Dmeks Return
Beechwood Reformed Church Topp, Mrs. Don Reimink,Mr. and of their unit chairman.Special insecond year are Sara Jo Klein- newly - naturalized citizens of the Opening flag ceremony was led by
Double Ring Club met Monday Mrs. Harold PeerbtX. Mr. and
heksel. Julie Smith. Marilyn Poest, United States,were guests of hon- den 4.
vitations have been extended to
Home From Arizona
evening in the societyroom of the Mrs. Jay Peerboit, Mr. and Mrs.
Awards were presented to 25
Ruth Rooks, Carolyn Alexander, or at a buffet supper given Sunleaders, committee members and
Miss Rosonne Steggerdo
church.
Morris Peerboit and Mr. and Mrs. all parents of Scouts to attend the
Laurie Ann Hohl and Barbara day evening by Mr. and Mrs. Cubs for ticket sales to the Scout
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Drnek have
Speaker for the evening was Dr. Anthony Peerboit.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Harris Steggerda Roser. Barbara Gebauer of Elkton,
Circus. David Vizithum, Jerry returned home from Tucson, Ariz.,
affair. Reservations are being
Daniel
Clark,
at the Clark home on
Elton Eenigenburgof Western
Miss Peerboit was honored at a made through Gibbons and the of 1351 Bayview Ave., Central roommate of one of the dancers,
Vereeke and Jim Van Dyke re- where they spent three weeks with
213 West 10th St.
Theological Seminary, who spoke miscellaneous shower April 20 giv- deadline is Friday, May 4.
Park, announce the engagement of caught the spirit of the group and
ceived neckerchiefs for selling 30 their children, Mr. and Mrs. James
The
Clarks,
who
were
witnesses
on "The Second Coming of Christ." en by Miss Judy Rypma.
or more. Neckerchief slides for Miller and family.
Fred Hieftje, Robert Notier, their daughter,Rosanne,. to Wil- volunteered to help.
for
the
recent
naturalization,
preThe meeting opened with singing
selling 15 went to Tom Hindert, While there, they celebrated
Miner Meindertsmaand James liam J. Lokker, son of Mr. and
sented the honored guests a large
of two hymns. Devotions were conPerry Raak, Mike WicksaU, David their 40th wedding anniversary.
Townsend are other dinner com- Mrs. Chester Lokker of 1325 BayBridal
Shower
Given
American
flag
for
display
on
naPeggy Lynn Horn Has
ducted by Mr. and Mrs. John
view Ave., Central Park.
mittee members.
L a a r m a n, John Smith. Steve They were guests of honor at a
tional holidays.
Kammeraad. Nelson Lucas, presi- For Muriel Hansen
Kammeraad, Dave De Kraker, surprise party April 13 when 40
Birthday Celebration
Guests included several of the
dent, conducted the business meetJerry ‘Hamstra, Lee De Feyter, friends and neighbors gathered at
‘Roaring
20V
Group
Tervoorts'
friends,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dr.
Gerrit
Van
Zyl
ing.
Miss Muriel Hansen, formerly of
Peggy Lynn Horn, daughter of Johri Dojka, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Jim Plooster, Paul and David the Miller home to honor them.
Members of the lunch committee Chicago, was guest of honor at a Gets Scientific Grant
Presents Skit at
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Horn of 330 Ver Meer, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Rotman, Jim Nelson, Judd Nichols, Entertainmentincluded a mock
•
were the Rev. and Mrs. Elton Van bridal shower Wednesday evening
West 28th St., celebrated her sixth Intgroen, Miss Jean Veldhuis and Douglas Laarman, Larry Schie- wedding ceremony and games. RePemis, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd at the home of Miss Marlene KonDr. Gerrit Van Zyl of Hope ColOpening exercises at Holland birthdayanniversary Saturday at a
bach, Ken Harper, Keith De freshments were served. Dr.
her father and Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Riemersma. Mr. and Mrt. Earl ing, 233 West 18th St. Hostesses lege is one of 67 scientistsin 53 High School Monday were in party given by her mother.
Kraker, Dick Green, Terry Henry Beltman, minister of #e
Todd.
Jekel and Dr. and Mrs. Walter were Miss Gayle Bussis and Miss colleges in 23 states throughout charge of the "Roaring20y’ HoriMeyer, Roger Van Til and Roger Tucson Reformed Church, offered
Decorations were in pink, green
Kuipers.
the country who will receive a zon Group. They gave a skit
Koning.
Zeh.
prayer.
and yellow. Refreshmentsfeatured
A pink and white color theme grant for the support of scienti- "Snow White and the Seven Cool a large birthday cake on a musi- Joe Von Kampens Feted
Den 5 presented tricks, done by
Among guests were Mr. and Mrs.
was used for the event. An umbrel- fic research provided by Research Cats,” whose writer,director, pro- cal plate which played "Happy
John Smith, Dave Laarman, John Boonstraand Mr. and Mrs.
Graveside Rites Held
At
Party
at
Their
Home
Corporation.
la with balloonsattached hung
ducer and costume designer was Birthday." Favors and gifts were
Dennis Den Uyl and Steve Kam- John LaBar, formerly of Zeeland,
Dr. Van Zyl receives the grant Mrs. Chester Ooijk. This was given
from the ceiling. Games were playFor Van Oort Baby
given to all the children. Enter- Mr. and Mrs. Jo* Van Kampen meraad. All took part in games and Jennie Spoelstra,formerly of
Gravesideservice*. were held at ed and prizes won by Mrs. Edna for additionalwork In reactionsof to advertise the "Cotton Cotillion.” tainment included movie cartoons were honored at a party Thursday and den 3 gave a skit based on an Holland.
9 a.m. Monday in Pilgrim Home Fairbanks, Marilyn Hansen and Thienylsodium and Thienylmag- Taking part were Carol Dulyea as shown by Peggy’s father. The hos- afternoon at their home, 560 West Aesop Fable. Roger Van Til of den
Cemetery for Laurel Van Oort, Mrs. Sylvia Roon. Refreshments neslum Bromide (also Thlenyllith- Snow White; Beth Kruithof as the tess was assisted by Mrs. Russell 20th St., the occasion marking 7 played piano solos and den 2 led
ium), it was announced today by king; Jo Lee Hurlbut, queen; Joyre Horn.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Myron were served.
the closingceremony.Den 1 mem- Overload Fine Paid
their 50th wedding anlversary.
Invited were the Mesdames Aud- Charles H. Schauer, director of Disbrow, witch; Margo Munro
GRAND HAVE51 (Special)'Van Oort of 183 East 26th 8t. The
bers were in charge of cleanup.
Guests were Arlene Veeder,
Brothers and sisters of the couple
baby was dead at birth Saturday rey Linberg, Edna Fairbanks, grants
Next month’s theme will be ho- Neitring’sCity Coal Dock paid $40
who played the part of the hunts- Cheryl Ettmueller,Joan Ver Beek, and friends attended the affair.
Margaret Kleber#’ Alice Nichens
The Resarch corporation,a non- man and prince; Sylvia Wildschut, Cecelia Lucynski, Kathleen Tobias,
morning at Holland Hospital.
fine and $4.30 costs in Justide
Gifts were presented to the guests boes. Cubs and parents will dress
Surviving besides the parents are and Sylvia Roon and Misses Marge profit foundation was established Barbara Burns, Shirley Dykstra, Gayle Ellander, Linda Kuyers, of honor and lunch was served.
as hoboes for the event. The pack Frederick J. Workman's court Fritwo sisters, Shelly and Claudia, Garvelink. Peggy Robinson, Mary in 1912 by the late inventor and Joan Vanden Brink, Grace Veen, PatriciaMcNitt, Judy Van Ooster- Those present were Mr. and committee met at the Ernie day on an overload charge. Sam
and the grandparents,Mr. and Menken, Joan Boeve, Bonnie Van scientist, FrederickGardner Cot- Sandy Westveld and Ruth Klom- hoot. Miriam Lucas, Sharon Van Mrs. Gerit Botsma, Miss Katie Wehrmeyer home after the pack Hartwell weighmaster for the OtMr*. Henry Van Oort of Holland Klompenberg,Janet Larion, Nancy trell, and will distributea total of parens as the dwarfs.
tawa County Road Commission,
Lome, Rick and Steven Horn, Botsma. Mr. and Me*. Albert meeting.
and Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Haight Winkels, Marilyn Hansen, Willa $186,393 in grants. All of the
made the arrest Wednesday,April
Chairman was Mary Ellen Stek- Jackie and Kathy Horn, Larry and Alderlnk, Jake Van Katnpen, Mr.
of Virginia Park.
Lievense, Shirley Vereeke and Car- grants have been made since etee and chaplain was LAraine David Horn and Barbara Horn.
South Carolina, which also is 25, allegingthe driver.James Ter
and Mrs. Ralph Visser, Mrs. AlThe Very Rev. William C. Warn- rie Helder.
March 15, 1956. Norman L. Al- Kooyers. Kay Keane made an anbert Lemmen, Mrs. Herman CJrup- one of the few states in which Haar, route 2, Grand Haven, had
er officiated at the rites. ArrangeMiss Hansen will be married linger of Wayne University was nouncement of the collection which Steven T. Mason was elected pen and Dr. Edward Massellnk, there is no closed season on fish- an overload of 2000 pounds of
ments were by Dykstra Funeral May 26 to James Mallory of Bloom the other Michigancollegechemist was to be taken for Kim, the Michigan'sfirst governor at the pastor of Central Avenue Chris- ing, has the longest open hunting gravel on a dump truck while drivington,
^
iionored.
teason.
school's Korean foster child.
age of 24.
Ing on 174th Ave., in Ferrysburg.
tian Reformed Church.
a
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Engaged

Dutch Register

Wiams

Two

Saugatuck
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Junkerman
left Friday for a two • weeks va-

Firsts in

cation in Florida.

To

Solicit

Lose Match to

Losing Tri-Meet

Funds

Grand Rapids
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With

Leigh Strong of Muskegon was

Splits

Pair

Kalamazoo

1AA

___

For State Convention

GRAND HAVEN

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Palmbos

For Band Shell

Hope

and family of Beaverdam spent medalist with a 90.
In
Action
Sunday evening with Mr. and Tom Klaasen led Holland with
KALAMAZOO
(Special) - Hope
MUSKEGON (Special) - Hol- Miss Jessie Veits is a guest In Additional committee members Mrs. Gerben Kuyers and family a 98. Other Dutch scorers were: College's baseball
team split' a
and attended church services.
the home of her niece, Mrs. BeaBill Kuyper, 100; Bob Klaasen, 102
land High’s track team recorded
have been named to help direct
doubleheader here Tuesday aftertrice Finch, while convalescing
Mr. and Mrs. Case Rynsburger and Jack^'LcngTioT.
some of the best marks made this from a recent operation for goitre solicitation of funds for buildinga Pat and Billy of South Blendon
noon with Kalamazoo College, losing the first game 6-2 and winseason but it just wasn't good at Douglas Hospital. Miss Veits was band shell and covered stage in were supper guests at the home
ning the nightcap 3-0.
of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Rynsburger
enough to cope with the powerful released from the hospital last Kollen Park.
In the opener, Hope picked up
Sunday.
Thursday.
One
Hit,
Error
Muskegon Heights and Muskegon
They will get to work on their
its two runs in the sixth inning.
Miss Elsie Koop from Harlem,
Catholic teams here Tuesday Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rae returngoal of 510,000 following a ^eneral N.Y. spent Sunday in this viciniDick Ortquist scored the first run
afternoon.
ed to their home in Chicago last
on a single by Bud Olson. John
committee meeting at City Hall ty visiting relativesand friends.
The Dutch came in third in a

Delegates Selected

Set (or

out Saturday evening to extinguish
a lire caused by a short circuit
in Dr. Miller's car.

Muskegon

Mrs. Austin Weaver will present
a piano and organ recital by her
Muskegon High's golf team depupils on Friday, May 4 at 7:45 feated Holland, 395-404 at the
p.m. The public is invited to the Saugatuck golf links Tuesday
program in the church.
afternoon.

The Fire Department was called

As Top Candidate

Holland High Golfers

Borculo

Groups Ready

-

Ottawa county Democrats at a
county convention here Thursday
night pledged themselvesto support Gov. G. Mennen Williams as
presidentialnominee at the forthcoming national convention, and
to remain pledged to him until he
releases the state delegation.The
convention also voted unanimously to be bound by unit rule! Nearly,

Miss Nancy Joanne Hogans

The Rev. and Mrs. John

O.

Hagans of 69 West 10th St., an50 Democrats attended. Roy Hier- nounce the engagement of their
holzer served as chairman and daughter., NancJ Joanne, to »D.
Frank Cherven gave the invoca- Nolan Kaiser, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carlton D. Kaiser of Pontiac.
Both young people are seniors
The convention also passed resolutions roundly condemning at Albion College, graduatingin
philosophiesand ideologiesharm- June. Miss' Hagans is affiliated
ful to the well-being of this na- with the musical fraternitySigma
tion and its status in the family Alpha Ipta. Mr. Kaiser is affiliatof nations, criticizingRepublican ed #with Sigma Nu and Phi Beta
party preferences for big business, Kappa. He /plans to continue his
opposition to labor, disregard for studiesat the University of Michithe family farmer, giving away gan in the fall.
The wedding is being planned
of natural resources, eroding of
civil rights and conducting foreign for Aug. 17.
tion.

affairs by studied indefferenceand
other ideologies.

The group also went on record
as supporting present Democratic

Kibby ran

his best half mile,
taking two seconds off his best
time, but also came in second
and Nienhuis' 16:9 in the high
hurdles was his best time but it
resulted in only a third.
Results in order of finish:
Broad jump — Fitzpatrick(MC),
Robbert (H), Hunter (MH), Hienes
(MC). Distance 21’3".

Shot put
Hill

Hope Orator

state officers.
The following delegates to the

state convention were named:
Marguerite Clevenger of Spring
Lake; Sigmund Ziolkowski of West

Friday after spending spring vacatriangular meet. Holland had
tion at their home on Spear St.
points, while Muskegon Heights
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. O'Neal of
won With 34 and Catholic had 48%. Chicago spent the weekend at their
Sherry Shaffer took one of Hol- home on Takken St. getting the
land’s firsts with a victory in the
yard in shape and setting out
mile and Ron Nienhuis jumped shrubbery.
5'8" to take first in the high
Miss Olive Wallace arrived Satjump.
Jan Robbert leaped 19'9/ his urday to open her cottage north
best effort this season, but had of tiie village.
Mrs. Strom rehjrned to Saugato settle for a second and A1 Hill,
put the shot 45 feet but was up tuck Thursday after spending the
against Ted Halasinski, state re- winter in Chicago.
Mrs. Frank Paul is opening her
cord holder, who pushed the iron
hotel Casa Blanca. She arrived
ball out 50’9%" Tuesday.

Wins Contest

—

Halasinski (MH),

(H), Snider (MH), Nedra

(MC). Distance 50’9%".
Pole vault — Allure (MC), three
way tie Lasswell (H), Guilford (H)
and Margrave (MC). Height U’l”.

from Chicago last Wednesday.
A beautifulpulpit Bible was presented to the SaugatuckMethodist
Church Sunday by the Rev. and
Mrs. Paul E. llinkamp. Rev. Hinkamp has served as pastor of the
church for the past 10 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Peel and
son. Donald, enjoyed an auto trip
to the Grand Canyon and other
western points of interest.They
returned Saturday evening. Little
Mikey was a guest in the Johnson Fox home while his parents
were away.
Mrs. F. E. Force has been ill
the past week but is somewhat

next Wednesday evening,

May

9.

All funds will be kept in trust by

the Greater Holland Community
Foundation.
The Industry committee consists
of Seymour Padnos, LaVern Rudolph. Carl Carlson. James Crozier

and Fred Kobes. This group will
meet tonight to draft quotas and
prepare solicitation plans.
In charge of contactingservice clubs are Ray Smith, Myron
Von Oort, and Irvin De Weerd;
civic and financial institutions,
John Van Dyke and Ray Roth;

Holland Christian schools and
board of realtors, William DeRoo;

Hope College and public schools,
James Hallan; churches and women's clubs. Mrs. A. C. Yost and
Mrs. A. J. Keane; veterans, Neal
Bergen; and labor unions. Arie
Vuurens and Thomas Parker. Mrs
Yost and Carleton Kelch were also
named to help with publicity.
Crozier is general chairman of
the campaign sponsored by the Holland Band and Orchestra Boosters
Club. The band shell and covered

Mr. and Mrs. John Vollink and
family spent Sunday evening with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Simon Vollink.
The Rev. Van Gronigen had as
his subjects on Sunday "The
NourishmentGiven by Christ,"
and "Ames Elaborates the Sovcriegn God's Righteousness."
Mrs. William Rynsburger,Mrs.
William Ansthof and Bernice and
Mrs. Peter Rynsburger spent Friday in Hamilton with Mrs. Laverne Alderink.
Several from this vicinityat-

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

-

Grand Haven's baseball team
punched across one run

in the botof the third inning with the
aid of a hit and an error to defeat
Zeeland 1-0 here Tuesday afternoon.

tom

Dave Pope

socked the

single

with teammate Bucy on second
base and Bucy came home with
the tally. Bucy had been safe on
an error by Allen Riemersma and
then stole second base.
tended the play given in Allendale The Chix got a man to third in
the second Inning and had men
Town Hall, by local residents.
The spring League meeting of on second in the fourth and sixth
the Holland • Zeeland League of but couldn't push across a tally.
Young Women's Societieswill be
Zeeland got three hits in the
held Monday, May 7 at 8 p.m. in game with Ron Komejan getting
the local church. This will be a two and pitcher Doug Wierda the
mother-daughter affair and an ap- other safety.
Wierda had 12 strikeoutsin the
propriate program has been arranged.
game and walked two. Joel WilA pre-season Hymn sing was drom fanned seven Chix and walkheld in Second Allendale Church ed one.
Sunday evening.
The setback gives Zeeland a
season’s mark of 4-2.

Adams, who was safe on a fielder’s choice, tallied the other run
on a long sacrifice fly by Carl De
Vree.
Hope combined some physical
and mental errors in the eighth
and allowed the Hornets to tally
five of their runs. Three bunt*,

•

all resulted in singles, and
eventually runs. The other two
runs scored on a long hit to center.

Lefty Westenbroekhurled for the
Dutch and gave up only two hits
until the eighth. In going the dis-

tance Westenbroek allowed eight
hits.

Ron Wetherbee led the Dutch
with two hits in the opener and
Ortquist,Arn Boeve, Gerry Boeve
and Dave Woodcock all got one.
Jack Kempker turned in a
masterful two-hitterin recording
the second game win.
Hope got only two hits off the
offerings of Ron Low but was able
to bunch them in the sixth for

three runs.

Kempker led off the sixth with
a double. Bob Thomson hit to the
R H E pitcher and stole second when
.000 000
0 3 2 Kempker was run down. Ortquist
Grand Haven 001 000
popped to center and the ball was
Wierda and Vanden Heuvel dropped allowing Thomson to
Wiggers (5) and Wildron and score. Adams walked and both
Swiftney.
turned in some nice base running
as they came home on Dave WoodLine Score:

stage will be erected over the concrete bandstand which the city is
building this spring in Kollen Park
better now.
at a cost of 53,500. When completAt a special meeting of Saugaed, the entire projectwill be public
Height 5’8”.
tuck Chapter O. E. S. Mr. and
property under the administration First
120-yard high hurdles — Hanson Mrs. Harley Henderson were iniof the city parks department.
/MH), Me Bride (MH), Nienhuis tiated into the order. The initiaOne Holland student and one
(H), Hains (MC). Time 16:5.
tory work was done by guest offifrom Zeeland emerged Tuesday as‘
Medley relay
Muskegon cers from Holland, Allegan, Fenn-

High jump — Nienhuis (H),
Tucker (MH), Robbert (H), tie
Hienese (MC) and Winter (H).

Give Chix Defeat

Van Hoff Wins

Zeeland

0

,

x 111

Robert Winter, Hope College
Olive. Chris Fendt of Port Sheldon,
Junior from Grand Rapids, won
Robert Conley of Spring Lake,
first place in the 14th annual secGerry Schermer of Zeeland. Lawtional Tournamentof Orators
rence P. Smith and Frank Cherven
cock’s single.
or Park township, Mrs. Emily sponsored by the Hearst NewsThe Hornets beat out a bunt in
papers and Detroit Times ThursShaffer of Holland, Lawrence
the
first inning and got a hit to
day on the campus of -Western Catholic,Time 2:41.6.
ville and Douglas.
first place winners in a forensics
Bevins of Marne, Robert Conley
deep short in the fourth for the
100-yard dash — Christie (MH),
Michigan College,Kalamazoo.
Mrs. Lura Niles is again a pacontest held at the First Reformed
of Spring Lake, Robert Nash. Edtwo safeties. Only three balls were
Subject this year is "John Fitzpatrick (MC), O'Neal (MH), tient in Douglas Hospital.
ward P. Kirby and Roy HierholAdmitted
to
Holland
Hospital Church in Zeeland.
hit out of. the infield.
Adams." Schools participatingin Streicher (H). Time 10:2.5
Mrs. Orville Millar entertained
for
zer of Grand Haven.
Kempker struck out four.
Keith Van Hoff, Holland High
Mile
Shaffer (H), Scott (MH). the Douglas Music Study Club at Saturday were Lloyd Avery,
the sectional corttest were Calvin,
Alternates are Simon Borr,
The split gives the Dutch a 2-2
”195^ Spring Jambo” has been
Alma, Albion, Western Michigan, Boeve (H), Carpenter (MC). Time her home Thursday evening with Saugatuck;Philip Baron, 26 West senior, won first place in the exErnest Johnson. John Bontekoe,
19th St.; Bernard Sterken. Hamil- temporaneousdivision while Wayne selectedas theme for 'the Chippewa MIAA record and they play Calvin
Kalamazoo, Michigan State Uni- 4:45.1.
Mrs. Henry Rininger as co-hostess
Berton Wiersema and Simon
440-yard dash — Schillagi(MC), and Mrs. George Drought as pro- ton; Wendy Scheibach, Waukazoo; Tanis, Zeeland, won first place in District's annual spring Camporee, a double header at Riverview Park
versity, Ferris and Hope.
Paauwe of Holland, Louis Haight
Jerry Stites, Grand Rapids; Janet the humorous division.
Bernard Shashaguay, capping and Saturday.
Chairman of the contest was Miles (MH), Francomb (H), Ski- gram chairman.
of Park, Jay Sullivan of CoopersDe Ridder. 2499 Beeline Rd.; Other winners In order of finish activities chairman said today.
Line score (first game)
Dr. Wynand Wichers, former pres- lacki (MC). Time 54:3.
The
last meeting of Saugatuck
ville, Alger Beckman of Crockery,
Daniel Terpsma, 140 West 31st St. were:
ft H E
The
camping
event
will
be
held
180-yard
low
hurdles
—
Hansen
ident of Hope College, now vice
Woman’s Club for the year will
Mr. and Mrs. George Ver BerkDischarged Saturday were Wendy
Oratory: Edward Talfkin,Grand May 25 and 26 at the Holland Fish Kalamazoo 001 000 05X 6 8 4
presidentof Western Michigan Col- (MH), Kuhel (MC), Reinerton be held at the clubroomsFriday.
moes and William Swart of Grand
000 002 000 2 6 2
(MC), Snyder (MH). Time 21.7. May 4 and the program will be Scheibach, .Waukazoo;Mrs Joseph Rapids South; Esther Glasser, East and Game club grounds on M-21,
Haven, Edmund Meason of West lege.
Batteries: Brown and Ihrig;
220-yard dash — Christie (MH), in charge of the Music Club. Mrs. Dziedzie and baby, 276 West 29th Grand Rapids and Gordon Mur- three miles east, of Holland.
Winter will go to Detroiton May
Olive and Mrs. Josephine Sorensen
Shashaguay and his committee Westenbroekand Woodcock.
7 to compete in the state contest. Fitspatrick (MC), O'Neal (MH), J. D. MacMorris will be hostess. "St.; Henry Van Nuil, route 2; Mrs. ray, Muskegon Heights.
of Spring Lake.
Howard
Kent and baby, route 4;
Declamation:
Carol
Peterson, will present complete plans for the (second game)
Borchers (H). Time 23.5.
Miss Maxie Barber has written
The state convention will be held
R If E
880-yard run — La Plant (MC), friends that she expects to arrive Frank Sherman, 146 Central; Mrs. Grand Rapids Central; Richard Slfflporee to Scout troop and Exin Grand Rapids Saturday, June Couple Honored on 50th
Kibby (H), Mosely (MH), Ryn- in SaugatuckJune 1 for her usual Lambert Haveman and baby, 670 Schumacher, East Grand Rapids pOTer unit leaders at a roundtable Kalamazoo 000 000 000 0 2 1
2. at 11 a.m. and the national conEast 35th St.; Helen Bocks, 422 and Max DeJonge, Zeeland High. meetthg Tuesday, May 1 at 7:30
000 003 00X 3 2 0
brandt (H). Time
•
summer stay of several months.
vention will be held in Chicago Wedding Anniversary
North Shore Dr.; Mrs. Richard
Batteries:Low and Ihrig; Kemp- •
Interpretive:Boyd Conrad, East p.m. in Trinity Reformed Church
Half
mile
relay
—
Muskegon
Henry
Jager,
president
of
the
Aug. 13. Michigan rates eight de- Mr. and Mrs. Joe Van Kampen
Den Uyl. Macatawa Park; Mrs. Grand Rapids; Mary Rodewald, scout room.
ker and Woodcock.
Catholic. Time 1:36.1.
Community Hospital Board, anlegates and tight alternatesto the of 560 West 20th St. were guests of
Dick Derks, route 6; Steven Jay Muskegon High; Michael Fisrman,
The
meeting will also be open
nounced
this
week
that
the
board
national convention or the state honor at a party last Thursday
Vanderby,894 East 10th St.
East Grand Rapids.
to junior leaders and Explorer
has chosen the site for the new
may select 16 delegates with a celebrating their 50th wedding anAdmitted Sunday were Marvin Extemporaneous:Van Hoff, Hol- crew leaders. Instructionwill be
hospital.
It
is
a
plot
300
by
335
niversary.
The
party
was
held
at
half vote apiece.The state convenVan Huis, route 1; Mrs. C. E. land; Dave Winter, Grand Rapids given on charcoal cooking techfeet just east of the Robert Wadtion caucus will be held Friday the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
McAllister.705 Ottawa Beach Rd.; South; Monty Meyers, East Grand niques, campsite layout,camporee
dell farm, south of Douglas and
night, June 8, in the Wolverine De Ridder of route 2, Holland.
Mrs. Keith Brenner, Hamilton; Rapids.
activities and campfire stunts.
close
to
US-31
and
is
easily
acThe Van Kampens have four
room of Rowe hotel.
Mrs. James Hoeksma, 161 East
Humorous: Tanis, Zeeland; EdHeading physical arrangements All plans are complete for the
cessibleto the surrounding villages
The keynote address was given daughters,13 grandchildrenand
26th St.; Janice Kootstr'a, 610 East ward Wingler, Muskegon High and for the Camporee will be Phil
"Cotton Cotillion,” Holland Horizon
and
the
lake
shore.
Plans
for
the
one
great
grandchild.
by William B. Elmer who said
10th St.; Mrs. Anna Van Dam, Michael Wawee, East Grand Rap- Frank and Tony Bouwman. The
Club’s semi-formalspring party.
building have not been completed
the present administrationin The coyple was presented a gift
ids.
program is under the directionof The dance will be held Friday
Thus year, hundreds of persons but the land has been measured 162 East 27th St.
WashingtonIs a far cry from the by their children and grandchilDischarged Sunday were Mrs.
Judges were Bernard Knittel, Elmore Van Lente, Otto Dressel,
will lose valuable items in Michifrom 9 p.m. to 12 at the Armory.
dren.
Their
favorite
hymns
were
and
staked
off.
great ideals voiced by their first
gan’s 58 stateparks, including Ot- Ground was broken last week on Herman .Zeutenhorst,route 2, Hud- Sam Beskett and Ted Kennedy all Lester Douma and Miner Mein- I^?n Rummler's orchestra will propresident. President Lincoln who sung during the evening. Refreshsonville; Leon Rhinehart, 122 East from Michigan State University. dertsma.Shashaguay will supertawa Beach.
vide music.
US-31 south of Douglas for the new
said his party was of the people, ments were served.
16th St.; Mrs. Vernon Avery, The directorin charge of the day- vise inspection of the campsite
Most
will
be
recovered
and
a
Decorations for the spring event
Fruit exchange building, which
by the people and for the people. Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
route 1; Janet De Ridder, 2499 long program was Mrs. Marie areas.
are being done by members of
Elmer said the party which oc- Peter Schieringa, Mr. and Mrs. large portion turned into parks of- will be a modern cement block Beeline Rd.; Mrs. Melvin Timmer. Saunders from Zeeland High.
fices.
Camporee activities will be open Mrs. Vern Klomparens and Mrs.
building 60 by 135 feet. The old
cupies the White House today is John Veltkamp and Jean. Mr. and
to spectators late Saturday morn- Clifford Onthank’s groups.
There, these items may as well 1 building on Culver St. Saugatuck, 247 West 25th St.; Diane Steele.
a party "of the dollar, by the dol- Mrs. Henry Geerling,Jr., and
167 West 21st St.; Jerry Stites, 311
ing, includingparents and friends.
rot.
Earl Ditmar and Mrs. William
was sold to the Harriss Pie Co. Robey, SE., Grand Rapids; Ra- ChristianGolfers
lar and for the dollar ....one not Leonard, Harold, Helen and Ruth,
For
some
reason,
park
patrons
Pluim's groups are in charge of
earlier.
only of privilegebut a party that Mr. and Mrs. Henry De Ridder
mon Beltran, 50 East Seventh St.,
tickets.
Mr. and Mrs. DeGeatano and Mrs. John J. Gruppen and baby, Score Initial Victory
seems to make the privilegedmore and Joyce, Gladys, Harvey and fail to check at park offices to
see if anybody
Cookies and punch will be pro,
. found their lost daughter, Helen, came from Chi- route 3; Mrs. Fred L. Ver Schure, Holland Christian’s Golf squad
secure and vested in the hands of Hazel, Mrs. Henry Holstege and
vided by Miss Jayne Scully and
fewer and fewer people at the ex- Holly Ann, Miss Judy Meurer, tent or their misplaced eye-glasses cag0 Sunday evening for a short
65 West 22nd St.; Mrs. C.E. Mc- notched its first West State Golf
visit with Mrs. DeGeatano'smothMrs. Lester Klaasen’s groups,
pense of the farmer, the working Harry Kortman, Harvey Kortman or their valuable
league win Tuesday afternoon on
Allister, 705 Ottawa Beach Rd.
Sometimes
false
teeth
are
found.
I eri Mrs< Heien Everett.
by
respectively. Miss . Dorothy
man and the small business man. and the honored guests.
Admitted Monday were Mrs. the Saugatuck course by downing
Mannis* group will arrange the
He said there still are 14^000,000 Congratulations were received Shoes are a common item in sum- Mrs. Cora Bliss Taylor and James A. Klomparens,195 West Zeeland, 5-0. The Maroous are now
Committee members for the punch table.
American families that earn less by telephonefrom a grandson, mer when man wants to wiggle his daughter Jane have returned from Ninth St.; Marcia Brown, 4 South in third place in the loop with a
Holland Christian High School Publicity is being handled by
Alvin De Ridder, stationedat Long toes in sand and conveniently for- their winter stay in the west and
than 52,000 a year.
Aniline; Mrs. Richard De Young, 1-2 mark. The Chix are in last
senior play, "New Fires,” were Mrs. Chester Oonk’s group and
"We want no part of a govern- Beach, Calif., with the U. S. Navy. get he is citified.Bicycles and tri- are getting their studio in readi- 375 West 18th St.; David De Vree, place with no wins.
cycles and even automobilesare ness for summer classes.
named today by the director, Mrs. Pluim's group is in charge
ment that gave birth to the TaftCoach John Timmer, still exper1473 Ottawa Beach Rd.; John
left. Some never are claimed.
Marinus Pott. The play, a three-act of cleanup.
Hartley law and considers unMrs.
Helen
Haughey
writes that Slagh, 222 West 10th St.;
imenting with his young squad,
Sunday School Class
Where park officials have any she plans to return to her Saugacomedy, will be presented Tuesemployment ns the result of peoWaskerwitz, 72 West 20th St.; Ray played a freshman, tw-o sophoindication of the owner's name and
ple not looking hard enough for Has Mens Night Meet
tuck home on Lake St. the latter Veldhecr, route 2; Debroah Jean mores and a senior. Oddly enough day. Wednesday and Thursday Earl Borlaces Honored
address, an attempt is made to
nights in the Woman's Literary
jobs. We want no part of a govpart of this week.
restore
the item to its proper David Plummer is the new atten- Dykema, 2452 142nd Ave.; John the medalist for play was the ninth club.
Fahocha
Sunday
School
Class
of
ernment which stacks the National
At Housewarming Party
Scott Stephenson, 28 East 32nd St.; grader, Vern Ramaker with a 98.
Named to the makeup committee Mr. and Mrs. Ear! Borlace and
Labor Relations Board against the First Methodist Church entertained pocket.
dant at the Richard Newnham Mrs. James Grooms. Sr., 478 Low scorer for the Chix was Jim
But rpore often than not, no name
are Jackie Jacobs, Bonnie Deur, children,Kay and Jimmy, who rerights of labor, a board which was at its annual men’s night last
Service Station.
Ver Plank with a 99. Jim Van Dam,
Spruce Ct.
Ellyn Taylor, Myrtle Brat, Shirley cently moved into their home at
originallyset up to protect the Wednesday at the church. Mrs. is attached.The billfolds and books
Mrs. John Norton has returned
Discharged Monday were Mrs. a Zeeland ninth grader, also did
small helpless working man Corrine Kolean and Mrs. Mary and clothing and vehiclesare held from St. Petersburg where she Art Tuls and baby, 952 Columbia well with a 103 for second honors Nagelkirk, Doris Boeve, Barbara 384 West 31st St., were honored at
at the park for about a year and
Boorman, Laura Vander Zee, Ruth a surprise house warming Saturagainst the cold, strong efficiency Freers welcomed the couples.
spent the winter.
Tables were decorated with finally turned over to the state Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jackson Ave.; Mrs. Clair De Mull and for the losers.
Handlogten,Shirley Diepenhorst, day evening given by a group of
of highly organized corporations.
baby, 539 Davis St., Allegan; EdIn team totals, the locals desmall umbrelas and flowers to sig- board of escheats in Lansing for
Janice Dirkse, Janice Otten, Jeap teachers and friends.
are home from Florida.
ward
Deike,
Saugatuck;
Mrs
feated
the
Chix,
410-447
besides
nify April showers and May flow- disposal.
Hosts for the event were Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Steketee who Kryn Dees; 332 Washington;Wil- sweeping all, of the individual Holwerda and Judy Lajipenga.
State park officials would rathers. In charge of decorations were
Stage crew members are Gor- and Mrs. Verne Schipper, Mr. and
have been living in the Capt. Wil- liam Van Etta, 231 East 13th St.; matches. Christian'sscorers were
the Mesdames Vi Rowe, Marlys er have proper owners receive the son house on Butler St. are movdon Langejans,Karl Van Apple- Mrs. Dale Shearer and Mr. and
Mary Waskerwitz, 72 West 20th Ramaker, 98, Ken Michmerhuizen,
Stewart, Marlene Haris and Mar- items. Mostly, however,this is a
dorn, Glenn Myaard, Dave Al- Mrs. Bob I^eslie. A gilt was preing to California where they will St.
100, Wes Nykamp, 105 and Wade
problem only the loser can solve.
iena, Bob Geerlings,Dick Van Loo, sented to the guests of honor and
Mrs. Ada C. Nabcr, who form- jorie Siver. Mrs. Moris De Vries
make their home.
Hospital
births
include
a
daughNykamp,
107.
For
Zeeland
it
was
gave the opening blessing.In He must learn to use park's lost
erly taught school here, and Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Victor Mohr of ter, Debra Jo. born Monday to Ver Plank, 99, Van Dam, 103, John Melvin Busscher, Dave Bos, Jason refreshments were served.
charge of the dinner was Mrs. and found offices.
Others present were Mr. and
J. Sienk, both of New Gronigen,
Detroit have recently bought the Mr. and Mrs. Walter Nykamp, 343 Bloemendaal, 116 and Bob De Alofs and Ken Vander Veen.
Lois Kane and on her committee
Jerry Waldyke is serving as busi- Mrs. Gordon Kardux, Mr. and Mrs.
were visitors at the home of Mr. were the Mesdames Jane SeverBerry Cove Motel north of the vil- Lakewood Blvd.;
daughter, Bruyn, 129.
ness manager of this year's pro- Robert Van Voorhees, Mr. and
and Mrs. Jack Nieboef last week. son, Edith Jaehnig, Barbara Trinity Societies Have
lage and moved in last week.
Susan, born Monday to Mr. and
Christian entertainssecond place
duction.Members of the ticket and Mrs. Ted Boeve. Mr. and Mrs. John
Mrs. Sarah Hassevoort is the Wheaton, Jean Martin and Iris
Miss Rita Zeigler of Detroit was Mrs. Floyd Todd, 119 Cambridge. Comstock Park Next Monday.
Dessert Meet at Church
publicity committeewhich he Spurgeon,Mr. and Mrs. Dallas
grandmotherof a son, born Satur- Van Oosterhout.
a weekend guest in the Gus Reiser
h e a ds are Roger Boeve, Paul Ruch. Mr. and Mrs Harold Streeday to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer HasDevotion were led by Mrs. De
About 150 women of Trinity Re- home.
Smith, Mary Van Klaverem Phyl- ,or. Mr. and Mrs. Russ Hombakcr,
Party Saturday Night
sevoort in Zeeland Hospital. He Lynn Moeller. Guests for the
Miss
Ruth
Turner
attended
the
formed Church mission and auxilis Vander Zwaag, Ruth Nyhof, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Adler, Mr. and
Albion
Golfers
Hand
has been named Jerry. Allen.
evening were Mr. and Mrs. Tru- liary cocietiesgathered in Ter art show in Detroit.
Honors Herman Behias
Janice
Dirkse. Janice Otten, Doris Mrs. Brian Athcy, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Meyers, Mrs. man Lee. Mrs. Julia Myrick and
Keurst auditorium Tuesday even- After a 10 - week trip through
Hope Third Setback
Leonard Dick, Mr. and Mrs. RoBoeve and Rose Van Til.
Fred Breuker, Janice and twin Mrs. Mildred Edwards were in ing for a 7 p.m. dessert meeting. the south, Mr. and Mrs. WoodA birthday party was given Satbert Slocum, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
daughters from Zeeland and Mrs. charge of the program.
They were greeted by Mrs. George worth Naughtinreturned home last urday night in honor of Herman A well-balanced Albion College
Donivan, Mr. and Mrs. Ed DamTed Te Selle from Lynden, Wash.,
Candace Shaffer, Ellison Shaf- Glupker and Miss Adrianna Steke- week.
Bekius, who celebrated his 80th golf team handed Hope its third Holland Bowling Lanes
son and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
were visitors at the home of Mrs. fer, Marilyn Teall and Sandra
Mrs. Hilton Brown is the substi- birthday anniversary. The party straight loss in MIAA competition
tee.
,
Prins.
10th in State Tourney
Sena Redder and John Wednesday Broker, accompanied by Sheridan
^ Two beautifullydecorated tables tute teacher in the 3rd and 4th was held at the Town Hall in Hol- Tuesday. The match was held at
Unable to be present were Mr.
afternoon.Mrs. Te Selle is a daugh- Shaffer, sang th<? “Teddy Bear
the Duck Lake Golf Club. The Briand Mrs. Gernt Wiegerink of
wore used for serving, the color grades while the regular teacher land township.
Holland
Bowling
Lanes'
team,
ter of the late Guy Dyke who lived Song.” Fred Rasmussen,Mrs.
Supper was served at a table tons showed championshipform as
Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Vanscheme of yellow and green being is away.
rolling in the MichiganState Bowlhere many years ago.
Lois Kane, Jim Townsend, Mrs. carriedout with spring flowers and
Mrs. Claudia Sanford has re- centeredwith a large decorated only one man scored as high as
der Hill and Mr. and Airs. Robert
ing tournament, is presently 10th
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Meengs Mildred Edwards and Miss Cora candles. Mrs. John Hains, Mrs. turned from California to her birthday cake.
80, the other four shooting in the
among the more than 1,000 teams Eshelman.
and Laurel of Pine Creek and Mr. Lee Kaepemik. accompaniedby Cliff Marcus, Mrs. M. Stegenga home on Mason St.
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Joe low or middle seventies.
participatingin the meet at the
and Mrs. Comie Vanden Bosch Miss Marcia Bouws, sang "There and Mrs. M. Hamelink poured.
Bill Kramer and Bill Holt were
Heiftje, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Dykstra
East Recreation Lanes in Grand Herman Bonzelaar, 75,
were Entertained at the home of Are Such Things” and "Desert
the
only
Hope
players
to
win
match
and
family
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
FerAfter a short social period the
Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Diemer Song." A quartet, Arthur Martin, meeting was called to order by the Couples Club Meets
points.
Kramer
was
low
for
Hope
ris McQueen and family from
The local team, captained by Succumbs at Pine Rest
Leonard Rowell, Melfred Dekker president,Mrs. Hains. Mrs. Steglast week.
Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Bill with a 74 and took three points
At Wesleyan Church
Herman Bonzelaar, 75, formerTom
Drake, combined a total of
Mrs. Carrie Rozema had as and Hardy Brown, accompaniedby enga had charge of devotions,
Bekius and family, Mr. and Mrs. from B. Bell. Holt hit 76, which
2,781 with a handicap of 287 for a ly of 245 East 11th St., died Sunday
guests Saturday evening, Mr. and Miss Ann Bloodgood, sang "Steal bringing out the thought that it
Wesleyan Methodist Church Cou- Ben Bekius and familyt Mr. and was good for only half a point
afternoon at Pine Rest. His wife
Mrs. Jake De Jough ahd Dale from Away" and "Looking for the Lost is more important to see spiritual- ples Club held its May meeting Mrs. Cecil Bekius and family and against Tom Ochsner's 74. Ray De total of 3,048 in the handicap divdied
in 1942.
ision.
^Melody.”
Holland.
ly than visibly. Mrs. Lester Klaa- Tuesday evening in the church Mr. and Mrs. Roger Jipping and Does, who had an 80, Bob BurSurviving are two sons, Harold
Team
members
scores include:
Martha Redder spent a few days Robert Freers acted as master sen, Sr., had charge of music and basement. Songs were sung by the family from Holland. witz, 81, and Joe Martin, 85, were
of Holland and Gilmore Bonzelaar
at the home of her mother, Mrs. of ceremonies for the game a solo "If Christ Came Back” was group and devotions were led by
shut out by the sharpshooting Vern Ekema, 591; Rich Wolters, of Grand Haven; two daughters,
552;
Carl
Carlson,
513;
Walt
"Smash the Watch,” with Mr. and
Sena Redder last week.
Britons.
sung by Mrs. J. Westerhoffac- William Valkema, Jr.
Wlodarczyk,543 and Tom Drake, Mrs. Gerrit Boerman and Mrs.
The program "Variety Night” Mrs. Leonard Dick, Mr. and Mrs. companied by Mrs. J. Marcus. A brief businessmeeting tfas George D. Cramer
Nienhaus (A72) def. De Does 582.
Fred Zigterman, both of Holland:
Morris
De
Vries,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
played to a full house both evenings
(H80) 3-0; Kramer (H74) def. Bell
The
rest of the evening was turn- held.
14 grandchildren; 10 great grandSuccumbs
at
Age
84
and was well received by the au- Walter Burke and Mr and Mrs. ed over to a missionary of the The program included a trum(A80) 34); Ochsner (A74) def. Holt
children;one brother, Henry BonAlvin Brandt taking part. Group
dience. The free - will offering,
George D. Cramer, 84, of 182 (H76) 2%-%; Fox (A76) def. Bur- Schools Hold Confab
pet solo by Jim Looman accomzelaar. of Kalamazoo; two sisters,
singing was led by Mrs. Mildred church, Miss Esther De Weerd.
amounted to roughly, $70. one half
Blast Eighth St., died Monday witz (H81) 3-0; Wilson (A70) def.
Representatives of Hope College, Mrs. John Henry Seholten of
Edwards. The Rev. John Hagans She told of her work in India and panied by Marcella Gearhardt;a
of which /will be given to the to*rshowed slides on the Christian duet by Mrs. G. B. Hilson and at the St. Lawrence Hospital in Martin (H85) 34).
public and Christian Schools, Bell Graafschap and Mrs. Fred Hoek
gave the closingprayer.
nado victims.
Hope will meet Adrian in another Telephone Co., press and radio of Holland.
church and the Hindu temple. She Burton Hilson accompanied by Lansing.
Mr. and Mrs. Russel Sybesma
Surviving are the wife. Bessie; MIAA test this Friday at the Sau- met Tuesday afternoon in Thomas
said only eight out of every 361 Rev. Hilson.
and children of Chicago were vi- Marriage Licenses
Rev. Hilson shewed movies of five children, Norman Cramer, gatuck Golf Course.
persons in India have been reachJefferson School to discuss future
sitora at the home of their parOttawa County
ed by the Gospel.
his trip to Puerto Rico and Clar- Lester Johnson of Holland, Mrs.
plans in case of tornado alerts
ents,’ Mr. and Mrs. Lester VeldMichael L. Palkowski, 19, route
Mrs. J. Van Oss closed with ence Boone showed slides of the Leora Fames of Buffalo, S. D.,
Current evidence indicates that After considerable discussion it
AMBULANCE SERVICE
heer the past week-end. Mrs. Sy- 1,; Spring Lake, and Marilyn prayer. Hostesses for the evening Rose Bowl parade.
Mrs. Elsie Johnson of Lansing and silage made from smutty com may was agreed that a three - man
besma is attending.Moody Bible Brandt, 20, route 2, Spring Lake; were the Mesdames C. Britton,A. Refreshments were served by Mrs. Erma Lampen of Holland; 22 not be harmful to livestock. A re- committee will be appointed to
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Institute and has been engaged as Kenneth Sharkey, 26, and Carol Oldebekking, M. Schepers, H. Den Mrs. G. Getman and Mrs. Hilson. grandchildren;20 great grand- cent test .had ca*Ue eating up to draw up a joint statement that
27 lost
Phona 3693
couaselor at . the Jack and Jill Ann Fricke,21, both of Grand Hav- Uyl, B. Ende, R. Klomparens,H. Mr. Getman gave the closing pray- children: one brother, Herbert four pounds of smut each day with will outline specific plans to be
Gilbert Vanda Water, Mgr.
camp this summer.
en.
Cramer of Breckenridge.
Wolters and C. Garvelink.
er.
no harmful effects.
used for future alerts.
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Panel Discussion Opens

MentalHealth WeekHere
About 150 community residents
met »t Holland High School Monday night to hear a panel discussion which officially opened the
local observance of Mental Health
Week.

Engaged

Disaster Reports

3.

UK

AAUW

Members

Attend Meeting
HigUiglit Meeting

Several

member* of

Holland

Branch, American Association of
University Women, were in Oiicago Friday and Saturday to at-

Of Red Cross Unit

Wins Fellowship

The Waluta Camp Fire group
puffed their way on a nine mile

tend the 14th conference of Northeast Central Region, AAUW.

Attending the sessions at Drake
Hotel were Mrs. Donald Brown,
Mrs. Robert Horner, Mr*. Kenneth
Leggett and Mrs. Henry Steffens
of Holland and Mrs. James De
Free of Zeeland.
The conference opened with a
panel discussionon Friday, followed by a luncheon featuring as Let's
»
speaker Mrs. Alice K. Leopold,
assistantto the secretary of labor
to
for women’s affairs, U. S. 'Department of Labor, Washington, D. C.
recognitionof the need for cooperFriend Tavern.
town. Reported by scribe, Carol
If you have always wanted more mous plants.
antships has accepted this fellowIn the afternoon, 14 clinic sesation of all social agencies in the
v
Terry Townsend,directorof field
of your favorite shrubs and trees,
sions
were
held.
Mrs.
Horner
spoke
As forsythiabloom remove most
community
churches, schools, ship because it offers her op. services at area headquartersin On April 9, the Okidako Camp
on mental health studies and ac- you may wish to consider a rela- rest when buds appear on maple
MOi expresscilappreci. Fire girls of Lakewood school packindustry, etc. He urged broadening portunity for further
Miss Selmo Jane Newhouse
tivities in Holland at the social tively simple method of propaga- of the winter mulch* remove the
of the inner circle of organizationaldrama. her field of interest. Her ation for the work of volunteers on
The engagement of Miss Selma studies division.
ed a trail lunch and went on a
trees. If you have saved wood
tion called layering. This falls into
talent and said we must ferret out, major is French and English.
all fronts in the Hudsonville dis- hike so that their new members Jane Newhouse, Prospect '•Ave.,
Evening speaker was Dr. Anna
ashes, spread these over the perenrecognize and use everyone's abilShe received faculty honors re- aster and the smooth way it oper- could pass Trail Seekers Rank no. Grand Rapids, to John McPherrin L. Rose Hawkes, who recently re- two types, soil-layeringand air- nial beds. An applicationof a bality and thus develop new leaderanced commercial plant food is
cently for academic achievementated after organization was com- 4. They hiked to Ottawa Beach Moritz, Ann Arbor, is being an- turned from the Far Ehst, where layering.
ship.
where they visited the Coast Guard nounced today by her parents, Mr. she was sent by the State Departand service to the college. She is plete.
In soil-layering, a wounded sec- now in order, followed by a good
Mrs. Charles K. Van Duren of
He defined Red Cross as an Station and ate their lunch on top and Mrs. H. H. Newhouse, 258 ment to study the exchange of tion of a stem (you make the watering
the Muskegon Area Child Guid- a member of Alcor W o m e n’ s
Honor
Society,
Dorian
sorority, agency of people banded together of a sand dune. On April 12, he West 13th St. Mr. Moritz is the women scholars.
wound by cutting halfway through The. miracle of spring has arance Clinic outlined some of the
Holland branch members were the top side of 'branch and insertvice president of P a 1 e 1 e and to help those who have met dis- girls visited the NetherlandsMu- son of Mr. and Mrs. George
rived, with her budding greenness,
problems which are sent and should
Masqu*' Dramatic Club, president aster, their goal being to look af- seum and the Camp Fire office Moritz. Hathaway Dr., Grand hostesses at the Michigan division ing a pebble), while still fastened
be sent to the clinic. She said that
breakfaston Saturday morning. to the mother plant, is bent to her chirping fat orange-breasted
of French Club and editor of OPUS ter the people ii\ the community. where they bought their boleros. Rapids.
since Ottawa county has had its
They
also
visited
a
furniture
facThe
event concluded with a noon reach the ground, in fact ^you robin, her seed-inviting brown
Miss
Newhou:.e
was
graduated
He
said
fire
and
flood
can
be
cir’56, the college literarymagazine.
own branch, 200 familieshave been
Miss
Denny
is also a member cumvented. but tornadoescannot, tory and were treated with ice from Holland High School and luncheon, addressed by Dr. David should bring it beneath the soil earth, and her sunrise that sang
reached in little more than a year.
Dodds Henry, president of the surface, and this “wound” is al- "an amber morn— ’Earth be glad ’’
of the chancel choir and has been and the Red Cross is prepared to cream at the Dairy Queen. ReGrand Rapids Junior College University of Illinois.
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff
meet
such emergencies.He said ported by scribe, Linda Cramer.
lowed to remain under the soil
strongly emphasizedthe necessity
Mrs. John T. Even, regional vice long enough to allow roots to for Spring is born.
initial aid always depends on volThe 14th meeting of the Ot-yo- where she was affiliated with Chi
of making trained social workers
president who visited Holland form. After the roots have formed,
unteer workers, but as soon as pos- kwa Camp Fire group of Beech- Kappa Phi sorority.
availableto the police department
Mr. Moritz is a graduate of branch last month, presided at the the wounded stem is cut from the
sible area headquarterssends in
for family counseling. The Rev.
wood School met at the home of Deerfield Academy, Deerfield, conference. In a state election,
a trained disaster* staff.
parent and planted.This is known
George B. Hilson, presidentof Holtheir leader, Miss Karen Vander Mass., and is attending the Uni- Mary Dixon of Benton Harbor was
He said a warning system has
as simple layering.
land MinisterialAssociation,also
versity of Michigan where he is named first vice president; Mrs.
been set up on tornadoes which is Werf. They discussed things they
Compound or serpentine layermade a plea for family counseling
aimed to reduce loss of life. After are going to do to make money for affiliatedwith Alpha Delta Phi N. Scott of Sault Ste. Marie, sec- ing follows the same procedure
services. He said that often by the
ond vice president,and Mrs. Allen
the tornadoes in Flint, Port Huron their trip to Milwaukee. They are fraternity.
except that instead of one wound,
time problemsdo get to the minBarnes of Lansing, treasurer.
and Hudsonville. Michigan is def- going to sell fudge at the school on
two or four wounA can be made
ister, it is too late. Ministers are
initely counted in on tornado teron a long cane or vine or climber. Miss Mary E. Waddle, consultnot trained social workers and ofFun Night and sell daffodils. Karen
ritory. He added that tornadoes do
Incisions are made about 18 inches ant with the Department of School
ten find it hard to do all the necesstrike some places more than once. served cookies and root beer. Reapart with Sections of the cane Services,Wesleyan University,met
sary counseling,he said.
"The public expects the Red Cross ported by Adel Von Ins, scribe.
or vine between the wounds ex- with pupils and teachers at Lincoln
Rev. Hilson also urged a more
and Jefferson Schools here Monto be calm and assured during
genuine friendlinessto strangers
The Ha-Lu-Ha-Wee Camp Fire
Dr. Lester Kuyper, professor of posed above the ground. Especially
day to demonstrate techniques in
these emergencies, and the public group of Lincoln School met at
— learn to know them and help
Old Testament at Western Semin- good for roses, ivy and other
the teaching of news reading as
can be assured at all times that the home of their leader, Mrs. W.
integratethem into churches and
climbers.
ary in Holland w-as guest preachthe Red Cross is in there pitching.” F. Young. They made plans for the
Hillock or mqund layering es- part of in service trainingfor
other organizations.He also suger Sunday, April 22. The choir sang
teachers.
gested that perhaps churches
Townsend awarded certificates council fire to be held on Monday.
"Singing Along The Way” and peciallygood for ornamental
should take more responsibility for
Miss Waddle taught Mrs. Daniel
shrubs
and
berry
bushes,
is
acof appreciation for work done dur- They also made invitations and
"Friend of Friends To Me” at the
social and recreational activities.
complished
by
cutting
a
bush
back
ing the tornado to
practiced songs. Reported by
Antrim's
second grade class and
morning service. Special music inMrs. Mayo Hadden of the Bureau
W e z e m a n, Alvin Dyk, Hans scribe, Joanne Breuker.
flluded instrumentalnumbers by to within a few. inches of ground Donald Rohlek's sixth grade class
of Social Aid, said that on the
Suzenaar, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
The Aowakiya Camp Fire group
Wayne Tanis and Jim Kaat of level. Heap at least five inches of for the demonstration lessons.
"credit side" of the ledger are the
soil over the stump. New shoots
Read, William Venhuizen, Marion of Pine Creek school, under the
Zeeland at the evening service.
Arrangements for the in service
many forms of aid given to those
Dunlap, Mrs. Zwyghuizen, Dale leadership of Mrs. Post and Mrs.
King’s Daughtersmet Monday at will push through the soil and,
Christine K. Denny
training were made by local elewho rightfully need it. In many
when
these
are
two
feet
high,
you
Wolters, Donald- Spoelstra,Peter Kinderman, has been very busy
7:30 p.m. with Evelyn Hoeve and
mentary school principalsand the
cases (blind, dependent children, active with other foreign students Wolthuis, Gray Ladies, canteen meeting the requirements of their
Grace Broersma as co-hostesses. can remove the soil from the
in
giving
talks
to
various
church
etc.), the money amounts should
coordinator. Teachers of grades
mound
and
carefully
cut
off
each
workers, Mrs. John De Weerd, Trail Seekers rank. They copy the
Senior C. E. met Wednesday at
be increased;however, she said in and social groups. Her name has William Mokma and Henry Ter requirements as they finish them
one, two and three attended the
7 p.m., prayer meeting was held -t shoot, taking care nof to damage
this community the churches have been selected for publication in Haar.
demonstration in the morning, and
in their Memory Books. They are
8 p.m., followed by Sunday school root systems. Prune back each
given wonderful cooperationin sup- "Who’s Who in American Colleges
fourth, fifth and sixth grade teachnow
knitting
slippers.
On
April
17
plant
and
transplant
to
its
new
teachers’ meeting.
plementingneeds. She suggested and Universities."She was placed Suzenaar, county disaster chair- they went on a two - mile hike
ers, in the afternoon.
man,
issued a four - page chronoResthaven Guild meets in Fourth place of residence.
better planning for housing as new on the "honorablemention" list
For trees whose branches are The "warm-up”period and the
Reformed Church of Holland Frilogicalreport. He completed his and observed many things about
industriesmove into the commu- of the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship
nature, such as the spring buds,
too high above the ground for soil job of reading for meaning were
day
at
7:30
p.m.
report
with
a
story
told
by
Mrs.
Miss Marilee F. Homkes
nity and also expressed the need program.
demonstratedand followedby genbirds, and the ways of the wind.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Myaard layering,try air layering.With a
for family, counseling.
Miss Denny, the daughter of Nellie Groters who had taken her They ate their lunch around the
Mr. and Mrs. Russell A. Homkes
eral discussion with the entire
sharp
point
of
knife
remove
a
find family of Hudsonville were
Welch, in his concludingre- Mrs. Henry J. Engelsman.98 West two adopted children, David, 12, Camp Fire.
of 500 West 32nd St., announce
two inch section of bark two class participating.
marks, urged everyone to try to 11th St., came to Holland f r o*m and Linda, 8, to the basement The Waukazoo Camp Fire group the engagement of (heir daughter, Sunday evening guests of Mr. and inches below a dormant bud. The
A conference with teachers folMrs. Jacob T. De Witt and family.
understand the "strangers” in the England in June, 1953 and entered while the tornado swept away their
Marilee F., to Pvt. Paul R. Vroon,
lowed, with Miss Waddle emphasizA
special offering will be taken bud and the exposed wound must
home.
Huddled
together
just before entertained the Waukazoo PTA,
city and help them to give what Hope College' as a sophomore.She
April 10 by singing the Camp Fire son of the Rev. and Mrs. Simon in the local church next Sunday for now be wrapped in wet moss ing the importance of news readthey can of their cultures to help plans to spend the summer in the tornado struck, young David
opening and closing songs. After Vroon of East Saugatuck.
which in turn is held in place by ing in the total reading program.
us enlarge our horizons. „
England visiting family and said, "How many minutes does it the program the girls served cake
Miss Homkes was graduated benevolence and missions.
a piece of clear plastic which A second demonstration of literMayor Robert Visscheropened friends and will take up her du- take us to go to heaven? Why and coffee to the parents and from Holland Christian High New address: Pvt. Roger Hoeve, envelopes everything, bud, wound ature reading is' scheduledhere
R.A. 16536747, Co. C. 1st Basic Tri.
the meeting with an official proc- ties at Smith College in the fall. don't we hold hands so we can
School and is employed at Holland
and moss. Tie the plastic at both Thursday, May 24.
Fort Leonard Wood*- Mo.
cross the river together and won’t teachers. Carol Shoultz, scribe.
lamation of Mental Health Week.
Gty Hospital. Pvt. Vroon was Reg.,
The
Tawasi
Camp
Fire
Girls
of
Mrs. Jacob T. De Witt and Mrs. ends and after the roots are startbe alone on the other side.”
The program was cooperatively
St. Francis de Sales met on Tues- graduatedfrom Holland Christian John Hoeve were Tuesday after-’ ed, the branch can be removed and
Pollack
Sapper
Held
Suzenaar
concluded
by
asking
all
sponsored by the Allegan - Ottawa
High School and is now serving in
noon callers on Mrs. James Maat- planted. This method is even
organizations to join hands with day April 17. They finished the
County Committee for Mental By Hospital Gaild
the
armed forces.
table decorations for their potluck
man at the Elzinga home in Hud- easier and consequerftly more
the
Red
Cross
to
prepare
for
fuHealth, Kiwanis Club and Adult
dinner.They talked about the food
popular than soil layering. The
Zeeland City Council has desigsonville.
EducationDepartment of Holland
A potluck supper was held Wed- ture disasters and be assured' of they were going to serve at the
Chinese practiced air-layering nated Wednesday and Thursday,
Miss
Van
Klompenberg
The
Sewing
Guild
met
Thurscoordinated
effort.
nesday evening by members of
public schools.
potluck.Their leader, Mrs. Vukin
day, April 19, at 1:30 p.m. with more than two thousand years ago May 2 and 3. as annual clean-up
the South Shore Hospital Guild. Suzenaar expressed appreciation
brought a sample of Curry Rice. Feted at Two Showers
Mrs. Joe Brinks serving as host- but today’s new plastic discover- days. On those days, city crews
Mrs. James H e 1 d e r and Mrs. for the unselfishand speedy action
They planned a ceremonial.Reies have greatly . increased the and trucks will make the rounds
in
getting
trailers
to
Hudsonville
Francis Wilbur were hostessesfor
Miss Bonnie Van Klompenberg ess. Others present were the Mes- chances for success.
ported by scribe,Margo Culver.
of the city and pick up all trash
dames:
Carl
Schermer,
Jacob
T.
the meeting, at the Helder home for families^ to live in on their own
The I - yo - pta Camp Fire who will be married May 9 to De Witt, Gerrit Boss, Jacob MorWe
wrote once before on pro- and discarded items which the
property.
He
said
in
most
cases
in Waukazoo.Twenty-one members
Robert Achterhof was honored at
cuttings, but per- householderswish to dispose of.
pumps and septic tanks were un- Girls met at the home of Sandra two showers. She was feted at a ren, John Hoeve, Henry Boss. parting
were present.
Bruursema.
They
elected the folGerry
Schermer,
Will Vander haps a word or two on the subject Items to be collected must be
During the business session,sev- harmed, providingutilities with
lowing officers : President,San- surprise bridal shower Tuesday Kolk, Eugene Brower, Irvin will be welcome. In making stem placed at the curb in good coneral reports were given on the little inconvenience.
dra Bruursema; treasurer,Barba- evening. Hostesses were Mrs. La Hungerink, Joekloet, Hubert Hey- cuttings,use a razor blade to re- tainers so they can be handled.
"Make-Your-Dollar-Grow”project Mrs. Gladys Aldrich, chapter
Verne Van Klomjwnberg and ^Irs.
three- inch stems from No ashes or garbage will be colA merger of the two American currently being carried out by executive secretary, also gave a ra Caauwe; scribe, Judy Morris.
: boer, Martin D. Wyngarden,
and
They also decided on collecting toys Allan Elzinga.
Legion posts (A Holland neared members of the guild.
John
De
Jonge. Lunch was served candytuft, phlox or pinks, privet, lected.
report as did many volunteerswho
Games wore played and duplifor the tornado victims. Reported
The regular meeting of the Zeereality today with unanimous acboxwood, and possibly forsythia—
by the hostess,Mrs. Brinks.
The hostesses arranged enter- worked on the scene. It was esticate prizes awarded to Mrs. Elton
by scribe, Sandra Bruursema.
land
Garden Club was held Friday
tion taken Thursday night by the
you
can
experiment
a
bit.
The
cu^
Mr. and Mrs. John H. VanZoeren
tainmentfor the evening. Mrs. A. mated that canteen workers in
The We-tu-ma-chickCamp Fire Achterhof,Mrs. James Postma, of Holland were Tuesday afternoon is made just beneath the place at the home of Mrs. J. Zuidewind
Holland Memorial post No. 188 to
mobile units distributed 20,000
Bocks was the prize winner.
group of Lincoln School met April Mrs. Tom Redder and Mrs. Wilon Lincoln St. The club decided to
cancel its .charter and become part
guests of Mrs. Martin P. Wyn- where a leaf emerges. Be sure you
The next meeting, final regular sandwichesand 40,000 cups of cof16 with their leader, Mrs. George liam Sullivan.A two course lunch
of the Willard G. Leenhouts post
leave sufficient stem beneath this appropriate the sum of 535 to pay
garden.
meeting of the season, will be fee on the field, both to volunteer
No. 6.
Piers. They made name tags for was served.
Due to ill health, John Beyer-has so the parenf plant can sprout for a planting of lilacs by the
held May 23 at the home of Mrs. workers and to victims.
Invited were the Mesdames WilThere will be no limitationof
their parents for the Council Fire.
highway department in the estabquit farming. Mr. and Mrs. John again, Remove lower leaves from
James Rozeboom in Central Park William P. De Long, chapter
activities in the organization.The
They also made plans for the event liam Sullivan and Charles Meiras
lishment of a "lilac lane" along
Beyer
and
family have moved to the cut stems, also pinch out the
with
Mrs.
Kenneth
Doan
as
co- chairman, presented certificates
charter for the Memorial post will
which is to be held Monday, April from Grand Haven, Jay Walcott,
M-2L
top,
and
insert
these
in
a
box
of
the Louis Beyer place. Mr. and
be cancelled following the state hostess. Election of officerswill to Harvey De Vries of Holland and 23. They practicedfor the pro- Haney Van Klompenberg, Tom
The Michigan College oC Mining
Mrs. Louis Beyer have moved to moist sand, or in some other
Fred Jesty of Grand Haven, coconvention in August, and mem- be held.
gram with the other Camp Fire Ridder, Robert Wiersma, Ag
and Technology chorus presented
rooting
medium
as
vermiculite
or
the
John
Beyer
farm
where
he
will
chairmen in the fund drive this
bership will then be continued in
and Blue Bird groups at Lincoln Schaapma, James Postma, Bert
an assembly program in Zeeland
sphagnum moss. ,
do farming.
year. The goal for Ottawa county
the Willard G. Leenhouts post.
Red Cross Field Director was J40.581and the county raised school. Reported by Pat Helder, Van Klompenberg and Miss Kay Mr. and Mrs. Laverne Boss and
A beginner in the plant propa- High School. The chorus sang four
Holland Memorial post was
Postma from Zeeland and Mrs.
scribe.
songs, including, "The Halls of
family of Portage were last week gating world should not neglect
more than 541,000.
formed in 1946 by 50 veterans of Called Home to Virginia
On April 19, the Montello Park Donald Schaapma, Mrs. Hank
investigatingcommercialprepara- Ivy.” A men’s quartet performed
Tuesday
supper
guests
of
Mr.
and
World War II and since then has
Tandas met at the home of their Postma, Miss Marla Postma, Mrs.
novelty numbers. A group of stutions that speed up the rootings
Hans Suzenaar,Ottawa county
Mrs. Henry Boss.
grown to a membership of 160. The
leader, Mrs. L. H. Stillwell. They Hank Risken of Hopkins and Mrs.
dents playing the banjo, accordLocal
Water
Problems
Guests at the Simon Broersma of cuttings. Rooting powders' are
Leenhouts post has approximately disaster chairman for the Red
made a chemical garden. They Elton Achterhof of Holland.
ian, electricguitar and drums enavailable
whereby
the
gardener
Cross,
said
today
that
Ned
Guyethome
on
Tuesday
were
Mr.
and
240 members, and the total memDiscussed at Meeting
Last week Friday Miss Van
spent most of the meeting watchtertainedwith "My Bonnie
Mrs. Paul Drooger and family of need merely dip the lower end of
bership of the two posts will be in te, who has been serving as field
ing the garden that they had made. Klompenbergwas complimented
Lassie,” "Its a Sin to Tell a Lie,"
the
cutter
in
water
for
a
second,
director
for
the
Red
Cross
staff
Holland,
on
Thursday,
Mr.
and
Tom
Robinson,
consultant
engithe neighborhood of 400.
In a month they are going to com- at a shower given by Miss Shirley
and other numbers. In the proThe younger post has actively of area workers in Hudsonville, neer, discussed the water situation pare gardens to see who has the Vereeke. Games were played and Mrs. John Jousma of Holland, on then in the hormone powder, gram the group included spiritual
promoted the American Legion has been called home to Falls at a meeting of the Exchange Club
Friday, Mr. and Mrs. Clair Jous- shake off the excess, and stick
most beautiful. Reported by scribe, prizes won by the Misses Cornelia
popular and novelty numbers.
ma of East Saugatuck, on Satur- into the rooting medium. Another The annual track and field meet
Junior baseball program for lour Church, Va.. because of a home Monday. He introduced his talk by Shirley Lehman.
SteCnwyk,
Donna
Vander
Kooi,
way to speed up rooting is by the
years. Such activitieswill continue. accident Wednesday afternoon in giving astoundingfigures of the
The Chesk-cha-may Camp Fire Geraldine Wagner, Joan Walcott day, Mr. and Mis. Bert Drooger of
of the Kenewa Conferencewill be
Post No. 6 owns Legion Memorial which his wife was injured. The amounts of water used in the
Holland, Will Feenstra of Zeeland, use of nptrient solutions.One
Girls of St Franpis de Sales School and Barbara De Roo. A two course
held in Zeeland next Wednesday
Guyettes
have
two
small
children.
ounce
of
rapidgro
to
six
quarts
of
porg which includes a clubhouse
United States in various ways. The
and on Sunday, Mr. and Mrs.
went with their leader, Mrs. Fabi- lunch was served.
and Thursday and Friday. May
and golf course.
Mrs. Guyette is hospitalized.
tonnage would be eight times the
Clarence Broer^na, Carol, and water is an excellent prerooting
2-4. The event will begin on Wedano to the home .of Mrs. Andries
Invited were the Mesdames
Arriving in Hudsonville to take amount of material used in a 1
dip.
One
gardener
said
that
plants
Bob of Alto, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
nesday afternoon at the high school
Steketee and made Camp Fire Clarence Kamstra, Dale Engelsover Guyett's duties is Arthur other manufacturing, he said. The
that respond well to this treatJousma of
>
William Thomas Collier
athletic field and the finals in the
plaques on April 11. The group also Klompenberg,James Vereeke, ElJackson of Des Monies, la., who big problem is the distributionof
Several local women attended ment are arabis, begonia, box- running events will take place
discussedbusiness matters. Re- man, Eugene Imink, Bert Van
has been with the Red Cross about the supply of water available.PopSuccumbs at Hospial
the Missionary Conferenceat the wood, fuchsia, geranium, helioported by scribe. Catherine Wei- ton Achterhof and the Misses
Friday evening in the grand wind15 years. The staff of trainedwork- ulationincreases have been one of
trope, Baltic ivy, English ivy,
denhamer.
Helen Pool, Delores Ter Haar, OveriselReformed Church Wed- lantana, and species of euony- up when winners will receive
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ers hopes to completeits task in the main reasons for the great deThe Tawanka Camp Fire group Geraldine Wagner, Barbara Haak, nesday, April 18.
awards. The local track team
WilHam Thomas Collier, 54, of 141 working out rehabilitation pro- mand.
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden mous.
of
Harrington
School
learned
to Hazel Wierda, Cornelia Steenwyk,
finished second when they met
Henley Dr., Grand Haven, died at grams with the tornado stricken Holland’ssupply from Lake
Stock can also be extended Holland, Grand Haven and Whitewere Tuesday evening callers on
sew on buttons and made plans to Charlene Vereeke.
1:15 p.m. Friday at Hackley Hospi- families within the next few Michigan should be ready before
through the media of root cut- hall at Sparta. Gary Looman was
go on a hayride. They took their Marilyn Vander Hulst, Joan Wal- Mrs. John H. Van Welt in Zeeland.
tal, Muskegon,where he was taken weeks.
the end of the year, the speaker
Hobo lunches on the hay ride and cott, Lela Michmerhuizen.Donna Mr. and Mrs. George Vander tings. As this is usually done in top scorer with 10 points by getting
Sunday morning. He had been ill
said. The amount that can be used
August or September, we will first in the 100 and 220 yard dashes.
ate them on the way. Mrs. Aal- Vander Kooi, Barbara De Roo, Veen and family of Spring Lake
several years.
will be greatly enlarged over the
write more expensively on that Others scoring were Jack Sneller
Past Matrons Clab
derlnk and Mrs. Ten Brink, their Dorothy., Hoffman, Marilyn and were Sunday afternoon guests of
He was born in Racine, Wis.,
present supply although for the leaders, treated them to the ride.
later. Plants suited to this method and Dick Schermer.Carl Wissink
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss.
to the late Mr. and Mrs. William Meets for Luncheon
summer months conservationof the
of
propagationare phlox, sea also did well in the broad jump.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gordon
Streur,
Mr.
They also thanked Mr. Reno, the
C. Collier and the family moved
supply on hand must be practiced,
Bethlehem Chapter, OES,
and Mrs. Vem Schipper of Hol- lavender, babysbreath, anemone,
driver,
for
a
wonderful
time.
On
The Past Matrons Club of Hol- he said.
to Muskegon. Mr. Collier had an
land, Mr. and Mrs. Mar t i n P. oriental poppy, and bleedfngApril 10, the group met at the
Has Friendship Night
engineering degree from the Uni- land Chapter No. 429, Order of the
Patty Timmer Feted t
John Van Dyke, president, con'
Wyngarden of Vriesland were Sun-,
home
of Mrs. Aalderink and workversity of Michigan. He was a form- Eastern Star, was entertained ducted the conventional opening
Spring is the time to lift helenday
callers on Mrs. John H. Van
ed
on
memory
books
and
planned
On
Fourth Birthday
"Hands Clasped in Friendship”
er salesman for West Michigan Thursday alternoon at a luncheon ceremony and anoumementwas
iums, shasta daisies and chrytheir dinner which they are giving was the theme for Friendship Welt of Zeeland.
Steel Foundry in Muskegon and at the home of Mrs. Robert made of the state coventionof
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Timmer santhemums. Carefully pull, pry,
Patty Timmer. who celebrated
for their parents. They are going Night held Thursday evening by
since his illness, was manufactur- Parkes. Mrs. Belle Knight and Exchange Gubs to be held in Deand
family were Sunday guests of or cut them into a number of divi- her fourth birthday last Thursday
to use the Birthday Project re- Star of Bethlehem Chapter No. 40,
er’s representative for the firm. Mrs. Earl Price were co-hostesses.troit June 17, 18 and 19.
Mr. and Mrs. John Beyer and sions. If they have hard woody was honored,at a party given SatSurviving are the wife, Alice;
business meeting followed The next meeting will be a com- cipe*. Rt()ortedby Mrs. Ten Brink. Order of Eastern Star.
centers, these should be removed urday afternoon by her mother,
The
Of-Ye-Kwa
Camp
Fire
Group
Guests were introduced and family.
a son, William Edward Collier, with Mrs. Theron Stone, president, bined session with all service clubs
ard discarded.Heleniums an<f Mrs. Lester Timmer at their home,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
David
Wilder
and
serving with the U. S. Navy aboard presiding. Greetings were read of the city Friday, May 18, in of Pine Creek entertainedtheir welcomed by worthy matron. Mrs.
family of Hudsonville were recent shasta daisies eventually become 50 Vander Veen Ave. The hostess
mother*
at
a
Mothers
Tea.
Their
Estelle
Schipper,
who
presided.
the USS Vogelsang at Norfolk, from Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Led- Jefferson School.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dick E. so rootblocked that they will dis- was assisted by her daughter, Elsponsor, Mr*. Robert Kimber, was
Va.; a sister, Mrs. Leon Hansen dick, whd are convalescing at the
A baritone duet was given by invited. The girl* presented a pro- Initiatory work was conducted by Ver Hage and family.
appear completely.
len.
officers from Grand Haven, Spring
of Twin Lakes.
home of their son, Kenneth Led- James Rottschaeferand Roger
"Flowery May, who from her
Decorations were in yellow. WinThe semi-annual meeting of the
gram
with Lonna Olson and Mary Lake, Saugatuck, Douglas and Holdlck, in Cairo, Ga.
Vander Zwaag accompanied by
Streur singing "He;” Karen Siirf- land Chapter. A small gift as a Adult Bible clas* was held last green lap throw's the yellow cow- ning prizes were Johnny Timmer,
The group enjoyed a social hour Miss Hemmeke.
High Officials
J
monsen sang "In The Garden;” token of friendship was given to week Friday evening, April 20, in slip and the pale primrose”also Ronald Vander Slik and Mary
and work period on their special Randall Bosch, chairman of the
reminds us of a few chores that Bremer. Refreshments ' featured a
the church basement.
Loi* Van Eyk and Donna Van Oort, each officer.
project.
At Chapter Meeting
Board of Public Works, wa* a guest
"Whispering Hope,” and the enNew members, Mrs. Virginia Mr. and Mre. Martin P. Wyn- need doing. Hand clean all iris decorated birthday cake and ice
at the luncheon. The speaker was
garden and family were Sunday plantings and burn debris for this cream. Balloons,nut cupfc and favtire group, "Old Black joe,” ac- Kenwright and Mrs.
Clifford Taylor of Spring Lake,
introduced by Adrian Klaaasen.
companied by Mary Lou Nash on Fleischer were welcomed and supper guest* of Mr. and Mrs. is the abode of the eggs of the iris ors were presented to the guests
deputy grand master of Grand. Two Cars Damaged
the accordion. Barbara Rozeboom Mrs. Hannah Kammeraad of Gordon Streur of Holland. Mr. and borer. Peonies whose buds have and movies were taken of the
Two cars were damaged Friday
Council of Michigan, and Charles
Cheff
Reelected
and Donna Van Oort played an in- Grand Haven sing "You’ll Never Mrs. Vern Schipper of Holland al- previously blackened need a dust- group by Mr. Timmer.
Ridoutt of Grand Haven, eminent when they collided at Ninth St.
Attending were Mary Bremer,
so were guests at the Streur home. ing of bordeaux mixture every
P. T. strumental duet. The girls present- Walk Alone.”
commander of the Muskegon Com- and College Ave. Involved were BUCHANAN (Special)
week
until buds have formed. Also Diane Hirdes, Mark Van Rhee,
The
Sewing
Guild
meets
next
ed
to
Mr*.
Kimber
and
to
their
Refreshments
were
served
by
cars
driven
by
Minnie
Van
KlomCheff
of
Holland
has
been
reelect/, were guest speakers at a
Kathy Dyke, Johnny and Jimmy
of Holland Chapter, RAM, penberg, 44, route 1, Byron Center, ed a member of the board of direc- mother* hot place mat* which they Mrs. Clara Walters and her com- week Thursday, May 3, in the set in tripod supports before peony
growth makbs this a difficult task. Timmer, Janice Gillette,Ronald
night in the hall. They and Donald Boerman, 27, of 116 tors of the Dark Eguipment Co., had spool knitted. Refreshments mittee to about 100 g u e s t s at church basement
Apply a trowelful of wood ashes Vander Slik, Kenny Glupker, Paul
‘York Rite Masonry.
East Central Ave. Police said dam- here.. Other plants are located at were served by Mrs. Evelyn Streur, tables attractivelydecoratedwith
A ipdal time followed and re- age to the two vehicle* was esti- Benton Harbor, Battle Creek and Mr*. B. Van Dort and Mary Lou •mall clasped hand* 'and yellow There are about 14,500 moose In and one of sheen manure to your Schutte, Patty, David and Pamela
peonies, more if you wish enor- Timmer.
and white daffodils.
the United States.
Nash.
mated at 5160.
Jackson.

Officials

Tender

bicycle hike to Dalman's cottage.
Russell Welch, principalof LinPlaudits for Job
When they reached their destinacoln School served as moderator
tion they enjoyed a wiener roast
Well Done in Area
for the discussionof "Our Changwith all the trimmings with s’morChristine
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